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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Data Management Plan (DMP) describes the data management objectives,
system components, data base structure and contents, system maintenance, data
processing, and user interface for the prototype phase of the Oak Ridge
Environmental Information System (OREIS). The major goals of OREIS data

management are to compile data of known quality, to maintain the integrity of
the data base, and to provide data to users. The DMP defines the

requirements, describes the responsibilities, and references the procedures
for meeting the data management objectives. Emphasis is on management of
measurement data and the associated metadata used to support its proper

interpretation and legal defensibility. The DMP covers transmittal,
processing, storag_ , and data access activities associated with OREIS_ The
OREIS data dictionary is provided as an appendix.
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1. PUP.POSE AND SCOPE

1.1 Background of OREIS

The primary goal of the Oak Ridge Environmental Information System (OREIS) is
to meet data management/access requirements for environmental data as specified
in the Federal Facility Agreement (FFA) and the Tennessee Oversight Agreement

(TOA). The FFA, a tripartite agreement among DOE, the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), and the State of Tennessee, reqAlires DOE to maintain one
consolidated data base for environmental data generated at DOE facilities on the
Oak Ridge Reservation (ORR). According to the FFA (Sect. XVIZI.C), the
consolidated data base is to include data generated pursuant to the FFA and data
generated under federal and state environmental permits, i.e., environmental
restoration (SR), environmental compliance and surveillance (EM) data. The TOA
(Sect. A.7.1.3) states "As provided in the FFA, DOE will develop a quality
assured consolidated data base of monitoring information that shall be shared on
a near real-time basis with the State by way of electronic processing." By
definition, the data base systems defined in the FFA and TOA are the same. This
expectation for data base consolidation has been expressed on several occasions
by EPA and the Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation (TDEC)
Oversight Division.

OREIS is mandated by the DOE Oak Ridge Field Office (DOE-OR) Environmental
Restoration (ER) Division to fulfill the environmental data requirements

prescribed in both the FFA and the TOA and is tasked by the ER Division of Martin
Marietta Energy Systems (Energy Systems) to support environmental data management
activities as they relate to the consolidated data base for the facilities
managed by Energy Systems. These facilities include the three ORR facilities
(ORNL, the Y-12 Plant, and the K-25 Plant) and the gaseous diffusion plants
located at Paducah, Kentucky and Portsmouth, Ohio.

At this time, the ER divisions at DOE-OR and Energy Systems serve as OREIS
sponsors and provide the sole organizational and funding support for the project.
For this reason, the development of OREIS has focused on ER data management
needs, while maintaining some interaction with EM programs, lt was determined
early on that the consolidated data base must be built in phases and that ER data
needs would receive priority during the development of OREIS. Because of this
determination and because the OREIS project had no organizational or funding

support from either DOE-OR or Energy Systems EM programs, data generators and
managers from the EM programs at the DOE-OR facilities have had limited
involvement in the development of OREIS.

Therefore, most of the references to data and development of

standards and procedures in this document are ER-related. Future
versions of the Data Management Plan will address consolidation of

environmental compliance and surveillance data and the development
of procedures related to incorporation of these data into OREIS.
For example, sections or paragraphs that were identified to be

expanded are marked with a _$.

ORE,IS development is carried out by an ORNL multidivisional team and is
managed by ORNL Environmental Sciences Division personnel. Science Applications
International Corporation (SAIC) is also providing development support. Technical
assistance and guidance is provided to the development team by a 25-member OREIS
Steering Committee, which consists primarily of representatives from ER user
groups at each facility; one enviror_ental compliance representative also serves
on the committee.

User groups are defined as internal and external. Under the full scope of
OREIS, the major internal user groups are ER and EM personnel from Energy Systems
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and DOE, and their subcontractors. Major external user groups are EPA, TDEC, and
other regulatory agencies such as the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease
Registry.

The major goals of OREIS data management are to compile data of known quality,
to maintain the integrity of the data base, and to provide data to users. Over
time, OREIS will expand to consolidate all environmental data generated at each

DOE-OR facility. The types of environmental data expected to be incorporated
into OREIS include measurement data from the following environmental disciplines:
groundwater, surface water, sediment, soils, air, and biota. In addition to
measurement data, the OREIS data base will contain extensive descriptive and
qualifier metadata to help define data quality and to enable other end users to
analyze the appropriateness of the data for additlonal purposes. Another
important aspect of the measurements is their spatial context; OREIS will provide
a comprehensive library of map data and tools to analyze and display spatial
relationships of the data.

1.2 Development of OREIS

The development of OREIS is a multi-year effort. The components of OREIS are
being developed in phases. Each phase has a scope of development and specific
products. At this time, the development of OREIS is in the prototype phase. The
prototype phase is focused on establishing a minimum number of features for all
OREIS components. Continued development will result in new versions of OREIS.

The components of OREIS are procedures, the data base, and an information
system. The procedures component includes documenting the development and
operation of the system, the definition of the data base, the processes of data
management, and interactions with OREIS users. The data base component includes
designing and testing the data base structure, identifying data sources_
acquiring and consolidating the data, developing the map data, and operating the
data base. The information system component includes designing and testing the
computer system, managing the computer systems, developing applications (e.g.,
graphs, statistics, maps), developing user interface and query menus, and
providing primary user support.

Developing the prototype OREIS system or adding new OREIS products, such as
new data tables, new menus, or new mapping routines, progresses through initial,
beta, and production stages. The initial stage product is a written overview

(e.g., annotated outline, diagram, schematic) of the feature and may include some
functionality. An initial product is reviewed by OREIS staff for coordination
with other features, lt may also be reviewed by a limited number of OREIS users.
The beta stage product incorporates comments from the review of the initial

product. The completed beta product is a version of the feature which has been
internally reviewed by OREIS staff and is ready for testing and review by OREIS
users. The beta stage product has functionality and documentation. During the

production stage, the product is revised based on testing and responses from the
beta users. The completed production stage product is distributed to OREIS users
with documentation, training, and conversion routines to become a fully

implemented part of OREIS.

1.3 Accessing OREIS

Because the development of OREIS is in the prototype phase, the contents of
the data base are currently has limited data to test functional components of
OREIS. OREIS is willing to accept transmittals of data from data generators or
process requests for data from users that may be a useful part of the system
development and can be processed without impeding the overall development

Version 1.1 August 4, 1992
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progress. The data base structure, consisting of table, field, and relatlonship
definitions, is available to facilities to allow sites to initiate data

management using an ORRIS compatible structure. During the prototype phase, the
ORRIS system may be available to users for limited testing under staff guidance.
In addition, demonstrations are anticipated to more clearly show data generators
and users the functional capabilities of the system.

1.4 Scope of the Data Management Plan

The ORRIS data management plan (the DMP) describes the data management
component of ORRIS and the prototype data base structure and contents. The DMP
defines the requirements, describes the responsibilities, and references the
procedures for meeting the data management objectives. The DMP covers
transmittal, processing, storage, and data access activities associated with
ORRIS. Emphasis of the DMP is on management of measurement data and the
associated metadata that are used to support ER program requirements for
regulatory reporting.$$

The DMP reflects the beta version of the data base structure for the prototype
phase of OREZS. The DMP summarizes the ORRIS project (Section 1), identifies
related applicable references (Section 2), defines terms (Section 3), and
discusses the data management objectives (Section 4). Sections 5-6 describe the
system design. Section 5 describes the overall ORRIS system components with
emphasis on defining staff responsibilities. Section 6 discusses the structure,
data, and metadata within the ORRIS data base. Sections 7-9 define the

operational activities and procedures including maintaining the system, adding
and updating data, and accessing and using data.

The DMP documents the functions of the system and partially fulfills the Phase

2 - System Design, Step 4 - Functional System Design requirements as outlined in
the System Development Methodology (Energy Systems 1990). These requirements
include

• Documenting the systems rules by
(1) identifying the information structure (Section 6),
(2) defining the data flow of daily operations (Sections 8 and 9),
(3) identifying the procedures used (identified throughout), and
(4) identifying system access requirements (Sections 7-9).

• D,veloping a data dictionary (Section 6 and Appendices).
• Designing field formats (Section 6 and Appendices), report formats, etc.,

including calculations to be performed (Section 9).

The DMP will be updated to correspond to new versions of oRrIS reflecting
changes in the data management functions and data base structure. Outstanding
issues that are receiving additional planning, testing, and evaluation before

implementation and documentation in future revisions of the DMP include:

• defining requirements for legally defensible data;
• standardizing data qualifier criteria and flags;
• standardizing data conventions, especially for analytes and methods;
• enhancing the capabilities and efficiency of the user interface;
• generating and documenting standard data products;

• incorporating other types of environmental data, e.g., environmental
monitoring data;

• developing procedures to maintain concurrency between sites and the central
data base;

• developing user training; and
• addressing access to classified data.

Version1.1 Augusl 4, 1992
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3. DEFINITIONS

Batches -

Groups of samples that are measured or analyzed together utilizing laboratory
or field instrumentation.

Data base -

An integrated collection of computerized data files whose records cross-
reference on one another, and associated software for addition, update,
retrieval, and output of data.

Data custodian -

A _rson appointed within an environmental program or project to be
responsible for the supervision and maintenance of the data. The data
custodian serves as the interface between the data generator and oRrIS staff,
authorizes changes and updates to ORRIS data, and serves as the point of
contact when questions arise concerning data from that program or project.
In some programs, this person may be the data generator or the data base
manager.

Data dictionary -
A collection of definitions of the field uharacteristics (e.g., name, length,
type) within tables and of the relationships between tables; a component of
metadata.

Data evaluation -

Assessing reasonableness of data in terms of consistency and completene,s of
measurements; linkages to their spatial and temporal context; and accompanying
documentation, including validation qualifiers. The process is used by
project staff to review data beJ.ng used in reports and ORE.IS staff to review
data transmitted to the central data base.

Data generator -
A person within an environmental program or project who initiates the
sampling, measurement, or construction activities that generate data and who
£s considered a source for data residing in ORriS. Thls person authorizes the
release of data to data custodians when satisfied that the data are complete
and have been validated.

Data management -
Personnel, programs, and procedures used to perform tasks such as organizing,
entering, storing, updating, retrieving, and maintaining data.

Data owner -
A confusing term referring to the individual or environmental program that
originally is responmible for data collection. All environmental data
collected for Energy Systems' Environmental Monitoring and Environmental
Restoration programs are the property of the U. S. Department of Energy.
Individuals within environmental programs collect data and may be responsible
for the care and maintenance of data (see data custodians), but they do not

own data, e.g., sell them or exclusively restrict access to them.

Data pro_osmlng -
Executing systematic sequences of operat£ons on data.



Data products -
Tabular reports, statistics, graphs, maps, or subsets of data in export
formats generated by retrieving and processing data from the data base.

Data review package -
A set of written results of data processing and evaluation activities
conducted by oRrIs staff on data submitted by a program or project. The
package consists of a summary of the ORRIS processing, a listing of potential
data problems, and the results of the data evaluations

Data set -

Similar observations or samples collected for a common reason; observations
may be collected on a date or several date8 and at a site or several sites.

Data transmittal package -
A set of materials accompanying a data set to facilitate data exchange;
included are metadata, format definitions, media descrlptiona, and materials
to check for file corruption, such as data listings, statistics, or checksums.

Data validation -

Assessing the adequacy of data for their intended use by comparing the data
history with acceptable criteria (e.g., data quality objectives) and assigning
a measure of reliability. The systematic assessment process consists of data
verification, editing, screening, range checking, statistical analysis,
auditing, flagging, certification, and review. Validation is an indication
of the innate quality of the data in terms of measurement resolution,
instrument detection limits, or sampling errors.

Data verification -

Assuring that electronic data correctly represent the field or analytical
measurement. The error checking process may include double entry, range
checking, instrument checks_ editing, tagging, and review. In general,
verification identifies errors that can be corrected.

Environmental Monitoring (EM) -
Staff and activities associated with environmental compliance and surveillance

monitoring of groundwater, surface water (NPDES data), air quality, and biota.
Staff includes manager_, technical staff, data managers, groundwater
coordinators, and subcontractors working on EM projects.

Environmental Restoration (rR) -
Staff and activities associated with inspections, remedial investigations, and

clean-up of radioactive and hazardous wastes. Staff includes managers,
technical Etaff, data managers, risk assessors, _nd subcontractors working on

ER projects.

Fields -
Variables or columns within a table that represent record identifiers,
attributes, and measurements.

Geographic information systea (GIS) -
Computer system that manages, analyzes, and displays spatial data and
associated attributes.

Global posltlon_ng system (GPS) -
Computer system that determines the x, y, and z coordinates of positions on
the earth based on processing transmissions from satellites.

Ve'r_o_ I. I Augu_ 4, 1992
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Metadata -
Information about measurement data that helps to define data usability and
associated context.

Quality assurance -
A planned and systematic set of procedures used to provide adequate confidence
that the data or products conform to established and technical requlremento.

Raw data -

Original data that may have undergone extensive review, but that have not been
aggregated or otherwise irreversibly converted to other values or forms.

Relational data base management system (RDKMS) -
A computer system for general-purpose data storage and retrieval which
organizes data into tables consisting of more rows of information, each
containing the same set of data items. A RDBMS provides flexible access to
a data with reduced storage and redundancy.

Records -
ROWS within a table that are the data observations, measurements, or results

associated with a common object (e.g., sample or location) that has unique
identifiers.

Site -

A level of geographic or programmatic subdivision used interchangeably to
represent:
i) one of the five facilities managed by Energy Systems, including ORNL, K-25,
Y-12, and the gaseous diffusion plants located at Paducah, Kentucky and
Portsmouth, Ohio;
2) an Operable Unit (OU) such as Bear Creek Valley Operable Unit;
3) a source term unit (the smallest unit considered under CERCLA); or
4) in the context of this document, the level of activity conducted by

. projects or programs.

Structured Query Language (SQL) -
The American National Standards Institute, industry-standard language used to

manipulate information in a relational database.
T

T_les -

Basic RDBMS data storage units that contain records (rows) with a common set

of fields (columns).

Vlows -

Logical organizations of data within one or more RDBMS tables to fulfill user
requests.

i

i
i
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4. DATA _%NAGEI4ENT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Primary goals of OREIS are to provide data that support environmental planning
and decision making; to ensure the accessibility of environmental data for
regulatory reports, environmental analyses, risk assessments, and other
environmental needs; to provide data that are complete, consistent, and fully
qualified; to facilitate the efficient access, reporting, analysis, display, and
export of the data; to minimize the uncertainties associated with data, data
products, and interpretation of results; and to ensure that metadata are
available that can be used to establish the legal defensibility of the data.tS

Objectives of OREIS data management include_
• Development of a central computerized repository to provide access to and

long-term storage of measurement data.
® Consolidation of all envirol_uental measurement data from environmental

programs and aseoclated activities.
• Standardization, harmonization, reduction, and other data processing of to

provide consistent data.
• Evaluation of both historical and newly collected data.
• Development of analysis, reporting, display, and export tools to generate

consistent products.
• Documentation of data, products, and procedures.
• Maintenance of system security through controlled system access and routine

data base backups.
• Incorporation of users' feedback into system evaluation and planning.

4.1 Centralisation

Objective: To develop a centralized computer system to provide access to and
long-term storage of characterization and monitoring data.

The OREIS Phase I-System Definition Document (OREIS 1992) was written using
the Automated Data Processing System Development Methodology (ADP SDM) (Energy
Systems 1987) to guide the design of the data base system, lt presents the
results of a feasibility study that determined current practices, defined
requirements, and evaluated alternatives for a consolidated data base system.
A centralized data base system design was recommended. An overview of the
centralized OREIS system that fulfills this recommendation is provided in
Section 5.$$

4.2 Consolidat£on

Objective: To consolidate all measurement data from environmental programs
and associated activities.

To meet the FFA requirement that DOE maintain a consolidated data base for
environmental data, OREIS will identify data generators and custodians and set

up agreements with them to routinely send newly processed data to OREISo When
the system becomes operational, OREIS will store complete copies of qualified
data and accompanying metadata. Data qualifiers will designate laboratory flags,
level of validation, and other limitations. In cases where raw data are normally

processed with standard programs at a site, the raw data may be retained at the
site and the processed or aggregated data transmitted to OREIS. When sites
retain raw data, records within OREIS will indicate the location of the raw

data. $$
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4.3 Standardisation

Objective: To ensure that all data are available to users in consistent
_ormats.

Similar data have been collected at sites using dissimilar methods and stored
using different data definitions, lt is essential the ORRIS users be able to
retrieve data for a specific attribute from different sites and have confidence
that the results are comparable. Documenting and accommodating format

differences will be a major challenge of the ORRIS project. There will be a
transition period leading to projects using standard methods. During this
transition, oRrIS will harmonize and standardize site data to achieve
consistency, including converting to common units of measure, assigning standard
codes, and converting to common temporal scales. Documentation will be stored
on methods used by the data generator to record site data and on processing used
by the ORRIS staff at the central facility, oRrIs will participate in developing
procedures and providing data processing tools to assist projects in using more
standardized procedures and documentation0$$

4.4 Evaluation

Objective: To ensure that all data have boon evaJuated and that data
qualifiers are par_ of the data base.

Data generators and custodians at each site will remain responsible for data
verification and validation. The validation qualifiers will be stored in ORRIS

to aid OREXS users in defining the usability of data for specific purposes.
ORRIS staff will evaluate data transmitted to ORRIS to ensure consistency and

completeness. The data evaluation process includes checking that records have
complete and unique identifiers and that related records can be linked together,
for example_ that laboratory measurements can be linked to records defining the
sampling event, sampling station, and project.

In general, procedures have been more thoroughly established for validating
the results of analytical methods associated with laboratory environments than
with field measurements. ORRIS will participate with other programs in

formalizing and applying equivalent validation procedures to field and other
measurements. A set of validation criteria and universal flag definitions for

both field and laboratory measurements will be developed or adopted from
available procedures, as the basic requirements for developing site-specific data
validation procedures. $#

4.5 Analysis and Reporting

Objective: To provide access to the data base for analysis, reporting,
display, and export of data.

The ORRIS system will eventually provide direct user access to the data base
through the use of interactive screen menus to view data, to produce standard
reports and graphical displays, and to export data for use in other systems. The
ORACLE data base management system will be interfaced with SAS for statistical
analysis and graphical displays and with ARC/INFO for GIS analysis and mapping.
Although users will have direct access to the data base and analytical tools, the
ORRIS staff will be available to assist in performing specialized data analysis,

as appropriate. Staff may also asslst in assessing and interpreting results.

Standard report generators will be developed based on input from project and

monitoring staff and regulatory reporting requirements to present site
characterization data in standardized tabular, graphical, and geographical
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formats. Products will incorporate annotation and metadata information that
identifies the data source and clearly indicate hhose factors needed for
interpreting results. The system will maintain both a record of reports and data
products produced by OREIS and a copy of the selection, analysis, and reporting
program used to generate the products_#%

While OREIS provides direct access or data to internal users for secondary
applications by other programs, OREIS is also a central source of data for
external users, such as EPA, DOE, and individual states. OREIS will develop data

packages that meet FFA or other req_lirements for data products and will routinely
export data to agencies. In addition, OREIS will provide direct access to the
data base to the TDEC as specified in the TOA.%$

4.6 Documentation

Objective: To ensure that all data, products, and procedures have adequate
documen ta tion .

Metadata are the information about the data. Metadata are compiled by site

data generators during data collection and will be transmitted to OREIS with the
corresponding measurement data. Because of the many contributors and users, the
variety of data types, the long-term expectations: and the regulatory demands,
metadata are extremely important to help users define the usability of

measurement data for specific purposes. OREIS is being designed to store
metadata online and to display the metadata on the source, characteristics, and

application constraints of all the data within the data base. Metadata serve
several functions, such as providing

• An overview for new users (e.g., anyone not associated with the generation
of the data) to determine the potential usefulness of the data for a new

appl icat ion.
• Technical specifications to allow a new user to process the data on a new

computer system.
. Background information to aid a new user in understanding how to interpret

and analyze the data.
• Specific documentation of the collection, processing, modifying, and other

properties required within a legal or regulatory context.

Metadata include

• Sampling objectives.
• Sampling design defining statistical considerations, media sampled,

parameters measured, sampling frequency, and sampling points.
• Sampling collection and analysis protocols that were followed.
• QA/QC procedures that were used and their results.

Metadata may describe variables, history, source, format, units or dimensions,
limitations or constraints_ and other attributes of measu_ewen_s that should be

considered by users of the data base before applying the data to a specific

purpose. Metadata may also reference more complete external supporting
documents, such as manuals, plans, reports, or associated regulations including

the Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements (ARARs). The metadata
in OREIS should reference site sampling design, data collection, and analytical

procedures, such as Data Quality Objectives (DQOs) and Sampling and Analysis
Plans (SAPs). Individuals responsible for specific aspects of the data or
custodians of the data may be identified and contact information provided as part
of the metadata.

The OREIS data base is being designed to incorporate online metadata within
all files and to automatically produce data base documentation that includes
metadata. The data dictionary is one aspect of metadata, including directo,:y
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files maintained by the RDBMS that define field names, lengths, data types, and
labels and custom-designed data dictionary tables that define the tables within
the OREIS data base and characterize their fields in more detail than the ORACLE
tables.

While the need for metadata within the data base is well established, the
concept of metadata and ways to implement the concept are still evolving.
Procedures and practices for capturing, quality checking, updating, transferring,
and processing metadata are lacking. Requirements are needed to ensure that
adequate metadata are recorded to establish defensibility of the data. A draft
procedure, Transmitting Data to OREIS (ER/C-P2701), provides initial guidelines
to assist data generators in compiling metadata. The success of the OREIS
metadata capability will depend on the interaction and cooperation of the data
generators, data custodians, data users, and OREIS staff. It will be an

iterative process to design and implement a comprehensive and useful system that
is not a burden on the data generators.tr

4.7 Security

Objective: To maintain the data with appropriate integrity and security.

Although there will be unlimited access to data in OREIS by authorized users,

access controls will be instituted to protect the integrity of the data base.
The OREIS system is being designed following standard system development
methodologies as specified in the Energy Systems' Automated Data Processing
Systems Development Methodology (Energy Systems 1987). The design includes
protection against unauthorized access or accidental data corruption through the
use of passwords, user access profiles, and other options to control user access.
The levels of access will be defined as read-only access for users and write

access and system privileges for the OREIS Data Base Administrator and other
OREIS staff. In addition, the data base and custom-written computer programs

will be periodically backed up to protect against system problems, and a copy of
the data base will be periodically placed in archival storage.

Each site will be required to develop ways to ensure the integrity and
security of the data and programs that reside on their respective systems.
During the early phases of data processing, working versions of the data may be
stored on both site and central systems, with OREIS providing the eventual long-
term archival storage.%%

4.8 User Feedback

Objective: To involve users in the planning and operations of the OREIS
system to respond to their needs and to maintain high levels of system
performance.

The OREIS system must respond to both data generators who transmit data to the
OREIS system and users who request access to the data. A steering committee,
consisting of representatives from the Environmental Restoration Division at each
of the five DOE facilities was formed to design, develop, and implement a
consolidated environmental data base system to fulfill the FFA requirements.

ORE,IS was initially conceived by this group. The Steering Committee will
continue to provide guidance during the prototype and operational phases of
oRris.t%

The OREIS system must be able to evolve as generator and user needs change or
as new technologies become available. In addition, the ORRIS staff has the
responsibility to educate and train users in the capabilities and effective use

of the system. The OREIS staff will work with data generators to develop
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guidelines for data processing and to distribute customized programs for
inputting new data into standard formats for easy transfer to OREIS. The OREIS
staff will also work w th data users to determine needs for standard reporting
formats, statistical analyses, spatial analyses, and displays.$$
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5. ORRIS SYSTEM

ORRIS is more than a collection of related data sets. In addition to the data

base, ORRIS components also include the information system (computer hardware and
software, the data management system, application programs), the procedures, and
the data management staff. While the computer and its associated costs are often
more visible, the investments of time and resources in data collection and
documentation are much greater. The technical aspects of developing,

maintainingF and using the hardware and software of this complex system require
expert knowledge, but problems associated with the computer side are usually
relatively easy to resolve. Zt is essential to identify the sources and types
of data to be stored and to understand the applications that the data and system
must support. Developing procedures that define data handling techniques, ensure
deca flow between somewhat independent projects, and recognize institutional
r _lities is the most challenging component of the system. ORRIS relies on the
interactions and coordination of many individuals, thus requiring good
communications and continual education and training of the staff and users. This
section describes the components and how they function as the ORRIS system. It

also discusses the linkages between the consolidated central system and sites.

Needs of the environmental restoration program provided the initial direction

for the ORRIS data management system. Future directions for ORRIS will reflect
the evolving Energy Systems coordination and integration plans to address data
management needs for enviror_ental restoration and monitoring data.

Environmental restoration projects are typically created to characterize a

waste disposal site or otherwise contaminated area for the purpose of determining
the clean-up needs and most appropriate actions (or no actions). The site

management plan (DOE 1991) identified approximately 45 operable units (OUs) or
Waste Area Groupings (WAGs) for which remediation activities must be defined and

prioritized. Some OUs combine one or more solid waste management units (SWMU).
Other source term units may be identified as potential study areas. Each project

has been mapped as an identifiable study area. Each project has a staff,
schedule, budget, data _nanagement plan, and clearly defined objectives and
reporting requirements. ER projects are usually organized under the ER program
at each site, which, in turn, is under the direction of the Central ER Program. t$

Generally, oRrIS will receive data from a site's ER program data base (Figure
1). This data base may contain data from numerous ER projects at that site. Xn
cases where environmental data are not managed by the site's ER program data

base, the data may be sent directly to ORRIS. ORRIS will also contain data from

nonER programs, e.g., historical data and data from EM programs, USGS, _A, and
others. After data are processed by ORRIS staff, the data can be accessed by
users for various applications° There is currently an overlap between site

management functions and oRrIs functions (Figure 2); however, this overlap and
division of responsibilities may change as ORRIS evolves. Within this context,
the OREZS project can be viewed as a centralized core group of computer and
applications specialists and a close network of data generators and users at the
sites. En addition to providing and using data, the data generators and u_ers

also provide essential feedback on the oRrIS system to ensure that the system
responds to user needs, maintains high performance, and incorporates new
technology as available.tS

Table 1 lists the data activities and indicates the roles that are performed

by sites and by OP_IS throughout a typical data lif_ cycle. Primary data
activities, including establishing the sampling design; collecting, encoding and
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Figure 1. Flow of data through OREIS from sources to uses.
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verifying data, performing QA/QC, and other data processing; validating data; and
generating primary reports will continue to be the responsibility of the sites.
OREIS will define the fundamental data management requirements for sites and will
assist sites in developing data management plans. Guidance will be provided to
projects on standardized their data handling, verification, validation, and
transmittal procedures.

During the early operation of OREIS, OREIS staff may perform additional data
harmonization on data transmitted from sites to achieve consistent, integrated

data. Any changes to data will be done with the review and concurrence of data
generators or data custodians. The goal is to move from this transition phase
to a point where all sites will be using standard methods.

Qualified data within OREIS will be accessible for queries and reporting,

graphical display, mapping and spatial analysis, sitewide integrated analyses,
and export to regulatory agencies and others. Table 2 lists the same activities
as Table 1 and indicates levels of standardization and consolidation for

achieving a consolidated data base. Those activities requiring more
standardization and consolidation will be provided by the centralized OREIS

system, including long-term archival storage.

5.1 Data Overview

OREIS will contain a wide variety of environmental restoration data. It is
essential that OREIS be able to store and retrieve data without being restricted

to a predefined and finite list of parameters. Each project may encounter unique
problems. Sampling designs and data quality objectives will typically specify
different sets of parameters to be measured for a site. Remedial investigations,

which generate the majority of environmental restoration data, are just one part
of the overall environmental program for managing facilities, conducting clean-up
activities, and monitoring for compliance. The data base must accommodate
diverse data from many sources that will be brought together to determine
baseline values, examine long-term trends, or produce composite products as
needed by envirolunental restoration or other programs.$$

The guiding principle for designing OREIS is to be able to store and retrieve
a wide variety of current or future data types in a data base that reduces
redundancies and is flexible in being able to bring data together to meet user

needs° An additional requirement is to be able to associate extensive

descriptive and qualifier metadata with measurement data to establish the
defensibility of the data. Typical r_medial investigations of waste disposal
areas include drilling wells to sample groundwater and drilling boreholes to

sample soils to measure radiological and chemical properties. Laboratory
analyses determine levels of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), metals,
pesticides, and other compounds. The water level measurements, lithology
characterizations, and surface water flow are used to study groundwater

hydrology.

The OREIS data base will contain data that describe a project; locate sampling

stations; specify sampling events; describe borehole lithology; provide well,
borehole, and tank construction information; store field measurement data,

including data collected on plant and animal samples; and store the voluminous
data from laboratory analyses, lt is essential that the types of data are

complete and can be linked together with unique identifiers° The data tables in
OREIS are described in Section 6.
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Table 1. Allocation of data processing activities to sites and OREIS throughout
the OREIS data life cycle

T ,, T ' , ,,, ' " ......
I

Activity I Sites OREIS Description, , ,.,, , , "_-, , . ,.. , ..,, ,, . ,, .,,

Sampling Design ++ - Defining regulatory requirements and
DQOs

__ _ ,,. ,, _1 '

Data Collecting, ++ - Collecting and analyzing samples

Analyzing ,, ........... ,,

Encoding and ++ - Entering and verifying data
Verifying ........... _,..

Validat in 9 . ++ - Conduct in._ validation ....

Transfer to OREIS + ++ Transferring to OREIS, harmonizing,

evaluating qua!it[.,,, J ,,,

Evaluation - ++ Evaluate the completeness and

.......... consistency o.f the data.,base ___..........

Primary Reports + - Producing reports for regulatory

......... I requirements ....

Transfer to EPA + + Transferring the data reported to
and States regulatory agencies in electronic forms

as specified by the FFA,, , , ,,, | ,.,

Queries, + + Performing user queries, risk

Sec0ndar,_ Reports ....... assessments, modeling. _

Maps and Graphics + ++ Generating high resolution, B/W or
color maps and graphics

Integrated - ++ Conducting ORR-wide assessments

A_na_![S e s ...... .....

Archlving - ++ Long-term archiving of the data for
records management

,,._ ,, , ;., '- , ',_T' ,

Data Processinq. Ac.tivi_tv Levels:
- limited activity
+ shared activity

++ primary activity
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Table 2. Needs for s_andardlsing and consolldating data processing act£vitAes
throughout the OREIS data life cycle

Activity $tandard_zatlon Consolidation

iS_p!ing Design Som_ ne_de, d Net needed
::, , ..... , ,f ............... ,

Data Co},lectlng, Some needed Not needed
_._AnaIyz ing

, , . u , , .__. ,,,,,, ,,,,, , ,:

Encoding and So_e needed Not needed
Verifying

Valldatl, n_ .......... NeceaBary ....... Some ,,needed

___valuatA,,o,n .... Heceueary ..... Highlydesire_d

Transfer to OREIS Necessary ........... Some needed .......

_t__e___ Neces._ary . someneede_.__d_..

o Transfer to EPA Necosmary Some needed
and States

Queries, secon-_a,ry Heceasary Highly desired

• ,.,_ _. : ..... .,1.,,m,,..-_ - , ..... _ _

: o_ and Gr a_hics_._ NeceB_sa_ry ............Highly des.Ared _

Integrated Necessary Necessary

_._._A_al_.see.... _ .... . . _ .......... . ...... ..... ,.............. ._................

I
_
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5.2 Computer 8ystea Overview

oRrIs will consist of a centrally located facility containing validated data
in a consistent, standard format (Figure 3). The ORRIS Phase I - System
Definition Document presents the feasibility study that evaluated the

requirements for the system and selected a centralized system design. The
centralized system ranked highest of several designs in meeting six operational
feature8_ standardization, documentation, robustness, integration, reliability,
and predictability. The central system supports and contributes to the
standardization of data management activities for all projects. The central
system will automatically generate documentation for users and will perform all
data management requirements. System functions will be integrated to minimize
operational maintenance and to foster user acceptance. T_le ORRIS central design
will ensure reliability of data products and will be predictable with respect to
format, qualityp and utility.

The ORRIS core system takes advantage of commercially available software
consisting of a RDBMS (ORACLE) linked with a statistical analysis and display
system (SAS) and with a geographic information system (GIS) (ARC/INFO). The
system is designed to operate on either VMS or UNIX workstations such as VAX or
SUN. A centra_ data server will be used to maintain the master data base and
software that can be accessed from several workstations or PC8 via a network.

One or more actual computer systems may be used, and data may be accessed by
users who are connected directly to the centralized facility or who may have
independent clones of the system at their facility.

5.3 Data Base Management System Overview

The ORACLE data base management system (DBMS) supports a relational data base
structure with powerful query capabilities using Structured Query Language (SQL).
The system provides fast access through the use of indexed searching and reduces
redundancy through the use of linkages between data tables. It provides security
and user tracking capabilities within a multiple-user environment. ORACLE
supports custom report writing and menu-driven applications in addition to
interfacing to SAS and ARC/INFO.

Tables and Views - Tl_e ORACLE system has two fundamental concepts for
organizing data: tables and views. Tables are collections of records having a
common set of fields stored as a unit. ORACLE tables are more or less equivalent
to SAS data sets or the INFO dat_ sets within ARC/INFO. ORACLE refers to records
within a table as rows and fields (or variables) within a record as columns.
Typically, tables are associated wiuh inputting data from field or lab sheets.
However, within the relational context, input data from a lab form may be stored

in several linked tables. With the power of the relational data base design,
fields that are associated with an input record do not have to be stored within
the same table for efficient retrievals.

Views are logical representations of a table or combination of tables; they
are collections of "pseudo" records organized to fulfill a _ery or to generate
a report. Views do not contain data; the columns of a view may be 8elected from
one or several different tables, and the selected rows may be a subset of rows
from the source table(s). Therefore, a field is stored once but may be easily
retrieved as a "pseudo record" in association with other fields from other tables
using different views, depending on the query or report requirements of the user.
Views may be used in almost all the same ways as tables and can be saved for
subsequent use.

J
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Figure 3. OREIS data flow and system components.
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ORACLE uses keys and indices to organize and access the data base. Keys are
the one or more columns that uniquely identify a row within a data table and are
used to establish relationships between tables. Indices provide qulck access to
rows within a table; in addition, creating indices can enforce the uniqueness of
rows within a table. Indices are typically created for the primary key of every
table.

5.4 Applications Overview

ORriS must be versatile to respond to a variety of user requests. The system
is designed to generate a core of standard products from the data (e.g., tables,
graphs, statistics, maps), to allow users to create their own products, or to
retrieve and export selected data. The user-lnterface menus will provide access
to the data base without requiring extensive user training. The user-friendly
menus are designed for casual or intermittent users by guiding the user through
the query process and by providing access to online help files. The menus
include spec£fylng data retrieval criteria and selecting standard report or
display output.

oRrIS will support the following applicationsz standard reports, statistical
analysis, graphical and map display, spatial analysis, and data exporting, oRrIS
will generate standard reports that initially emulate existing reports; new
reports will be added to respond to new reporting requirements. SAS will be used
to generate charts and plots for reports, presentations, and scientific analysis.
SAS will also be used to generate simple statistics for reporting and more
complex statistics for scientific analyses and hypothesis testing. ARC/INFO will
be used to generate maps either using standard map selections or allowing users
to fully specify the desired type of map. ARC/INFO also provides extensive
spatial analysis functions. ORRIS supports several types of data export,
including selected formats such as dBASE, the Interchange File Format (IFF) of
EPA that is specified by EPA in the FFA, and ASCII files. All user requests will
be logg_d and the generation of products will automatically document the
retrieval and report specifications.

5 • 5 Procedures

Procedures w£11 complement the DMP by giving more details and requirements
associated with specific processes; procedures will be added or updated as new
requirements, methods, or technologies are incorporated into the system. Both
central-rR (site-orlented) and internal (central ORris-oriented) operating

procedures will be developed. Currently, three central-rR procedures are being
written for data generators and users.

The procedure Transmitting Data to oRrIs (rR/C-P2701) provides requirements,

responsibilities, and action steps associated with transmitting data to oRrIs.
The major emphasis is on acquiring data of known quality (documentation and
validation). The procedure covers guidelines for compiling adequate
documentation, encoding data into an electronic form, data processing, performing
data verification and validation, transmitting the data to ORRIS, reviewing the
data with ORRIS staff, submitting data updates and corrections, and maintaining

archival copies. This procedure defines a data package for transmitting data to
ORRIS consisting of the data transmittal form, the data and metadata, data format
specifications, and methods to verify the error-free transfer of data.

The procedure Accessing Data in ORriS (rR/C-P2702) outlines the requirements_
responsibilities, and action steps for enrolling as a ORRIS user. This procedure
will specify a process for requesting data or specific products from oRrIS.
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The procedure Submitting, Reviewing, and Implementing Changes to OREXS Data
Base Structure (rR/C-P2703) describes the requirements, responsibilities, and
action steps for submitting changes to the ORRIS data structure, the subsequent
review of the proposed changes, and the implementation of changes to the
structure.

Procedures associated with internal oRrIs operations will be organized into
the ORRIS Operators Guide, which will cover the following activities_

Bnrolllng oRrIS Users - This procedure outlines the enrollment of users,
including opening an account, establishing passwords, assigning space quotas,
defining a user profile, scheduling profile review., updating the contacts
network information, and setting access data base levels.

Installing ORRIS - This procedure specifies what hardware/software is required
for an OREIS system, describes setting up directories and tablespaces,
specifies network connections, and describes the process for loading data.

Backup and Recovery of Data and Systems - This procedure specifies
responsibilities for backing up OREIS, including the frequency of backup., the
steps in the back-up process, storage of back-up media, and, if needed, the
recovery process.

Software Configuration Control - This procedure provides guidelines for adding
or modifying tables (table names, column names, key fields, indexed fields,
codes, etc.) or standard views (view names, application, joining tables,
subsetting, etc.). Users may develop their own views that would not be
subject to any controls. In addition, the procedure discusses updating the
data dictionary and data base structure.

Processing and Reviewing Data - This procedure describes how to import and
harmonize data for the ORRIS data base. Processes are described to confiz_

that the data and documentation agree; checks for values out of range, missing
data, miscoded data, obvious consistencies, wrong units of measure, etc. are
suggested. Those changes (variable names, units of measure, aggregation,
standardization, etCo) performed to achieve consistency in ORRIS will be
documented. Guidelines are provided for evaluating the data and assigning
validation levels with the metadata supplied. The final part of the process
is reviewing the results of ORRIS data processing and evaluation with the data
generator.

Maintaining and Updating Data - This procedure outlines the process to make
data changes as authorized by data generators and custodians, document the

reason for the changes, revise the data base, and update the XACTION tables.

Data Product Generation and Review - This procedure describes how standard

ORRIS products are conceived, defined, checked for accuracy, documented, and
periodically reviewed by users and ORRIS staff. It also defines a data
package for exporting ORRIS data, including a letter of request, metadata,
standard data formats, methods to verify correct transfer, and confirmation
of successful transfer.

Records Management - This procedure specifies how to log transactions, index
records (letters, data transfers, metadata, reports, etc.), submit records to
a records management center, and comply with othe2_ records management
requirements.
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5.6 Data Management Staff

The roles and responsibilities for data management are shared between the
sites and the central OREIS staff. Sites are responsible for designing the data
collection and establishing data quality objectives (DQOs); collecting, entering,
and validating the data; and transmitting data to OREIS following site-specific
data management plans. OREIS staff are responsible for compiling site data into
the consolidated data base, making data available to users, and maintaining long-

term archival data storage. There are overlapping data evaluation and reporting
functions between sites and OREIS. Specific responsibilities are described
below.

ORBIS Data Base Manager
• has overall responsibility for the design, operation, and maintenance oi!

the OREIS data base;
• establishes the overall system design, reviews the system performance,

determines the need for changes, and authorizes changes;
• establishes the data processing procedures, makes sure they are followed

and documented, and authorizes exceptions or modifications;
• ensures that appropriate staff and users are trained in performing the

OREIS data base functions and following the data base procedures;

• requests and monitors the transfer of data from data generators to OREIS;
• oversees the processing, entry, documentation, and storage of data into the

OREIS data base;

• supervises OREIS data management staff°

OREZS Data Base Administrator (DSA)
• keeps the ORACLE data base with linkages to SAS and ARC/INFO up andI

working;
. has "DBA" privileges within ORACLE;
• implements the system design;
• establishes users accounts, passwords, and privileges within ORACLE;
• performs periodic backups of the data base and, if required, restores the

data base from backups; and
• updates the system components to maintain an efficient and secure data

base.

OREXS Data Coordinator

• identifies data generators and data custodians and maintains communications
concerning procedures, user needs, and oRrIs services;

• inventories ongoing data sources and establishes a data tracking system to
ensure that new data are entered and reviewed in a timely manner;

• reviews site data verification, validation, and documentation activities;
• oversees the electronic transfer of data files to ORRIS;
• inventories historical and non-rR data and establishes procedures and

priorities for acquiring and entering these data;
• assists in the evaluation and review of data, including resolving potential

ambiguities with data custodians and updating the data base; and

• may perform data processing and respond to data requests.

ORRIS _A Specialist
• is responsible for overall quality assurance concerns of the data and of

the system functions;
• establishes data quality criteria and flags;
• reviews procedures for data verification, validation, and documentation

with site data generators and data custodians;
• assists in data evaluation of data transferred to OREIS; and

® interacts with the applications programmer and GIS specialist on QA issues.

Versia. 1.1 Au_,m 4.1992
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Ol_XS Records Manager
• is responsible for maintaining all pertinent and required records

associated with operating OREIS and preserving the data;
e detez_ines which records must be stored and the storage requirements;
• establishes a records identification, inventory, and indexing system;

• implements a records storage and retrieval system; and
• coordinates with site records managers to establish pointers to site data

processing records and associated metadata, e.g., regulatory documents, QA
requirements, program plans.

OPJIS Data Entry Clerk
• J_ responsible for entering data and documentation into OREIS;
• performs necessa:y data processing;
• assists with the data evaluation and review process; and

• performs data updates and deletions, as authorized by data custodians.

OREXS Applications Programmer
• is responsible for developing data processing and applications programs for

central OREIS;
• creates data entry and update screens for data, including data verification

and conversion algorithms for use by sites;
• creates batch data transfer and transformation programs to transfer site

data to OREIS;
• develops programs to facilitate the evaluation of field and laboratory data

by OREIS staff;
• develops programs to inventory, track, and summarize data activities to

assist in managing the data base;
• develops applications programs for data reports, summaries, and displays

to meet user needs;

• coordinates the non-standardized user requests for data export, reports,
data analysis, modeling, and graphical or geographical displays; and

• supports and maintains the application programs, documentation, and user
training.

ORRIS GIS Applications Specialist
• is responsible for map data and mapping functions;
• acquires, builds, and maintains consistent spatial data for all the

geographic areas under study;
• develops interfaces between spatial data in the GIS and site

characterization attribute data in OREIS;

• develops cartographic display capabilities of the attribute data; and
• assists in tile geographic analysis and interpretation of spatially oriented

data.

ORRIS Applications Specialists
• are scientists and engineers associated with the ER program who will be

consulted for reviewing new data and for developing new applications as

appropriate.

Site Data Custodians (or Site Data Base Managers) (relative to central ORRIS)

• are responsible for maintaining data at a site;
• responsible for transmitting data to OREIS;
• w_)r with OREIS to review data problems and answer data questions; and

• aut_!0_ize OREIS to make corrections and changes.

Vct,'sian1.1 Au_,_ 4, 1992
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Site Data Generators (relative to central OF_IS)
• are responsible for the initial collection and entry of data for a project,

and

• responsible for the delivery of complete and validated data for an ER
project to OREIS.

5.7 Operations and Oversight

As described in Section 4.8, the OREIS system is designed to meet user needs

and to make the necessary modifications to the system as deficiencies or new user
needs are identified. Much of the user feedback and oversight review will be

provided by the OREXS data steering committee. OREIS participates in Martin
Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. committees for standardizing procedures, for
example, the Common Laboratory Practices PIP committee. OREIS will contribute
to these activities and adopt their recommendations, as appropriate. In
addition, OREIS Technical Briefs will be distributed to all interested

individuals to indicate changes to the system and to request user feedback.

Version I.] August4, 1992
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6. DATA BASE STRUCTURE

This section describes the structure and contents of the ORRIS data base

(Table 3). Conventions used to ensure internal consistency (Section 6.1) and key
identifier fields used to link the data tables together (Section 6.2) are
described. Classes of tables are described including data tables (Section 6.3),

change data tables (Section 6.4), metadata tables (Section 6.5), ORACLE system
tables (Section 6.6), administrative tables (Section 6.7), GIS data (Section
6.8), and noncomputerized information and records (Section 6.9). The ORRIS Data
Dictionary is described in Section 6.5.1 and listed in Appendix A, organized by
table in Appendix A.1 and by field name in Appendix A.2.

6.1 Conventions

The design and implementation of the ORRIS data base requires conventions or
rules to ensure internal consistency. It is anticipated that standard
conventions will be reviewed by the oRrIS Steering committee and eventually

adopted by the data generators. If data transmitted to ORRIS do not conform to
_he _on,cntionsv ORRIS staff will perform necessary conversions with review and
authorization for changes by the data custodian. The conventions currently in

place are described below.

Field Names - Field or column names are assigned by oRrIS to be meaningful,

consistent, and unique. The first 8 characters need to be unique to allow
direct transfer from ORACLE to SAS. Names can include underscores to increase

readability. Those fields common to several data sets are consistent in their
meaning and use. Additional naming conventions include:

Dates - "DATE " is the first part of a data field name.

Codes - if appropriate, "CODE" or "TYPE" is the last part of the name for
coded data fields.

Labels - Labels are concise 40-character descriptors associated with field
names. ORRIS staff will check for editorial consistency, such as using

upper/lower case, abbreviating, specifying units of measure at the far right
of the label, etc. The style used for the prototype data base will serve as
an ex_nple, with more specific guidelines evolving for future versions.

Length of fields - The length of a field for a variable needs to be large
enough to accommodate future requirements. Most numeric fields are 8 bytes,
while the length of a character field depends on its contents. Comment-type
text fields use a maximum length of 200 characters in order to be compatible
with SAS, instead of the 255 characters allowed for ORACLE character data
fields. However, some of the metadata tables include ORACLE "LONG" field

types allowing up to 65,535 characters of descriptive information to be
stored.

Codes - Codes are used to maintain consistency, reduce entry requirements, and

reduce storage. Both key identifier fields used for relating tables and
fields used for queries are prime candidates for using codes. Whenever

possible, ORRIS will use standard codes such as CAS numbers or codes that are
familiar to data generators and data users.

Dates and Time - Dates need to be entered with a full 4-digit year to

anticipate the continuation of the oRrIS project into the next century.

Geographic coordinates - The Administrative Grid system (see Section 6.8.2)
will be used for geographic coordinates within ORRIS. Standard conversions

programs will be provided to sites.
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Units of Measur@ - All common data in ORRIS will be stored with the same units

of measure, that is, if sites record metal concentrations both as mg/L and

gg/L, then oRrIS will convert and store as mg/L. The units of measure are
defined in the data dictionary. The units of measure generally used by
classes of variables are

Well construction inches and feet

Water, Ions mg/L
Water, Volatiles gg/L
Water, Semivolatiles _g/L
Water, Pesticides gg/L
Water, Metals mg/L
Water, Radionuclides pCi/L
Soil, Sediment mg/Kg
Soil, Radionuclides pCi/Kg

Missing Values - Missing values need to be coded so that ORACLE, SAS, and
ARC/INFO can differentiate missing from zero values. By default, "no entry"
in ORACLE is stored internally as a NULL value. However, SAS has its own
internal convention for missing data, and ORACLE data accessed by SAS using
the SAS ACCESS will properly convert NULL data to missing values. ARC/INFO
has no conventions so that NULL data must be assigned a -9999999 value and the

ARC/INFO program will delete such values from the analysis.

Qualifiers - Data within OREIS will be fully qualified using associated
metadata tables and data quality indicators. Flags, comments, and other
qualifiers will be assigned to individual values using secondary fields (i.e,
not concatenated with a numeric result) to indicate the level of confidence

associated with the data. Schemes being considered include the EPA and Energy
System five-level systems for data validation flags.

DATAQUAL - provides an indication of the data usability and validation
results. This qualifier is found in the BIOTA, FLD DATA, FLD MEAS, and
LAB MEAS tables. Definition of flags is based on "Requ--irements for Quality
Control of Analytical Data (Draft)" April, 1991, ERD, MMES.

A Characterization, screening, monitoring qualitative field data

B Evaluation, design, monitoring quantitative field data
C Assessment, evaluation, design, monitoring CLP-Iab data
D Assessment, evaluation, design legally-defensible CLP-Iab data
E Assessment, evaluation, design CLP-Iab data of unconventional matrices
N Hot validated

R Validated and reported to regulatory agency

RSLTQUAL - provides an indication of detection/quantification limits
associated with results. This qualifier is found in the FLD_DATA,
FLD MEAS, and LAB MEAS tables. Up to four flags can be concatenated to

indicate multiple-conditions. The common flags are defined below.

A Suspected aldol-condensation product
C Pesticide confirmed by GC/MS
D Identified at secondary dilution
E Estimated, matrix interferences
J Estimated, TIC or < specified detection limit

M Duplicate injection precision not met
N Spiked recovery not within control limits
Q No analytical result

R Rejected due to Qc
s Determined by Method of Standard Additions
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O Not detected

W Post-digestion spike for AA out of control limit
X Flag defined in comments
* Duplicate analysis not within control limits
+ Correlation coef. for MSA < 0.995
< Not detected

> Beyond instrument scale

For organics:
B Analyte found in blank and sample

For inorganics:
B Less than specified limit, > detection limit

Comments - most data tables have a provision for up to 200 characters of
textual information to be included with each record.

6.2 Identifier Fields

The key identifier fields are described along with other fields that are
common to many of the tables. Figure 4 and Table 4 show the linkages between
different data tables and the key identifier fields used to establish these
relationships. These fields are indexed in ORACLE to provide quick access to
individual records or rows and to enforce their uniqueness. Depending on the

table, a combination of FACIL N, ENV CATG, LOCATION, STATION, SMP TYPE, and
SMP ID fields uniquely identifies one particular field measurement. STATION is
assigned by the project to be unique within FACIL N, ENV CATG, and LOCATION. A
similar requirement exists for sites to assign unique SMP _Ds, with SMP TYPE used
to distinguish duplicate samples. The ORRIS requirement" for unique s_ation and
sample numbers implies that sites must use non-overlapping numbers or concatenate
a distinguishing code to each station or sample event identifier.

6.2.1 Key Identifier Fields - The following fields are used to uniquely identify
records.

FACIL N - The FACIL N field specifies the particular Energy Systems site. At
this Time, the valu-es for the FACIL N codes and the associated descriptive
field, FACILITY, include 01=ORNL, 02=-Y12, 03=K25, 04=Paducah, 05=Portsmouth,
and 06=Oak Ridge Offsite.

EHV CATG - The ENV CATG field specifies the type of environmental program.

At -a particular facility, environmental programs (e.g., EM=Monitoring,
rR=Restoration) are conducted that collect similar types of characterization
information for use in a number of different studies. The ENV_NAME provides

a more complete description.

Version 1.1 August4, 1992
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Table 4. Key identifier fields for data tables that are linked to each other

i li ,,°,,. I
Tablei FACIL_N STATION SMPTYPE BO'FFLE PARAMTR

ENV_CATG SMPID ANA TYPE
LOCATION

_,, i ,, ,,,,i-i: , lJ ' ' i , ,i -- , ,,ii,

II_O,IECT ] x
, , ,,, ,, i,, , , -- ,,_

LOCATION x x
u,,. r,, , , u

WELLCON$ x x
___. , ,,, , ,

IK')REHOLES x x
,, , ,, ,, -- ,,

LFFHOLOGY x x

TANKS x x

FLD DATA x x x

FLD SAMP x x x

FLD MEAS x x x x

BIOTA x x x x....

__ LAB SAMP x x x x

LAB_MF.,AS x x , x x __ x
..... , , ' ,

LOCATION- The LOCATION field describes the general geographic area where

samples are collected for a common purpose. There may be multiple locations
within a facility. Examples of LOCATION values include SWSA6, EFPC, CLINCH,
etr.

STATION - The STATION field identifies the point where samples are collected.

_ There may be multiple stations within a LOCATION. Examples of STATION values
include well number, borehole ID, transect point, river mile, etc. The

specific geographic coordinates of the station are contained in the EASTING
and NORTHING fields.

SMP TYPE - The SMP TYPE identifies the field ,ample as regular, duplicate, or

field blank samples.

SMP ID- The SMP ID is the unique sample identifier that identifies a

particular saunple-container (liquid or solid samples) that is transferred toa laboratory for chemical or radiological analysis. Duplicate samples

i collected at each station are given separate SMP IDs. SMP ID is used to linkthe FLD_SAMP, FLD_MEAS, LAB_SAMg, and LAB_MEAS tables.

i BOTTLE - BOTTLE is the unique number that identifies a particular sample
container (liquid or solid samples) that is taken from the field sample
material for chemical or radiological analysis. Multiple subsamples taken

from a field sample for different analyses are given separate BOTTLE numbers.

ANA TYPE - Laboratory samples are typically partitioned into subsamples to be

analyzed for different groups of compounds using different analytical methods,

Vemion l.l Augu_ 4, 1992
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for example, metals, pesticides, organics. _NA TYPE is the general analysis
type and provides part of the unique identifie_ to link samples defined in
LAB SR_4P arid the results in LAB MEAS.

w.

PARAMTR - The PARAMTR is the analyte identifier or type of field measurement.
Examples of PARAMTR values include TEMP, PH, 50-0-0, etc. The PARAMTR is
assigned codes, such as CAS numbers, if a comprehensive list is available.

There can be multiple parameter values for each sample.

6.2.2 Ksmo©lated Identifier Fields - Because key identifier fields may be
arbitrarily assigned, rh. following fields are used to more fully define sample
uniqueness. The SMP ID, a.i'_eecribed above, is a unique identifier that usually
reflects different a'ates, times, depths, or other sampling characteristics as
described below.

DAT_ - The date sampled or measured i8 recorded In a field beginning with
"DATE ". There are several dates associated with a result, such as date

colle_ted (DATE COLLECT), date received by a laboratory (DATERECEIVE), date
a sample or ana_[yt_ was processed (DATE ANALYZED), etCo

TIME - The time sampled or measured, if necessary, is recorded in a field

beginning with "TIME_'. The 24-hour time convention is uiBed.

DEP - The depth at which the sample was collected in a _el _., borehole, or

othe_ media is usually indicated by a field with "DEP_" as part of the name.

6.2.3 Metadata .Identifier Fields - The following fields are used to identify
metadat8 records associated with records in the measurement data tables.

DATASET ID - data set nu,_er that links a record to the DATASETS table

providing a description of why and how data were collected, what processing
was done by the data generators, the data format, and what additional
supporting documentation is available.

T_B ID - transmittal number that links a record to the TRANSMITTAL table

describing source of the data, dates transmitted to OREIS, and the type of
processing performed by OREIS staff to convert this record to meet OREIS
conventions and 8tanda_-ds.

BATCH ID - batch number that links a record to the table indicating laboratory

analysis and processing associated with the data. Thi_ table is used with
LAB SAMP and LAB MEAS tables.

6,3 O REIS Data Tsblee

Data from environmental ac% Ivltiee and associated data collected at the sites
are contained in the data t_.Dle8 (see Table 3) briefly described below. The
fields within each of the t _bles and the units of measure, acce_ptable ranges, and
codes are defined within tns DATA DICT table, as described J.:_%Section 6.5.1.%#

6.3.I D_sczlptor Data Tables -Within the data descriptor tables, there is
usually one record per project, .stapling site, well, borehole, or tank that
r_haracterizes that entity.

PROJECT - The project table describes the approximately 4oi SU8 as defined in
the Oak Reservation Site Management Plan for th_ Environmental Restoration

Program (DOE 1991). Th.re i8 one record for each SU or project. Each project
is associated with a facility (FACIL N, e.g., 01RORNL or 02_Y12), the type of

_- V_,_,_ 1.1 _gum 4, 1992
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program (ENV CATG, e.g., rR=environmental restoration) under which the data
are collected, and a general location (LOCATION, e.g., WAG2}. Additional

projects may be defined as necessary.

LOCATION - The location table defines the specific ,ampllng points within each
site. Stations can be wells, boreholes, tanks, cores, soil pits, or stream
sampling points. Each point is assigned an identlfier (STATION} that i8
unique within a site as defined above. The LOCATION table contains the
geographic coordinates for the sampling point, elevation, and type of station.
There must be an entry in the PROJECT table for each entry in the LOCATION
table.

WELLCON5 - The WELLCONS table includes well construction and development
information. There must be an entry in the LOCATION table for each well.

BOREMOLES - The BOREHOLES table include_ borehole construction information.

There must be an entry in the LOCATION table for each borehole.

LITHOLOGY - The lithology table includes a lithologic description and a
classification of cuttings and cores taken from boreholes. There must be an
entry in the BOREHOLES table for each lithology record.

TANKS - The TANKS table includes storage tank construction information. There
must be an entry in the LOCATION table for each tank record.

6.3.2 Measurement Data Tables - The following data tables usually contain
multiple records per sampling point (STATION) representing periodic sampling
dates that generate the measurement data:

FLD DATA - The FLD DATA table contains results of field measurements that do

not-involve collecting a sample. The date and time of the measurement, the
type of measurement, the methods used to measure, and the sampler's initials
are included in this table. There must be an entry in the LOCATION table for

each field measurement station. Typical field measurements include surface
flow, meteorology, and piezometer readings. Often, measurements may be
summarized from a continuous recorder to represent averages.

FLU SAMP - The FLD SAMP table describes the samples that are collected in the
fieTd. The date a-nd time that the samples are collected, the depth of the

= sample, the type of sample media, the methods used to collect the sample, and
the sampler's initials are included in this table. Sample media include
groundwater, surface water, soil, air, and biological organisms. There must
be an entry in the LOCATION table for each field sampling station.

FLD MEA8 - The FLD MEAS table contains the field measurement data taken during

the-sample collect_on process. There must be an entry in the FLD_SAMP table
for the measurements recorded in the FLD MEAS table. Field measurements can

include temperature, pH, and water leve_

= BIOTA - The BIOTA table contains data from measurements on plant and animal

materials. There must be an entry in the LOCATION table for each biota

sample. Characteristics measured may include biomass, size, or radioactivity
level. Measurements are often summarized as averages.

LAB SAMP - The LAB SAMP table describes samples that are submitted for

laboratory analysis_ There must be an entry in the FLD SAMP table for each
sample processed by the laboratory. Attributes include field and laboratory
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identifiers; dates shipped, received, extracted, and analyzed; type of sample

preparation; and type of analysis.

LAB MEAB - The LAB MEAS table contains the results from laboratory analyses,

including the parameter measured and associated data qualifiers, units of
measure, and method of analysis. There must be an associated entry in the
LAB SAMP table for samples in the LAB MEAS table. That is, each sample may

be a-nalyzed for a variety of parameterswith results for each parameter stored
as separate records in the LAB MEAS table; there must be a link between these
many results records and the c_mmon sample definition record in the LAB SAMPm

table. The LAB MEAS table may become the largest data table in OREIS.
Parameters measur-ed, identified by CAS number when possible, can be various
metals, anions, organics, inorganics, pesticides_ radionuclides, or other

compounds.

6.3.3 Reference Data Tables - These are tables that provide additional
information when linked to the measurement data tables:

CRITER:A - The CRITERIA table contains a set of regulatory values that can be

compared to monitoring results on a parameter by parameter basis for specific
sites to indicate whether the monitoring results have exceeded various

regulatory levels. In some cases, additional information is provided,
including such items as alias names and codes and regulatory references.

CODES - The CODES table (Appendix B.1) contains a list of codes used within
OREIS fields and the corresponding description of the code values. Eventually
there should be an entry in the CODES table for every coded field in the ORE.IS
data tables.

CHEMICALS - The CHEMICALS table (Appendix B.2) contains the descriptive name,

compound group, Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) chemical compound numbers, and
pseudo-CAS codes for all the parameters referenced by the PARAMTR field in the
CRITERIA, FLD DATA, FLD MEAS, BIOTA, or LAB MEAS data tables. Pseudo--CAS

codes may be assigned fo--rthose parameters t_at do not have an official CAS
number.

6.4 Change Data Tables

The change data tables (see Table 3) store all past versions of OREIS data and

provides an audit trail of changes and deletions made to the data base. All data
tables have a field DATE MODIFIED to indicate whether a record has been changed.

An audit trail is required to track the changes, updates, and deletions made to
the OREIS data base, including the date and reasons for a change. In addition,

there may be a need to reconstruct and access data tables as they existed at
various times in the past. Tracking changes to data and saving original data are

accomplished by transferring out-of-date data to a companion set of tables that
are named according to the convention of concatenating the original table name
with " XACTION" (e.g., PROJECT_XACTXON). Other tables that have XACTION tables
include LOCATION, WELLCONS, BOREHOLES, LITHOLOGY, TANKS, FLD_DATA, FLD_SAMP,

FLD MEAS, BIOTA, LAB S;_P, LAB MEAS, AND CRITERIA.

6.5 Metadata Tables

Metadata are the online information about the data stored within the data
base. This section defines the tables that contain the metadata describing data

tables and fields (Section 6.5.1), relating the processing and contents of the
data within data tables (Section 6.5.2), and assisting users accessing the data
base. Hierarchical levels of metadata (Table 5) provide increasingly more

detailed and specific information about data. The relationship between the
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metadata tables and the data tables ,is presented in Figure 5. Currently the
TABLES, VIEWS, and BATCHES tables do not exist in the prototype data base.

6.5.1 Data Dictionary

TABLES - Descriptors of the general contents and source of the data within
a table are maintained in the ORACLE system USER TABLES table and will be
included in an expanded ORRIS TABLES table. The _haracteristics of TABLES
Jnc ludes:

TNAME - unique name of the ORACLE table. ORACLE table names may be
up to 30 characters in length; however, within oRrIS they are
assigned to be unique in the first 8 characters for easy conversion
to SAS or ARC/INFO.
TITLE - up to 40-L;haracter phrase to concisely describe the table.
DESCRIPT - up to 200-character desc_'iptlon of the table. The source
of data within the table is described and the linkages to other
tables are defined.

VIEWS - Some views will be developed by ORRIS to be used in the user

interface; views may also be developed by users for routine custom reports
or single retrieval needs. Descriptors of the general contents and source
of the data within a view are maintained in the ORACLE system USER TABLES

table and will be included in an expanded ORRIS VIEWS table. Descriptions
of views developed by users can be included in the VIEWS table.
Documentation in the VIEWS table includes the construction of views and

their application so that the data user will know what a report represents
and will be able to generate consistent reports over time. The
characteristics of VIEWS include:

VNAME - unique name of the ORACLE view. ORACLE view names may be up
to 30 characters in length; however, within oRrIS they are assigned
to be unique in the first 8 characters for easy conversion to SAS or
_c/xHFo.
TITLE - up to 40-character phrase to concisely describe the view.
DESCRIPT - up to 200-character description of the view. The
description would define the component tables, fields, and
subsetting logic. The uses of the view are also described.

DATA DICT - Each field or column name within the various ORRIS data tables

is c_mpletely defined in the DATA_DICT table. Characteristics used to
define fields include"

TNAME - unique name of the ORACLE table, SAS data set, or ARC/INFO
coverage in which a variable is stored. ORACLE table names may be
up to 30 characters in length; however, within ORRIS they are
assigned to be unique in the first 8 characters for easy conversion
to SAS or ARC/INFO.
CNAME - unique name assigned to be used throughout the oRrIS system.
ORACLE column names may be up to 30 characters in length; equivalent
variable names in SAS may be up to 8 characters and ARC/INFO item

names may be up to 16 characters. Field or column names within
ORRIS are unique in the first 8 characters for easy conversion to
SAS or ARC/INFO.
DATA TYPE - field format including character, numeric, or date type

specification; field length; and decimal representation, if
appropr late.

v.,_ ;r_ AUgU_4,1992



Figure 5. OREIS data, change, reference, metadata,
and administrative tables.
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MANDATORY - a one-character field containing a "Y" to indicate that
a field must have a valid entry.
LABEL -up to 40-character phrase to define concisely the field and

units of measure, if appropriate. The labels are used both in
ORACLE and SAS.

DESCRXPT - descriptive paragraph providing more specific information
about the field, the paragraph can be up to 65,535 characters in
length.
DOMAIN - if the field is assigned codes, then the valid codes and
their descriptions are given. If there are few codes or valid
entries, the codes may be listed within the data dictionary, whereas
if there are a large number of codes, they will be maintained
separately in the CODES table.
UNITS - 10-character definition of units of measure using standard
abbreviations.
RANGE - the minimum and maximum values between which a numeric field
must lie.

6.5.2 Data Processing

DATASETS - Metadata for a data set will be entered into the OREIS DATASETS
table. The DATASET ID will be used to link metadata with records in the

TRANSMITTAL table. "If data are updated by periodically transmitting new
data sets, then each new set of data may refer back to the original
metadata description in the DATASETS table. Fields for the DATASETS table
include:

OREIS _dentificat_on:
DATE - date that the information was compiled/entered
DOCUMENTER - initials of the person compiling the metadata
DATASETS ID - unique number, assigned sequentially and used to link
records In this table with records in the TRANSMITTAL table

FOLDER - physical location (buildingr room, file cabinet, folder
identifier) of the supporting materials associated with this data
set (correspondence, SAS programs, program and output listings,
diskettes, etc.)

DataSet Description_."
DESCRIPT - long detailed description, generally giving background of
the reason the data were collected, what processing has been done,
and applications for which they been used
FOOTNOTE - a concise statement summarizing the data source and major

qualifications that could used as a footnote to tables, graphs, or
maps generated from the data.
GEOGRAPH - general geographic area (site or facility)
TEMPORAL - general period of record
UNITS - if appropriate, units of measure (or "See UNITS in data
set")
MISSVAL - conventions for missing values (-99.99, Standard SAS,

etc.)
QUALIFXERS - fields within the data set that provide qualifying
flags, tags, etc.
CAUTIONS - co_,ents about using the data set (e.g., dups, data

included that represent spills, floods, or other unusual events)

VersionI.I Augu_4,1992
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Supporting Materials:
REPORTS - references to supporting reports that document the data,
regulatory reports that use the data, or reports that use the data
for other analyses.
RMC ID - records management cross-references or indices that point
to materials stored in the Records Management Center:

Log or field books
Maps
Data request letter
Data transmittal letter

SAS conversion program listing

TRANSMITTAL-Data are often transmitted to OREIS as a unit, such as a SAS

data set on a diskette or magnetic tape. Documentation is needed which
describes the checking, reformatting, or other processing that was
required to transfer the data set into OREIS. Rows in measurement data
tables are linked to the TRANSMITTAL table through the TRANS ID. The
TRANSMITTAL table describes the common features of processing a-data set,

including:

ORE!S Identification:
DATE - date that the information was compiled/entered
DOCtRfENTER - initials of the person compiling the data
TRANS ID - unique number, assigned sequentially and used to link
records withJ.n this table with individual records

DATASETS ID - unique number to link this record to records withinn

the DATASETS table

FOLDER - physical location (building, room, file cabinets folder
identifier) of the supporting materials associated with this data
set (correspondence, SAS programs, program and output listings,
diskettes, etc.)

So_urce Identification:
DESCRXPT - data set description
ACROHYM - data set names as used by the data supplier
SOURCE - data set source (program, person, data generator)
CUSTODIAN - data set custodian

OREIS Processin_:_
DATE REC - date that the data set was received

DATE-FIN - date that processing the data set was finished
COMPILER - person processing and evaluating the data
CONVERT - description of the processing common to the data set.

This may include the computer program used for the analysis. The
description may refer to additional information stored outside of
OREIS.
PROGRAM - identification of the SAS or other program used to process
the data

ERRORS - summary of problems encountered in entering the data into
OREIS

BA_C_S - For laboratory batches having common characteristics, such as
the analysis or processing performed, documentation of the analytical
methods, QA/QC, etc_ is needed. This information links to the LAB SAMP
and LAB MEAS tables. One or many batches may be required to analyze all

the samples included within a data set. Design and testing of the BATCHES
table has not been completed. The BATCHES table will contain information
common to batches, such as:

Ver_'ionl.l August4, I992
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BATCH ID - laboratory batch number assigned by the analyticalD

laboratory.
DATE - dates processed or completed.
5OURCE - laboratory identifier, possibly including the name of an
individual.

DESCRIPT - description of the analyzing or processing common to the
batch. This includes information on QA/QC, such as detecting

anything in the blanks and comparing the analysis of spikes to their
known concentrations. The description may refer to additional
information stored outside of ORRIS.

ALIAS SOURCES - Because the ORRIS data base consist8 of data from

different sources, similar variables (e.g., temperature) often are
assigned different names, units of measure, or were measured using
different methods. The alias table documents how the data source recorded

and supplied data to ORRIS and indicates the subsequent changes that were
performed by ORRIS to create internal consistency within the ORRIS data
base. The alias table may contain several entries for a field within a
data table. The ALIAS SOURCES table includes the following fields:w

CNAME - ORRIS assigned column name.
ALIAS - Name assigned by the data source.
SOURCE - Code indicating the data generator supplying the data and
accompanying definitions associated with this alias.
ALIAS UNITS - Units of measure used by the data source.
ALIAS-DESC - Description of the field as supplied by the dataD

source.

6.5.3 Data Access

S¥SCODES - The SYSCODES table contains information used in the menu

system, such as lists of menu choices.

DATA_QUERY - The DATA QUERY table contains the specifications for a data
query as generated from the user menu as an output from an interactive
query.

HELP - The HELP table provides background information about fields and
their contents that is referenced in the menu system when a user requests

online help.

6.6 ORACLE System Tables

ORACLE maintains numerous system tables that provide information about the
location, size, and contents of data tables and views; oRrIS user
characteristics; and other standard ORACLE operational features. This standard

capability is used to the fullest extent along with the more detailed, custom-
designed documentation tables within ORRIS. Contents and functions of ORACLE
system tables_ accessible through user views, are described in ORACLE system
manuals. Some of the more common data dictionary views and, when available,
their abbreviations are listed on the next page. The prefix "USER" can be

replaced with "ALL" to see information about objects accessible to a user in
addition to objects owned by the user.

6.7 R_ministrative Information Tables

The OREIS data base will contain necessary administrative records to

support the data base operations. Administrative information associated with
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creating, maintaining, and using the data base is important in tracking the data
processing. OREIS will log transactions, maintain a contact network, and
participate in the ER records management program. Currently the TRANSACTIONS,
CONTACTS, and RECORDS tables do not exist in the prototype data base.

I

View Name I Abbrev. Description
_ '": :,, ,,lr ,, ' ,

DICTIONARY DICT Description of system data

USER TABLES TABS Description of user's own tables

,, ,,.

USER TAB COLUMNS COL Columns of user's tables, view, and
clusters

,, ,,,,,,

USER TAB COMMENTS Comments on the tables and views

- - ..... owned by the user .......

USER INDEXES IND Description of the user's own
- indexes
,, ,

USER IND COLUMNS Columns of the user's indexes or on
user's tables

.,...

USER VIEWS Text of views owned by the user
_ __,m ,,

USER OBJECTS OBJ Objects (tables, clusters, views,

- indexes) owned by the user

USER CATALOG CAT Tables, views, synonyms, and

..... sequences accessibl e to the user

USER SYNONYMS SYN The user's private synonyms

- i ,;, ,F-- l,_ ,. , --' " ........ " "

6.7.1 Transactions - The TRANSACTIONS table provides a record of the
individuals, date, action, and general description of the various activities
associated with maintaining and using the data base. There are many occasions
within ORE.IS in which transactions need to be logged for future reference. Such

transactions may include transmittal of data to OREIS; updating data; modifying

programs; backing up or restoring the system; requesting data, reports, or
graphics; or releasing memos or reports. In addition, records management
requires an inventory and index of all records as part of archival records
storage. As part of regulatory requirements, correspondence, laboratory
notebooks, memoranda, chain-of-custody, reports, and other pertinent records must

be placed in long-term storage with an inventory system which ,will enable
document identification and retrieval. Each transaction involves one or more

individuals, occurs on a specific date, and consists of an activity. The
transaction record should capture the minimum information required for records

management. Design, testing, and implementation of the TRANSACTIONS table has
not beer, completed.

6.7.2 Contact Network - The CONTACTS table identifies the various data

generators and data users associated with OREIS, including their OREIS access
profile. The access profile will specify the types of data that the user can
access and types of operations that can be performed. Many individuals may be
interested in OREIS but do not anticipate accessing data directly; these
individuals will be assigned a "no access" code for the OREIS data base. This
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table may be expanded to contain pointers to site files containing project
records, regulations, plans, or administrative information.

6.7.3 Records Management - As part of regulatory requirements, correspondence,
laboratory notebooks, memoranda, chain-of-custody records, reports, and other

pertinent records must be placed in a long-term storage facility with an
inventory system to enable documents to be identified and retrieved. The
Environmental Restoration program includes procedures for maintaining a Records
Management System. OREIS will use existing systems to the greatest extent
possible to both index supporting documentary information and to archive those
records generated within OR_XS. Electronic records are a special case under
records management procedure that require additional documentation to access the
archived data and checks to test for possible data corruption. Each transaction
involves one or more individuals, occurs on a date, and consists of an
activity.%%

The procedure will capture the transaction information without being
excessively complicated and demanding. Uses of this information will be to (1)
document when specific activities were performed to help in the overall
management of OREIS, (2) comply with records management requirements, and (3)
generate statistics on OREIS use. The procedure will log each transaction with
a unique transaction number and a brief indication of what activity transpired
(see Section 6.7.1). The transaction number will be physically attached to the
letter, report, or other hardcopy document. Transaction numbers will be used to
cross-reference hardcopy documents stored in the record management center to the
online records table.

6.8 GI5 Data

Understanding the spatial context and characteristics of measurement data
is essential to the correct use and interpretation of the measurements.
Measurement data must be located geographically and related to map information

for queries and spatial analysis. This involves linking measurement data to
their associated map data within a geographic information system (GIS) to define
location, extent, distribution, and spatial relationships. The measurement data
are sometimes referred to as thematic or tabular data_ while the map data are

often referred to as cartographic data°

The cartographic data bases are represented by three types of information:
(i) geometry, (2) cartographic attributes, and (3) topology. The geometry
includes the x,y,z coordinates specifying the location of map features, the
cartographic attributes represent the map identifiers attached to the features,
and the topology depicts the spatial relationships between different map
features. For a stream, these three entities might include (i) the coordinates

depicting the coarse of a stream, (2) the name of the stream, and (3) the
downstream-upstream linkages to adjacent streams. Note that cartographic
attributes (e.g., well ID) should not be confused with thematic attributes or
measurements (e.g., groundwater elevation). A large number of thematic variables
may be measured for each cartographic or map feature.

Within OKEIS, the cartographic attributes are stored in the ARC/INFO data
structures. The thematic tabular data are stored in ORACLE and linked to

ARC/INFO for spatial and logical queries and for spatial analysis. It is
essential that equivalent identifiers (cartographic attributes) be stored in both

ARC/INFO and ORACLE to allow the two types of data to be correctly linked.

6.8.I Map Data Bases - To provide a consistent and comprehensive base map for

spatial analysis and mapping of the measurement data, OREIS will manage and
maintain a map data base for the ORR. Commonly referred to as the S-16A data
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base, these data are based on the 1:24,000 scale S-16A map created by the
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) for the ORR. A number of map themes are
depicted by the data including:

. Natural features such as topography and hydrology,

. Political and administrative boundaries,

. Transportation systems such as roads, railroads, and bridges,

. Other cultural features such as buildings and utilities, and

. Miscellaneous coverages such as transmission lines, cemeteries, and
fences.

Metadata for the S-16A data base, including the lineage, characteristics,
processing history, structure, and content are provided in Documentation of the
Oak Ridge Reservation Map Data Base, S-16A. The report also discusses on-golng
improvements to the data base.

Additional map themes, sometimes referred to as layers or coverages, have
been created for specific environmental activities associated with the ORR.
These include coverages for:

• Locations of wells,
. Boundaries of groundwater coordination areas,
• Operable unit boundaries for restoration activities, and
. Boundaries for ORNL waste area groupings•

Development of other types of cartographic data sets will continue,
representing environmentally sensitive areas (e.g., floodplains, wetlands, rare
and endangered species and habitats, cultural resources, etc.), facility data,
aerial surveys and imagery, radiometric information, soil sample locations,

= surface water stations, lithology, and other types of terrain and subsurface
data• Some of the environmental data already exist in digital form (e.g., map

or tabular data), and as the ORACLE data base is expanded, the associated map
data will be loaded•

In addition to the S-16A data, other facility data bases either exist or
continue to be created by various organizations and subcontractors for the
individual sites including ORNL, Y-12, K-25, Portsmouth, and Paducah. Some of

the map data are being developed to meet specific needs of the environmental
restoration and waste management program. Several organizations and
subcontractors are involved in generating map data. Most of these map data sets
are being created using Computer Aid Drafting (CAD) systems and structures (e.g.,
AutoCAD, Intergraph, CADAM). lt is anticipated that some of these files may be
converted into the ARC/INFO system as specific needs arise. Normally, CAD data
contain the geometric and cartographic attribute information, but lack the
topology used in GIS systems. In some cases, special work may be required to
handle this difference. If facility data at different scales and resolutions are

to be merged, special geo-transformations may be required to assure proper
cartographic linkages between objects and areas.

Where possible, those organizations generating map data are encouraged to
consider data requirements for additional activities so that resources and
results may be shared. In order to keep track of such information within the
ORRIS program, a computerized map data inventory is being created to store key
information on each data base that is processed or stored by ORRIS. This
inventory will include information on the geographic extent and general themes
of the data, the data sources, the time periods, the originating organizations,
data formats, storage media and file size, coordinate systems, etc. The initial
inventory is to be set up using DBMS software that is readily available with easy

report generating facilities. Users who have map data related to the Energy
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System facilities are encouraged to contact OREIS staff to include a description
of their map data in the OREIS inventory.

6.8.2 Coordinate Systems - Five local coordinate systems are commonly used for
the Oak Ridge facilities. Each of the three installations have their own local

grid system (X-10, Y-12, K-25); there is a ORR-wide coordinate system, referred
to as the Administrative Grid, which originated from the grid system for the city
of Oak Ridge; and there is the Tennessee State Plane coordinate system based on
the NAD83. The geographic coordinate systems commonly used by outside groups for
this region include latitude-longitude, UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator)_ and
Tennessee State Plane. Conversion routines exist for transforming from one
system to another.

The OREIS SBI6A data are stored in the Administrative Grid system because

it applies to the whole reservation and is the system con_only used for
referencing ORR-wide data. All other OREIS coordinate data are also stored using
the Administrative Grid system. Discussions are underway concerning the
designation of a standard coordinate system for all geographic and environmental
data that are to be used across the Reservation. It is recognized that the

individual installations may still require use of their respective Plant Grids
for detailed engineering and surveying work. Appropriate conversions would be
needed incorporate these data in OREIS. All data generators and digitizers are
encouraged to follow grid standards and document the process that were used.

The global positioning system (GPS) is a tool for determining very accurate
coordinates of wells and other geographic features. Accuracy of the GPS is
achieved by simultaneously receiving signals from three or four satellites and
calculating the relative x, y, and z position of a hand-held receiver. ER
projects, including OREIS, have jointly acquired a GPS with the capability to
link the GPS output directly with GIS. The expanding use of the GPS will provide
increased accuracy of geographic data, especially in sampling lakes and rivers
where standard survey methods cannot be used.

6.8.3 Remote Sensing Data - Remote sensing provides a powerful tool to collect
spatial information that can be used directly or indirectly within the
environmental restoration program. Types of remote sensing includes aerial
photos, satellite imagery, and high resolution imagery collected by low-level
flights. Natural color aerial photographs, color infrared photographs, and
multispectral scanner (MSS) data were collected for the entire ORR in 1992 along
with low-altitude gamma survey for selected areas. Additional aerial photos are
available for the ORR from the 1930s to the present, and digital imagery since
the mid 1970s is also available. Direct uses include determining land cover

associated with waste areas or locating unknown areas of radiologic contamination

using gamma radiation sensors. Indirect uses of the remote sensing data include
updating base maps of roads and other features, developing topography data, or
providing a visual backdrop for displaying other GIS data. The remote sensing
data are typically processed by specialized software programs with outputs

incorporated into the OREIS ARC/INFO system.

6.9 Noncomputerized Records

In addition to electronic data within OREIS, there are many types of

supporting information that are an integral part of the environmental restoration
data. Most of these records will be maintained by the data generators or the

records management centers at each site. OREIS will store pointers (see Section
6.7.3 Records Management) to photos, maps, field books, lab books, etc. that will
identify the location of the materials and will summarize their significance.
OREIS will also set up and maintain a library of map files (official and working)
for computer maps, base maps, engineering maps, aerial photos, imagery, gamma

images, and radar imagery.
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7. DATA BASE MAINTENANCE

This section describes concepts and procedures for maintaining the data
base to prevent unauthorized access or undocumented changes and to guard against
the consequences of a system failure or accidental corruption.

7.1 Security

Although the goal is to provide access to ORRIS data to all individuals who
have a need to use the data, the system is designed to control selectively access

to the data and to the types of operations that may be performed. These controls
are needed to protect the integrity of the system. New users will contact the
ORRIS Data Base Administrator (DBA) who will help establish the user's password
and profile, allocate directory space, and provide instructions for logging on.
Users will need an Energy Systems Computing and Telecommunications Division
(C&TD) valid user ID. As part of the enrollment process, the DBA will define the
types of data that the user can access and the types of operations that the user
can perform. The user profile will allow users to define their terminal
characteristics and level of expertise, which may be used for the system to
customize how it responds to each user. Reviews of user profiles will be
conducted annually by ORRIS staff, or changes may be initiated at any time by a
user.

Only ORRIS data management staff will be granued access to make changes to
the data residing in OREIS. Procedures will be followed to document those
changes that are requested and authorized by data custodians. Online access with
read-only privileges will be given to authorized users for specified data or
products. ORRIS has the following levels of access control:

o DBA - Data base administration with authority to enroll new users

and assign passwords, grant the type of access to users, and set the
access on tables, views, and tabl_ space within the data base.

• RESOURCE - Overall access to the data base, with read/wrlte

privileges to add or change data and to create tables and views.
• CONNECT - Overall access to the data base, with read-only

privileges.
• CONTROL - Selective read-only access to tables or views.
• SELECT - Selective read-only access to rows within a table or view

based on the value of a tag or flag (e.g., only validated data at
level "3"), oE selective access to columns within rows within a
table based on the value of a tab of flag (e.g., only location,

date, and parameter values if the validation level is "0-2").

7.2 Backup and Recovery

- To prevent data loss due a system failure or accidental corruption, a data
back-up and recovery system will be maintained. The goal is to provide four
levels of backup, including:

• Daily - allows users to recover the previous day's work in case of
a disk failure.

• Weekly - allows users to restore files that have been modified
during the week (weekly backups will be recycled on an approximate
2-month rotation).

i • Monthly - retains a monthly copy of the complete data base with at

least a 2-year retention period.
• Lo_g-term - creates long-term archival files of selected data.

1
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The system will automatically make back-up copies of new files on an
alternative system disk on a nightly basis. The system adminluBtrator will ensure
that back-up copies of the data base are made on a weekly and monthly schedule
using tapes or removable hard disks. The data base administrator will
periodically review the status of data files to determine candidates for
archlvlng. Copies of the monthly and archival files will be Imtored both locally
and In an appropriate area separate from the main computer _ystem room.

7.3 Conflguratlon Control

Configuration control is one of the more important requirements for
ma_ntalning and using the OREIS data base. Configuration cor_trols are required
for the system hardware and software, the data base structure, and the map data
bases. Procedures for editing and deleting the measurement data are addressed
in Section 8.8.

7.3.1 System Bardware and Software - The configuration control procedures (see
Section 5.5} are being written to define the responsibilities and action steps
required to ensure control of system hardware and software cl_anges. Most often
changes will be accumulated and implemented as part of period:Lc system upgrades.

7.3.2 Data Base Structure - The addition of new tables and views or changes to

the data base structure are initiated by a user request or by a need identified
by OREZS staff. The proposed change will be designed, tested, reviewed,
documented, and implemented following the procedure Submitting, Reviewingg and
Implementing Changes to OREIS Data Base Structure (ER/C-P2703}. Most often
changes will be accumulated and implemented as part of periodic system upgrades
or new versions. However, problems may be identified that require immediate
action to ensure the integrity of the data base.

7.3.3 Map Data Bases - lt is essential to control changes in the map data bases
that provide a comprehensive and stable map library to be accessible by many
projects. There are a number of processes and factors to consider with
controlling changes to map data bases. These include:

• Systems Considerations
- Procedures for restoring data sets without destroying recent data
- Procedures for GIS hardware/software updates and verifying that map

data are not altered by them
- Procedures for maintaining master data files separate from working

copies that might be altered during testing

• Data Validation and QA for Map Data

- Methods for checking or validating existing map data received from
outside sources

- Acceptable techniques for computerizing new source information
- Use of GPS and existing surveyed points for validating map data

- Comparison of different data sources for the sL_le geographic area
- Techni_es for establishing error bounds and accuracy levels

• Modifications and Data Changes

- Authorization required for making data changes
- Approvals required for validating data changes made
- Documentation required when making data changes
- Mechanism for keeping historical copies of each version and

determining life of archival data

OREIS will maintain official versions of the ORR and other map data bases.
_- _......... -_- -_ ,,__. _=_ r1_: Aa_h map will be aiven a current version

i
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nun_er. Users are encouraged to use OREIS-malntained maps and map data. Zt 18
important that tho_e using map products (e.g., Energy Systems management, outside
regulators, and the public} not be confused with data reported in different
coordinate systems, or with different or inconsistent map features. Procedures
are being written to describe the responsibilities and action steps required to
ensure configuration control of map data.

._ Ver_rtots1.1 August 4, 1992
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B. DATA ADDITIONS

This section describes receiving, checking, processing, evaluating, and
documenting new data in ORRIS. The section is based primarily on processing ER
data and wi_l be expanded to address processing of EM data. The overall flow of
data is pr_sented in Figure 6, showing the initial entry and processing by
projects, transmittal to ORRIS, and processing by oRrIs staff. Projects are
responsible for data collection and for providing documented, validated data to
ORRIS (refer to the procedure Transmitting Data to ORriS, ER-C/P2701). lt is
also assumed that data submitted to ORRIS will have undergone all the necessary
clearance and security checks by the environmental restoration program at the
project or site level. ORRIS staff place the data and metadata in the
consolidated data base for storage and access by userso$$

There is a mixture of data sent to ORRIS and data retained at the site.

The mixture relates to the interpretation of the FFA requirements, the desire for
ORRIS to be a comprehensive data base, the transition to uniform data management

practices, and other practical considerations. As part of the FFA, the DOE OR
is obligated to send electronic versions of the data contained in remedial
investigation reports to states and to EPA. To meet this requirement, ER
projects must provide ORRIS copies of all the data or statistics that are
included in the text, tables, graphics, maps, and appendices of the reports or
used in preparing them. ER projects responsible for the reports will generate
electronic files of their data and transmit the files to ORRIS. oRrIS staff will

then format and package the files to comply with EPA's requirements and DOE will
transmit the data package to EPA and states. St

When transmitting data associated with reports to ORRIS, it is essential
that the data be complete and no ambiguities should exist about the version of
the data that were used in the report. For example, there must be location and
sample information to match with every laboratory measurement result. Typically,
remedial investigation reports use a mixture of historical data, newly collected
data, contemporary data collected by other projects, and extensive risk
assessment calculations that use factors from reference tables. The current

interpretation is that historical data used for scoping and reference factors
used for risk calculations do not need to be included in the data package

transmitted to ORRIS. Some of the data may have been acquired from the ORRIS

data base by the subcontractor. This may result in the data acquired from ORRIS
being included in the final data package transmitted to ORRIS, this is an
acceptable practice to guarantee data completeness.$$

Some data will not be sent to oRrIs. Historical data used in scoping

studies, data from high resolution recorders, or data not passing validation

typically will be retained by sites. In cases where raw data are normally
processed with standard programs at a site, the raw data will be retained at the
site and the processed or aggregated data will be transmitted to ORRIS. Examples

of processing data include calculating daily means from a continuous data logger,
averaging lengths or weights recorded for individual biota samples, and

aggregating classified data to maintain security integrity. When sites retain
raw data, records within ORRIS will indicate the location of the raw data.$$

The exact scope and schedule of data to be transmitted to oRrIS will be
determined in discussions between project and ORRIS staffs.

Data are often collected as a set and eventually transmitted to oRrIs and

processed as a unit, such as a SAS data set on a diskette or magnetic tape. The
metadata to be submitted with such collections of records for documentation

purposes describe the source of the data, why and how data were collected, the
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Figure 6. OREIS data processing steps.
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data format, and pointers to other supporting materials (see Section 6.5.2 Data
Processing Metadata Tables). In addition to these metadata, documentation is
needed to describe what checking, reformatting, or other processing were
performed to transfer the data set into the OREIS data base (see Section 6.5.2
Data Processing Metadata Tables). When periodic monitoring data are collected,

it may be possible to reference the original metadata description and document
only the processing of the data updates.

The steps associated with transmitting data to OREIS and OREIS processing
are.

i. Request the data from data generators (see Section 8.1)
2. Receive the data and metadata (see Section 8.4)

3. Assign a transmittal ID number (TI_NS_ID) and initiate the data
processing log sheet

4. Acknowledge the receipt of the data to the data source/data
custodian

5. Associate the new data variables with OREIS tables and columns

6. Harmonize the data to meet OREIS conventions and resolve problems of
incompleteness, undefined values, or missing values (see Section
8.5)

7. Evaluate the data quality in terms of the documentation defining
data quality objectives and the data meeting these criteria (see
Section 8.6)

8. Load the new data into ORACLE tables
9. Add the new data to OREIS data tables
i0. Add entries to the OREIS TRANSMITTAL and DATASETS tables
Ii. Add entries to the OREIS ALIAS SOURCES table as needed

12. Send a data review package to-the data custodians that summarizes
OREIS processing (see Section 8.7)

13. Update the data, the data validation flags, and data access codes as
appropriate (see Section 8.8, this is an iterative process with step
12)

8. X Data Flow

Project data generators, who are responsible for data collection,
verification, validation, processing, and documenting (see Section 4.2 and
Transmitting Data to OREIS procedure) and data custodians, who also may be data

generators, are responsible for transferring data to OREIS and working with OREIS
to review and resolve any data problems. The OREIS project will develop an
inventory of ER projects, personnel, and data to use in requesting, scheduling,
and tracking project data that will be transmitted to OREIS.%$

8.2 Data Documentation

Metadata for a data set will be entered into an OREIS DATASETS table (see

Section 6.5.2). The DATASET ID will be assigned by OREIS staff and used to link
metadata records with records in the original data set as occurring in the
various OREIS tables. Identification used by the data supplier is also recorded
for cross-reference. The data are described in enough detail to allow subsequent

users to decide if these data may be potentially useful to them. Typically more
information, for ex_nple, by reading supporting materials or contacting the data

generator, is needed to determine if the data are appropriate for a specific
application. A very important component of the description identifies
precautions that a user needs to consider in applying the data. lt is essential
_o identify those individuals responsible for the creation (data generators) and
maintenance (data custodians) to resolve problems. The data dictionary defines
the characteristics of the fields in the file including variable names, labels,

units of measure, and coding conventions. Supporting materials are identified

_1 Version 1.1 Aug_l_t4, 1992



that are stored outside of the data base, such as the location of reference maps

giving station locations; field and lab notebooks; well logs; listing of
documents that give the sample designs, QA procedures, QA results, and data
management plans; reports in the record's management system; and pointers to file
folders containing SiS program listings or other processing materials.

8.3 Data Entry and Encoding

Data input will continue to be performed by data generators; however, the
input process will become more standardized and automated as OREIS defines
requirements and develops tools for data entry and editing. Data are input using
methods to minimize data entry errors, such as double entry, visual checking,
electronic devices (e.g., bar code readers), input screens with range checking,
or data loggers. Data entry includes assigning standard codes to variables such
aB parameters and methods.

8.4 Data Transmittal

Data transmittal packages consist of data, metadata, and a procedure to
check for file corruption during the transfer process. Each data set transmitted
to OREIS should include a data package that consists of:

i. Data transmittal form identifying the individual transmitting the
data, identifying the project, and describing the file transfer
media (such as media density, file names, version of the software
used to generate the file);

2. Data file on a magnetic tape, diskette, or other electronic media in
SAS, ORACLE, dBASE, or ASCII (least preferable) formats;

3. Summary information to assure that the data were not corrupted
during the data exchange and importing process (such as the table of
contents, partial listings of the data, number of records,
frequencies, means, etc. - such materials help to document the
contents of the data set and, more specifically, can be used to

verify that the data were not corrupted during the exchange
process); and

4. Metadata (description of the data, identification of the data
generator and custodian, data dictionary, and identification of
supporting materials).

8.5 Data Processing

Data processing will be performed when needed by the OREIS staff to convert
new data to common formats, convert units of measure to standard units, assign
variables to OREIS field names, assign standard codes or harmonize data as
described in Section 4.3. As sites adopt more uniform data processing standards,

the need for harmonizing data by OREIS staff will be reduced. The data

processing that the OREIS staff performs on the data set will be documented in
the TRANSMITTAL table (see Section 6.5.2). The TRANS ID will be assigned by
OREIS staff and used to link metadata records with reco?ds in the original data

set as occurring in the various OREIS tables. Identification used by the data

supplier is also recorded for cross-reference. Documentation includes the
computer programs used for checking, conversion, and analysis. Because the
processing may be customized for each set of new data, the computer programs used
will be stored as part of the supporting materials. Dates are also included that
define when a data set was transmitted to OREIS and when the processing was

completed.
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8.6 Data Evaluation

Data evaluation is performed to ensure that OREIS contains qualified and
documented data (see Section 4.4). The evaluation verifies that the data
represent what is described in the metadata. OREIS will confirm that the data
were not corrupted during transmittal by comparing the table of contents,
listings of the data, or counts, frequencies, or means generated from the new
data with materials provided by the data generators. An initial check will

compare the data base contents against data lists in the associated report
appendix to confirm concurrence or documentation of any selection or subsetting
that was performed prior to printing the appendix. A companion check will be
performed to confirm that summary statistics and graphics in the report can be

reproduced from the data base based on the data and documentation of the tables
and figures.

Checks for adequacy within the data include:
® range checks, elementary statistics, or scatter plots of numeric and

date fields to check for missing data, reasonable values, and
outliers;

• frequency tabulations and sorted lists of units, qualifiers, codes,
and other selected character fields to check for missing data,

miscoded data, and inconsistencies;

• comparisons of new and existing data to check for errors and wrong
units of measure;

• maps of station locations to verify coordinates; and
• other checks based on the data, e.g., samples from dry wells.

Checks are made between new data and records in OREIS for duplicate

identifiers. Another type of check confirms that related records can be linked:
that is, that new laboratory measurement (LAB_MEAS table) results have a match
with records in the LAB SAMP, FLD SAMP, LOCATION, PROJECT, and, if appropriate,
WELLCONS tables. This"linkage can be tested by building a view or composite
record, which includes fields from each of the linked tables. If these simple

checks identify potential problems, the data generator/custodian is contacted for
resolution (see Section 8.7).

7 Data Review

An important part of adding data to OREIS is the requirement that the data
generators/custodians review the processing that OREIS performs and resolve any
problems identified during the processing. A data review package will be sent
to data generators/custodians consisting of a summary of the processing, listing
of potential data problems, and results of the data evaluation. The data
generator or data custodian will be responsible for confirming that the data were
processed correctly by OREIS staff or that changes need to be made. After
confirmation that the new data are correct, the data are moved from the temporary

- work area to the OREIS data base for access by OREIS users.

8.8 Data Updating

Data in the OREIS data base will only be changed following written requests

by the data generator or custodian. Access to the data base for changing or
deleting data will be limited to OREIS staff. Transaction records will be
maintained to indicate the individual authorizing data additions, updates, or

deletions; the date of the transaction; and the reason for the change. The audit
trail of the changes will be maintained in OREIS in the " XACTION" tables as
described in Section 6.4. When data are changed or delete_ in the OREIS data

base, the original "erroneous" data will be stored for possible future reference

in the " XACTION" tables.

_io. ].J Au_ 4, 1992
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Two types of data editing will be supported; either individual values

within records will be changed or groups of records will be replaced. In either
case, the data review process will be similar to the process used for new data
as described in Sections 8.5 and 8.6p including notifying the data generator or
custodian of the changes. If individual values are changed, both the old and new
value must be supplied to be used to confirm that the correct value is to be

changed. This is the preferred approach. Although special cases may occur when
a large number of records must be replaced, OREIS will not accept periodic
replacement data sets that are a mixture of unchanged, correct data and updated
data values.

Versio. 1,1 Au&uS4, ]992
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9. DATA ACCESS AND APPLICATIONS

ORRIS will be a versatile system, capable of responding to a variety of
user requests, with emphasis placed on being able to generate consistent and
dependable products with adequate documentation. While general concepts are
discussed in this section, more detailed information for accessing and using the

data will be prepared in the future. Use of the ORRIS data will be encouraged
by distributing ORriS Technical Briefs to describe what is available in ORRIS and
how to access the ORRIS data base. Other methods to provide user education and
training will be developed. The types of products and user interface will
continue to evolve to meet expanding user needs.

9.1 Requesting Data and Products

Users can contact the ORRIS Data Base Manager to request specific data or
products. Typically, users will be encouraged to enroll as ORRIS lasers and to
perform their own retrievals, analyses, and displays. However, ORRIS staff will
be available for technical assistance and limited analysis support. In addition,
ORRIS will routinely make available or send data to EPA, DOE, or individual
states in specified exchange formats to meet the FFA requirements.

9.2 Help PAles

Users of the ORRIS system will be able to access online help files during
query sessions. Help is available to describe what individual fields represent
and, in many cases, to provide a "pick llst" of valid choices for the field. The
descriptions of fields are taken from the contents of the data dictionary table.

9+3 User Menus

Easy-to-use, user-friendly menus are being designed to guide users through
the query process and to provide access to online help files. The menus allow
users to specify data retrieval criteria and to select standard report or display
output. The menus are written in SQL or SQL*Plus and ORACLE SQL*Forms language.
In addition, SAS ACCESS and INSIGHT menus and ARC/INFO capabilities will be used
to provide user interfaces to the statistical and GIS programs. ARC/_NFO macros
and ARC/VIEW allow pull-down menus for handling GIS layers, establishing map
backgrounds, map layers setup via menusp relating to tabular data, querying the
ORACLE data base, etc. More advanced computer-oriented users may directly access
the data with SQL commands.

9.4 Queries and Reports

The system is being designed to provide a core of standard products from
the data to the users, to allow users to create their own products, or to allow
users to retrieve and export selected data. As the system evolves, more products
will become part of the standard set of consistent and documented ORRIS outputs.
Although outputs may be generated by different programs or hardware devices, the
user will be unaware of the transfer of files between components. SAS ACCESS is

used in executing SAS analysis and display programs against ORACLE files.

ARC/INFO uses RBDI-O to link ORACLE files to GIS programs. Both interfaces are
currently operational but do not yet support all of the desired options.

• Report Generation - ORRIS will generate standard reports using ORACLE
and/or SAS that initially emulate existing reports; new reports will be
added to respond to new reporting requirements.

Version 1.1 August4, 1992
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• Graphics - SAS will be used to generate charts and 2-D and 3-D plots for
reports, presentations, and scientific analysis.

• Statistics - SAS will be used to generate simple statistics for reporting
(e.g., mean, min, max, sum) and more complex statistics for scientific
analyses and hypothesis testing.

• Mapping and GIS -ARC/INFO will be used to generate maps using either

standard map selections or allowing users to specify fully the desired
type of map° ARC/INFO provides extensive spatial analysis capabilities.

• Spatial Analysis -. Spatial analysis within ARC/INFO include capabilities
to identify wells inside polygons, near streams, roads, etc. More complex
types of spatial analysis, to be developed in future versions, includes
spatial modeling such as 3D elevation models, 3D sub- surface models,
stream networking.

9.5 Data Export

Subsets of the ORRIS database will be distributed as requested, either for
user-defined requests or periodic distribution to other systems, oRrIS supports
several types of data export, including standard ORriS-supported data base
formats (e.g., DBF, SAS), formats specified by regulatory agencies as part of the
FFA and TOA, and ASCII files. Export to ASCII files is the protocol of last
choice, because of the opportunities for mistakes in the formatting step required
to read ASCII files between systems. A data exchange package will be prepared
to accompany the exported data file. This package will provide extensive
metadata, define formats, describe the exchange media, and provide a means to
verify error-free data transfer.

As part of the FFA, the DOE Oak Ridge Field Office is obligated to provide
electronic versions of the data in remedial investigation reports to EPA using
a specified Interchange File Format (IFF) (EPA Prototype Electronic Reporting
System, Mann and Strickland, 1990). ORRIS staff will format the data associated
with the reports and package the files to comply with EPA's requirements, and DOE
will transmit the data package to EPA. The FFA data transfer requirement is
interpreted to include all data collected in performing the remedial
investigation and other characterization data from non-environmental restoration
sources or studies that were used directly in reaching the final action
decisions. That generally eliminates the need to include historical data that

= may have been used for scoping or sampling design and the voluminous tables of
published reference data used in the risk assessment.

=

The EPA guidance requires data defining the sample station (coordinates,
elevation, type), well construction data (aquifer, depth, diameter, etc.), sample

descriptions (date, time, depth, status, etc.) and parameter measurements
[parameter code (CAS), value, qualifiers, units, method, date of analysis, etc.],
all linkable by common identifier codes. Every record in the parameter file must
have a corresponding record in the sample file, every record in the sample file
must have a corresponding record in the station file (and in the well file, if

appropriate).

9.6 Digital Data Exchange

It is anticipated that a number of users will desire exchange of map data
- with the ORRIS system. Requests are made to ORRIS for map data for different

parts of the ORR. Most users need only a portion of the S-16A coverages for
particular areas. The complete data base would be much too large to process for
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most studies. In many cases, it is necessary to process and transform these data
before they can be used effectively with other data and systems.

Procedures and mechanisms are being established for exchanging the S-16A

and other map data. The data and exchange process is more complex than
exchanging simple tables of numerical data. Unless both parties happen to be
using the same hardware platforms and GIS software systems, the map data are
normally converted into some type of exchange or export format. The data must
then be loaded and converted into the internal GIS structure of the other

computer system. This conversion process may introduce minor differences,
changes in the data structure, a loss of information content, or in some cases
actual errors. The GIS specialist should be familiar with the conversion process
and know what to look for when examining converted files to determine their data
integrity. For example, converting from Intergraph to AutoCAD and back to
Intergraph can result in files that are 2-3 times larger than the original.

To minimize conversion errors, maintain expertise in the exchange

processes, and still be compatible with the most commonly-used systems, several
exchange formats have been selected as candidates to be supported by the ORRIS
program. Exchange of data in other formats will be considered on a case by case
basis. These include the following ASCII or binary industry exchange standardsz

o ARC/INFO Export format with an associated attribute file.
• Digital Exchange Format (DXF), the Autodesk (AutoCAD) exchange format,

also supported by Intergraph and importable and exportable by ARC/INFO.
• The Autodesk (AutoCAD) internal drawing file format, DWG.
• The Intergraph internal drawing file format, DGN.

When ORRIS provides preliminary map data (i.e., extracts from the current
S-16A) to other groups, users should be aware of current limitations in the data.
Currently, the characteristics of the S-16A data are inherently graphic instead
of geographic. For exmnple, graphic patterns and symbols are used to make the
map visually appealing, but may leave gaps in the continuity of the data. The
geographic features do not have attributes attached (e.g., elevation values are
not assigned to contours), and the data may not have been edited for thematic or
topologic completeness. For example, some buildings may be in a road layer, or
line segments depicting certain features may not exactly connect.

Users of ORRIS digital map data are asked not to distribute the digital

copies to others, any requests for oRrIs digital data should be forwarded to
OREISo This procedure aids in preserving the integrity of the data used, and
allows ORRIS to notify all users of new versions or changes. If users make
additions or corrections that reflect facility changes, or any errors are

discovered, they should be provided to ORRIS so that appropriate changes can be
incorporated into the master map data base. Normally, official map products
using these data for publications or distributed reports should be reviewed by
ORRIS staff for approval prior to publication.

Improvements and corrections continue to be made to the map data as part
of the ORRIS effort. As future revisions become available, the data can be

provided as replacements for these earlier files.

9.7 Accounting

All user requests will be logged. The generation of products by the menu

system will also automatically document the retrieval and report specifications.
The description of procedures and programs used by oRrIS staff will be entered
into the data base and stored for future reference.

Version 1.1 August4, 1992
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Column TabLe Type N Un! ts Codes Label
.... _... t............. 0......._,.... ..._......... . -.._.o.. ........... ......................-....-..----..----

ADS_N/I#IE PROJECT CHAR(60) ADS Name
ADS_NUN PROJECT CHAR(10) ADS Number

ALIAS ALIAS_SOURCES CHAR(3C) ALias Ffeld Name
ALIAS_DESC ALIAS.SOURCES CHAR(240) Arias DescPiption

ALIAS UNITS ALIAS_SOURCES CHAR(lO) ALias Units
RNA I_ETI4_ LAB.MEAS CHAR( 15 ) Rna l ys | s Net hod

RNA_TYPE DATA,OUERY CHAR(15) CODES Analysis Method
RNA_TYPE LAB_MEAS CHAR(6) Y CODES Ar_ tya | s Type

kMR_TYPE LAB_SAJ4P CHAR(6) Y CODES Arm(ys | s Type
ANCHOR TAHKS CHAR(lO) Anchor Method

AClUiFEA WELLCONS CHAR(6) CODES Aqut lep
ASTNCOOE L l THOLOGY CHAR(4) CODES ASTM Code .

BACKFILL TANKS CHAR(/,) COOES hckf| LL NateriaL

BATCH..!D L_B SANP CHAR( 1O) Batch I D

BORE_DEPTI4 BOREHOLES KUNBER(8, Z ) FT Boreho L• Depth
BORE_DI AN WELLCONS NUMBER(8,3) I N Boreho i e D | amet er

BOTTLE LAB_NEAS CHAR( 1) Y Bott t e I O
BOTTLE L.AB_SANP CHAR(1) Y Bott te lD
CAPACITY TANKS #UNBER(8,2) GAL C_paci ty

CAS_HUN CHENICALS CHAR(_2) Chemfcat Abstract Services Number
CAUTi ONS DATASETS C_AR(240) Caut | ors

CA_PLAN TA_KS CHAR(2) YNHA Correct tve Act t on Pt en
CHEMICAL CHENICALS CHAR(50) Chemical Name

CHEH.GRP C½EIqlCALS CHAR(6) CODES Chemlce L Group

CNAME ALIAS_SOUrCES CHAR(3.0) Y CoLumn Name
CNN_E DATA_D! CT CHAR(30) Y Cot Lmn Na,R
COAT| NG TANKS CHAR( 1) YN Coat tng

CODE CODES CHAR(10) Y Code

CODE SYSCODE_ CHAR( 15 ) Y Code
CODETYPE CODES CHAR(30) Y Code Type.
CODETYPE SYSCODES CHAR(30) Y Code Type
CONNENTS Bl OTA CHAR( 200 ) Cou_nt s

COMMENTS BOREHOLES CHAR(ZOO) Coasts

CONI_ENTS CR! TERI A CHAR(200) Comn_ents

CO_E HTS FLD_DATA CHAR(ZOO) Comments
CONIqENTS FLD_MEAS CHAR(200) Comments

CO_E NTS FLD SAJ_P CHAR( Z00 ) Comments
CONI(ENTS LAB IqEAS CHAR( 200 ) Conw_ents

CONMENTS LAB_SANP CHAR( 200 ) Cumments
CONMENTS L I T½0LOGY CHAR(200) Comments
CONI_ENTS LOCATl ON CHAR(ZOO) Comments

COMMENTS PROJECT CHAR(200) Comments
CONMEMTS TANKS CHAR(ZOO) Comments

COI_ENTS TRANSMITTAL CHAR(Z00) Comments
COMMENTS _/ELLCONS LONG Corments

COMPILER TRANSMITTAL CHAR(3) Data Co,api t |er

C04_WkJ4E BIOTA CHAR(Z0) CommonNem_
CONC.LEVEL LAB_SH_P CHAR(3) Concent rat t on Level

CO_#S_QqAT TANKS CHAR(5) CODES Construct i on Mate r | a l
CONS_NETHOD BOREHOLES CHAR(2) CODES Construct t on I_ethod
CONTAIMEA LAB.SAJ_P CHAR(8) CODES Type Container
CONTRACTOR BOREHOLES CHAR(2.5_ Contractor

CONT_ACTO_ WELLCONS CHAR(Z5) Cont factor
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CONVERT TRANSMITTAL CHAR(200) Conversion Description

DATAQUAL BIOTA CHAR(2) Data Useability Qualifier

DATAOUAL FLD_DATA CHAR(2) CODES Data UseBbility Q_lifier

DATAQUAL LAB_MEAS CHAR(2) CODES Data Useability Qualifier

DATASET_ID DATASETS NUMBER(6) Y Data Set ID
DATASET_ID TRANSMITTAL NUNBER(6) Data Set ID

DATA_FORNAT TRANSMITTAL CHAR(15) Data Format
DATA_LEVEL LOCATION CHAR(l) CODES Release Site Level

DATA LOC LOCATION CHAR(4) Release Site
DATA_TYPE DATA_DICT CHAR(15) Data Type

DATEADDED BIOTA DATE Date Added
DATE_ADDED BOREHOLES DATE Date Added

DATEADDED CHEMICALS DATE Date A¢_ed

DATE.AI)DED CRITERIA DATE Date Added

DATEADDED FLD_DATA DATE Date Added

DATE_ADDED FLD_NEAS DATE Date Added

DATE_ADDED FLD_SAHP DATE Date Added
DATE_ADDED LAB_NEAS DATE Date Added

DATE_ADDED LAB_SAMP DATE Date Added
DATE.ADDED LITHOLOGY DATE Date Added

DATE_ADDED LOCATION DATE Date Added
DATE_ADDED PROJECT DATE Date Added

DATE_ADDED TA_KS DATE Date Added

DATE_ADDED WELLCONS DATE Date Added

DATE ANALYZED LAB_SANP DATE Date Analyzed
DATE CAL FLD_MEAS DATE Date Calibrated

DATE_CLOSED TANKS DATE Date Closed
DATE_CMP DATASETS DATE D_te Compiled

DATE_COLLECT BIOTA DATE Date Collected
DATECOLLECT FLD.DATA DATE Y Date Collectecl

DATE_COLLECT FLD_SAMP DATE Date Collected
_ATE_COMPLETE BOREHOLES DATE Date Cofnpteted

DhTE_CONPLETE _IELLCONS DATE Date Completed
DATEDESTRUCT _/ELLCONS DATE Date Destructed

DATE_EXTRACT ILABSA_P DATE Date Extracted
DATE_INSTALL TANKS DATE Date Installed

DATE_INSTALL _LLCONS DATE Date Installed
DATE_LOADED TRANSMITTAL DATE Date Loaded

DATE HOOIFIED I_IOTA DATE Date Nodified

DATE_MODIFIED |_OREHOLES DATE Date Nod|fted
DATE_NODIFIED CHEMICALS DATE Date Modified

DATE_HODIFXED CRITERIA DATE Date Modified

DATE_I4ODIFIED FLD_DATA DATE Date M_ifi_

DATE_NODIFIED FILD_MEAS DATE Date Hodified

DATE_MODIFIED FLD_SANP DATE Date Modified
DATE_HODIFIED L_BNEAS DATE Date Modified

DATE I_IFIED LA,B_SAMP DATE Date Modified

DATE_KODIFIED LITHOLOGY DATE Dote _ified

DATE.HODIFIED LOCATION DATE Date Nodified

DATE_NODIFIED PROJECT DATE D_te Mod(fie<l

DATE_MODIFIED TANKS DATE Date Nod(fled
DATE_P4OOIFIEO EIELLCONS DATE Date Modified

DATE_PERMIT TANKS DATE Date Permit Re,novel
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DATE_PLAN TANKS DATE Date Planned
DATE_RECEIVED LAB_S/_P DATE Date Received
DATE_RECEIVeD TRANSMITTAL DATE Date Received

DATE_REPLACED VELLCONS DATE Date Replaced
DATE_SHIPPED LAB_SAMP DATE Date Shipped

DATE_START BOREHOLES DATE Date Started
DATE..UPDATE TANKS DATE Date Updated
DEPTH_CODE FLD_SAKP CKAR(2) CODES Depth Code

DEPTH_UNIT FLD_SAAP CHAR(2) CODES Depth Uni t

DEPTH..WATER FLD_SAJqP NUMBER(8,2) FT Depth Water
DESCRIPT DATASETS LONG Description

DESCR|PT DATA.DICT LONG Description
DESCRIPT PROJECT LONG Project Description
DETAIL CORSES CHAR(BO) Detail
DETAIL SYSCODES CHAR(BO) Detail

DEV CONDUCT WELLCONS KUMBER(B,3) mS/cre Specific Corckctance

DEV_HETHOD IJELLCONS CHAR(Z) COOES Development method

DEV_PH WELLCONS KUMBER(8,2) Development pH
DEV_VOLUME t_ELLCONS NUMBER(8,2) Purge VotLene

DILU_FAC LAB_SAMP NUMBER(B,2) Dilution Factor
DOCUMENTER DATASETS CHAR(3) Documenter

DOCUMENTER TRANSM|TTAL CHAR(3) Documenter

DOMA| N DATA_D! CT CHAR(30) Domei n
DRI LL_EGUIP BOREHOLES CHAR(Z5) Dri l l Equipment
EASTI_G LOCATION NUMBER(lD,2) East Grid

ENV_CATG BIOTA CHAR(Z) Y CODES Envir_w_nta[ Data Category
ENV_CATG BOREHOLES CHAR(Z) Y CODES Environmental Data Category

ENV_CATG DATA_QUERY CHAR(2) CODES Environmental Data Category
ENV_CATG FLD_DATA CHAR(Z) Y COOES Environmental Data Category

ENV_CATG FLD_NEAS CHAR(Z) Y CODES Envirormental Data Category

ENV...CATG FLD_S/d4P CHAR(Z) Y CODES Environmental Data Category
ENV_CATG LAB MEAS CHAR(2) Y CODES Environmental Data Category
ENV_CATG LAB_SANP CHAR(Z) Y CODES EnvironmentsL Data Category

ENV_CAYG LITHOLOGY CHAR(2) Y CODES Environmental Data Category
ENV_CATG LOCATION CHAR(2) Y CODES Environmental Data Category

ENV_CATG PROJECT CHAR(2) Y CODES Envirorvnentat Data Category

ENV..CATG TANKS CHAR(2) Y CODES Environmontat Data Ca'¢egory
ENV_CATG WELLCONS CH,ARC2) Y CODES EnvironMental Data Category

ENV_NANE PROJECT CHAR(60) Environmental Data Category Name
FACILITY PROJECT CHAR(50) Si_e Name

FACIL_N BIOTA CHAR(Z) Y CODES Site IO
FACIL_N BOREHOLES CHAR(Z) Y CODES Site ID

FACILN DATA_OUERY CHAR(Z) CODES Site identification code
FACIL_N FLD_DATA CHAR(Z) Y CODES Site ID

FACIL_N FLD..NEAS CHAR(Z) Y CODES Site ID

FACILN FLD_$AMP CHAR(Z) Y C:_ES Site |D
FACIL_N LAB_NEAS CHAR(2) Y COOES Site ID

FACIL_N LAB_SANP CHAR(Z) Y CODES Site ID
FAC|L_N LITHOLOGY CHAR(Z) Y CODES Site ID

FACIL_N LOCATION CHARCZ) Y CODES SiTe lD
FAC|L_N PROJECT CHAR(Z) Y CODES Site lD

FAC|L_N TANKS CHAR(Z) Y CODES Site ID

FACiL_N _IELLCONS CHAR(Z) Y CODES Site ID
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FIELD_NAME HELP CHAR(30) Y F i etd Name
FILENAICE DATA_QUERY CHAR(12) User assigned name for a file.

FLD_SOP FLD_SAMP CHAR( 1O) Procedure Number
FLTR BOT_DEPTH _/ELLCONS NUMBER(B,2) FT Fitter Pack Bottom Depth

FLTR_HAT WELLCONS CHAR(4) CODES F i tter Pack Matert al
FLTR_TOP DEPTH WELLCONS NL_BER(8,2) FT Fitter Pack Top Depth
FOLDER DATASETS CHAR(Z0) Folder

FOOTNOTE DATASETS CHAR(80) Footnote

FORM..NAME HELP CHAR( 15 ) Form Nmne
GEOGRAPH DATASETS CHAR(20) CODES Genera l Geograph i c Area

GEOUN I T WELLCONS CHAR(8) CODES Geologi c Uni t

GRID_SYS LOCATION CHAR(lO) Grid System

GRICD_DESC TANKS CHAR(4) CODES Ground Descr i pt i on
GRND_ELV LOCATION NUMBER(lO, 2) FT Ground Etevat fon..NSL
GROUT MELLCONS CHAR(4) CODES Grout

G_/_DEPTH TANKS NUMBER(6,2) FT Groundwater Depth
HOLE_DIAN BOREHOLES I_UMBER(8,3) IN Borehole Diameter
HYDRCONDUCT WELLCONS NUMBER(9,5) Hydraut ic Conductivity

I NST__AME FLD_MEAS CHAR(40) Inst rument Name
I NST_MUNBER FLD_MEAS CHAR(10) Instrument Number

LABEL DATA_DICT CHAR(40) Label

LABSMPID LAB_SAMP CHAR(15) Lab Sample ID
LAB COOE LAB_S/_tP CHAR(6) Lab Code
LATI TUDE LOCATI ON CHAR(12) DEG Let i _:ude

LENGTH BIOTA NUMBER(6,2) NN Average Length of Organism
LITHTYPE LITHOLOGY CHAR(4) CODES L_thology Type
LOCATION BIOTA CHAR(lO) Y Location Code
LOCATION BOREHOLES CHAR(10) Y Location Code

LOCATION DATA_QUERY CHAR(lO) CODES Location code.

LOCATION FLD. DATA CHAR(10) Y Location Code
LOCATI ON FLD_NEAS CHAR( 1O) Y Locat i on Code
LOCATION FLD_SAMP CHAR(10) Y Locat i on Code

LOCATI ON LAB_MEAS CHAR( 1O) Y Locat i on Code

LOCATION LAB_SAI_P CHAR(10) Y Location Coc_
LOCATION LITHOLOGY CHAR(lO) Y Location Code
LOCATI ON LOCAl'I ON CHAR(10) Y Local i on Code

LOCATl ON PROJECT CHAR( 1O) Y Local i on Code
LOCATI ON TANKS CHAR( 1O) Y Loca_ i on Code

LOCATI ON WELLCONS CHAR(10) Y Local i on Code

LOC DESC PROJECT CHAR(200) Locat i on Descr i pt i o_
LONGI TUOE LOCATI ON CHAR(12) DE(_ L=_gi tude

MANDATORY DATA_DI CT CHAR(1 ) Mandatory
MATRI X LAB_SAJ4P CHAR( 5 ) COOES Mat r i x

MAT_DESC LAB MEAS CHAR(2) CODES F i I tered/Unf i I tered

MAX_RESULTS DATA_QUERY NUMBER(lO,4) Maximum result value
MEAS_FREQ DATA D!CT CHAR( 25 ) Frequency

MEDIUM ID TRANSMITTAL CHAR(10) Medium Description

NED_TYPE CRITERIA CHAR(2) Y CODES Medit_n Type
MED_TYPE DATAQUERY CHAR(2) CODES Medium Type

MEDT YPE FLD SAJ4P CHAR(2) COOES Madi um Type

MIM RESULTS DATA_QUERY NUMBER(lO,4) Hini_ results
MISSVAL DATASETS CHAR(E0) Missing Values Convention

NON_TYPE WELLCONS CHAR(2) CODES Type Moni tori ng
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MP_ELV VELLCONS NUI_BER(8,2) FT Measure Point Etevation-MSL
NORTHING LOCATION KL_IBER(IO,2) North Grid

HUNBOTTLE FLD_SA.MP NL_BER(3) Number Bott res
NL_I_I°OADED TRANSNXTTAL NUNBER(6) Number Records Loaded

NUN SAI_PLED B! OTA NUNBER(3) Number Ssmpted
)JUN_SUBNIT TRANSMITTAL NUMBER(6) Nua_er Records Su_mitted

ORGAN!SN_GROUP BI OTA CHAR( 1O) Organi sm Group
OR |ENT TAHKS CHAR(I) CODES Or ientat _on

OU PROJECT CHAR(lO) Operable Uni t

OUTPUT..DEST DATA_QUERY CHAR(15) Destination of the output

PAD_NAT WELLCONS CHAR(6) CODES Pad Mater i a t
PARAMTR BIOTA CHAR(20) CHEMICALS Parameter

PARANTR CHEMICALS CHAR(20) Y Parameter
PARAMTR CRITERIA CHAR(20) Y CHEMICALS ParM_ter

PARAJ_IR DATA_QUERY CHAR(200) CHEMICALS Parameter tist

PARANTR FLD_DATA CHAR(20) Y CHEMICALS Parameter
PARA)4TR FLD MEAS CHAR(20) Y CHEMICALS Parameter

PARANTR LAB_NEAS CHAR(20) Y CHEM! CALS Parameter
PAST_CONTENTS TANKS CHAR(6) CODES Past Contents

PCT_SOL!DS LAB_SANP NUNBER(5,2) Percent So t ids

PC_BOT_DEPTH ktELLCONS NUNBER(8,2) FT Protective Casing Bottom Depth
PC. DX/U4 tJELLCONS NUMBER(B,3) LN Protective Casing Diameter
PC NAT I_ELLCONS CHAR(4) CODES Protective Casing Nateriat

PC_TOP_DEPTH WELLCONS NUI<BER(8,2) FT Protective Casing Top Depth

PLUG_I_AT AlELLCONS CHAR(4) CODES Ptug Mater i a t
PLUG_TOPDEPTH MELLCONS NUMBER(8,2) FT PLL_ Top Depth

PRESERVE_TYPE LAB_SANP CHAR(15) Preservat i on Type
PRES_CONTENTS TANKS CHAR(6) CODES Present Contents
PROBLEMS TRANSMITTAL LONG Conversion Errors

PROCEDURE FLD_SANP CttAR(1 ) YN Procedure Fol to_ed
PROGRAM TRANSNITTAL CHAR(8) Load Progreen

PURGED_VOL FLD S/_3qP NUMBER(8,2) Vo tt.me Purge._

PURGE_METH _ELLCONS CHAR(2) CODES Purge Method
QUALI F i ERS DATASETS CHAR(20) Qua t i f i ers

QUERY_DATE DATA_QUERY DATE Date queri ed
QUERY_NANE DATA_QUERY CHAR(lD) Nine assigned by user

RAD_ERR LAB_MEAS NUMBER(8,2) RAD Count ing Error
RANGE DATA_D1CT CHAR(25) Range

RECOV_PLAN L! THOLOGY NUMBER(4,2) Schedu ted Recovery

RECOV_TOTAL LITHOLOGY NUNBER(4,2) Actual Soi t Recovery
RELEASES TANKS CHAR( 1 ) YN Re teases

REIqD_COMPLETE TANKS CHAR(2) YNNA Remedi at i on Comptete
REI41)_REP,AJi RED YANKS CHAR(2) YHNA Reinedi at i on Re:lui red
REPORTS DATASETS CHAR(30) Report References

REPORT_VIEW DATA_OUERY CHAR(lO) Name of the output option.
RESOLUTION TRANSNI TTAL CHAR(240) Resolution

RESP PERSON TANKS CHAR(3) Respons i bt e Persc_
RESTRI CT TANKS CiIAR( 1 ) YN Rest r | cted Area

RESULTS BI OTA NUMBER(12,4) Average Resu l t s

RESULTS FLD DATA NUMBER(12,&) Average Daily Results
RESULTS FLD MEAS I_UMBER(12,4) Resul ts

RESULTS LAB_HEAS NUMBER(12,/4 ) Resut ts

RMC_ID DATASETS CHAR( 30 ) Cross - reference
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ROCK_DEPTH WELLCONS NL_IBER(8,2) FT Rock Depth
RSLTQUAL DATA_QUERY CHAR(240) CODES Result qualifiers

RSLTQUAL FI.D_DATA CHAR(4) CODES Result Qualifier
RSLTQUAL FLD_MEAS CHAR(4) Result Qualifier

RSLTQUAL LAB..NEAS CHAR(4) Result Quati fier
SANBEGDATE DATA_QUERY DATE Begining sample date
SAMENDDATE DATA_QUERY DAYE Ending date of the sample

SANPLER FLD_SANP CHAR(3) San_ler Ini rials

SA_PLAN TANKS CHAR(2) YNHA Site Assessment Plan
SCRN_BOT..DEPTH WELLCONS NUMBER(8,2) FT Screen Bottom Depth
SCRNDIAN WELLCONS NUMBER(8,3) IN Screen Diameter

SCRN_NAT I_ELLCONS CHAR(4) CODES Screen Naterial

SCRN_SLTSZ WELLCONS NLJMBER(6,2) IN Screen Slot Size
SCRH_TOP..DEPTH WELLCONS NUMBER(8,2) FT Screen Top Depth
SCBOT_DEPTH WELLCONS NUMBER(8,2) FT Surface Casing Bottom Depth

SC_DIAN WELLCONS NUNBER(8,3) IN Surface Casing Diameter
SC_I¢_T WELLCONS LdkR(4) CODES Surface Casing Naterial
SC_TOPDEPTH WELLCONS NUHBER(8,2) FT Surface Casing Top Depth

SDG_NUN LAB_SAKP CHAR(9) Sample Delivery Group
SEAL_NAT MELLCONS CHAR(4) CODES Seal Naterial

SEAL_TOP_DEPTH WELLCONS NUNBER(8,2) FT Seat Top Depth

SEQNUM DATA_QUERY NUNBER(3) Y Sequential nunCmr
SEQ__UM HELP NUNBER(2) Y Sequence NunC_r
SEX BIOTA CHAR(li CODES Sex

SHP_CONTAINER LAB..SAHP CHAR(5) Shipping Container

sNr_DEVICE BIOTA CHAR(li CODES Sampling Device
SMP_END_DEPTH FLD_SAMP NUMBER(8,2) FT Sampling Ending Depth

SMPEND_DEPTH LITHOLOGY NUMBER(8,2) FT Ending Depth
SMP_lD BIOTA CHAR(15) Y Sample ID

SMP_lD FLD_NEAS CHAR(15) Y Sample lD
SNr_lD FLDSAMP CHAR(15) Y Se_lpte lD
SHP..ID LAB..NEAS CHAR(15) Y Sample ID

SMP_lD LAB_SAHP CHAR(15) Y Sample ID
SMP..NETHOD WELLCONS CHAR(2) CODES Sempl|ng Nethod

SMP_STRT_DEPTH FLD_SAMP HUMBER(8,2) FT Sampling Start Depth

SMP_STRT_DEPTH LITHOLOGY NL_4BER(8,2) FT Starting Depth
SMP_TYPE BIOTA CHAR(lO) Y CODES Sample Type.

SMP_TYPE FLDSAHP CHAR(lO) CODES Sample Type
SHP_TYPE LAB_NEAS CHAR(lO) Y CODES Sample Type

SMP_TYPE LAB_SANP CHAR(lO) Y CODES Sample Type
SOURCE ALIAS_SOURCES CHAR(6) Y Source
SOURCE TRANSMITTAL CHAR(80) Data Source

SPECIES BIOTA CHAR(30) Species

SPIK_LEV LAB_NEAS NUMBER(8,2) Spike Level
STATION BIOTA CHAR(9) Y Station
STATION BOREHOLES CHAR(9) Y Station

STATION DATA_QUERY CHAR(9) CODES S_ation ID.

STATION FLDDATA CHAR(9) Y Station
STAYION FLD_NEAS CHAR(9) Y Station

STATION FLDSANP CHAR(9) Y Station

STATION LAB_MEAS CHAR(9) Y Station

STATION LAB_SANP CHAR(9) Y Station
STATION LITHOLOGY CHAR(9) Y Station
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STATION LOCATION CHAR(9) Y Station
STATION TANKS CHAR(9) Y Station

STATION WELLCONS CHAR(9) Y Station
STATUS WELLCONS CHAR(li COOES Well Status

STATUS CRIT CRITERIA CHAR(lO) Status
STATUS_TANK TANKS CHAR(30) Tank Status

STA,DESC LOCATION CHAR(Z00) StationDescription
STA_ERROR LOCATION CHAR(lO) Station Location Error

STA_HETHOD LOCATION CHAR(lO) Station Location Nethod
STA_TYPE LOCATION CHAR(Z) COOES Type Station

STD_LIMIT CRITERIA NUNBER(IO,5) Standard Limit
STDNANE CRITERIA CHAR(Z0) Y Standard Name

STRATORD LITHOLOGY NUNBER(3) Y Stratigraphic Order

ST NOTIFIED TANKS CHAR(Z) YNNA State Notified
SURF STR TANKS CHAR(4) CODES Surface Structure
S_qlLJ LOCATION CHAR(lO) Solid Waste Management Unit

TABLE_SPACE DATA DICT CHAR(li CODES Table Space
TAB_TYPE CRITERIA CHAR(li COOES Type Table

TANK_DEPTH TANKS NUHBER(6,2) FT Tank Depth
TANK_DIAM TANKS NUHBER(6,3) FT Tank Diameter

TANK_LEN TANKS NUKBER(8,2) FT Tank Length
TENPORAL DATASETS CHAR(30) General Period of Record

TEXT1 HELP CHAR(60) Text
TEXTIO HELP CHAR(60) Text

TEXT2 HELP CHAR(60) Text
TEXT3 HELP CHAR(60) Text

TEXT4 HELP CHAR(60) Text
TEXT5 HELP CHAR(60) Text

TEXT6 HELP CHAR(60) Text
TEXT? HELP CHAR(60) Text

TEXT8 HELP CHAR(60) Text
YEXT9 HELP CHAR(60) Text

TIHE_COLLECT FLDDATA CHAR(5) 24HR Time Collected
TIHE_COLLECT FLD_SANP CHAR(Y) Z4HR Time Collected

TNAME DATA DICT CHAR(30) Y Table Name
TRANS#4IS WELLCOHS NUHBER(8,4) HZ/DAY Transmissivity

TRANS_lD BIOTA NL_BER(6) Transmittal Batch Number

TRANS_lD BOREHOLES NUHBER(6) Transmittal Batch Number
TRANS_lD CRITERIA NL_BER(6) Transmittal Batch Number

TRANS_lD FLD_DATA NUNBER(6) Trsnsmittat Batch Number

TRANS_lD FLD_NEAS HUI4BER(6) Transmittal Batch Number
TRANS_lD FLD_SAMP NUHBER(6) Transmittal Batch Number

TRANS_lD LAB_MEAS NUNBER(6) Transmittal Batch Number
TRANS_lD LAB_SAHP NUHBER(6) Transmittal Batch Nmber

TRANS_lD LITHOLOGY NUHBER(6) Transmittal Batch Number

TRANS_lD LOCATION NUMBER(6) Transmittal Batch Number
TRANS_lD PROJECT NUMBER(6) Transmittal Batch Number

TRANS_lD TANKS NUHBER(6) Transmittal Batch Number
TRANS_lD TRANSNITTAL NUHBER(6) Y Transmittal Batch Number

TRANS_lD WELLCONS NL_BER(6) Transmittal Batch Number
UNITS BIOTA CHAR(lO) COOE$ Units

UNITS CRITERIA CHAR(lO) CODES Units
UNITS DATASETS CHAR(lO) COOES Units
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UN!TS DATA D l CT CHAR( 1O) CODES Un i t s
UN! TS FLD_DATA CHAR( 1O) CODES Uni ts

UN! TS FLD_MEAS CHAR(10) CODES Un| ts
UN!TS LAB MEAS CHAR(1O) CODES Uni ts

USER_NARE DATA_QUERY CHAR(30) Y ORACLEuser name
VI SUAL_DESC LITHOLOGY CHAR(200) Visual Description
WATER_ELV WELLCONS NUMBER(B,2) FT Water Elevat i on-MSL

WC_BOT_DEPTH WELLCONS NUMBER(8,2) FT Wet t Casing Bottom Depth
WC_DIAN WELLCONS NUMBER(8,3) IN Wet l Cas|ng Diameter

WCKAT WELLCONS CHAR(4) CODES Well Casing Material

WC_TOPDEPTH WELLCONS NUMBER(8,2) FT Well Casing 'Top Depth
WEIGHT BIOTA NUNBER(6,2) G Average Weight of Organism

WELLDEPTH WELLCONS NUMBER(8,2) FT Wet l Depth
WELL_TYPE WELLCONS CHAR(3) CODES Wel I Type
WELL_USE WELLCONS CHAR(l) CODES Wel I Use Indicator
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FIELD COOE DESCRIPTION
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ANA_TYPE ANION Anions

INOTH Other inorganic

INOTHD Other inorganics, dissolved
Metals, by AA

MICP Metals, by ICP

NICPD Metals, by ICP, dissolved

NR Not Re_luired
OROTH Other organics

OTHER Other, defined in comments field
PPCB Pesticides/Polychlorinated Biphenyls
RADS Radiochemical analysis

RADSD Radiochemical analysis, dissolved
SVOA Semivolatite Organics

TCHET Toxicity characteristic leaching - metals

TCPEST Toxicity characteristic Leaching - pesticides
TCSVL Toxicity characteristic teaching - semivolatites
VOA Volatile Organics

ASTNCODE CH Inorganic clays of high plasticity, fat clays.
CL Inorganic clays or Low to medium plasticity. Gravelly clay,sandy clay, silty clay
GC CLayey gravels. Poorly graded gravel-sand-clay mixtures.

ON Silty gravels, poorly graded sand-gravel-silt mixture.
GP Poorly graded gravels. Gravel-sand ;gixtures; Little or no fines°

GW gell graded gravels. Gravel-sand mixtures; little or no fines.
MH lnorg silts. Nicaceous or diatomaceous fine sandy or silty soils. ELastic silts.
ML Inorganic silts and very fine sands. Rock flour, silty or clayey fine sands.

OH Organic clays of medium to high plasticity.

OL Organic silts and or2anic silt-clays of low plasticity.
PT Peat and other highly organic soils.
SC CLayey sends, poorly graded sand-clay mixtures.

SM Silty sands, poorly graded sarcl-silt mixtures.
SP Poorly graded sands. Gravelly sands; little or no fines.

SW Well graded sands, Gravelly sands; little or no fines.

BACKFILL BENT Bentonite
BRCK Brick

CENT Cement
CONC Concrete

GRVL Gravel
OTHR Other

ROCK Rock or S_one
SAND Sand

UNKN Unknown

CHEM_GRP ANION Anions
INOTH Other inorganic

INOTHD Other inorganics, dissolved
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FXELD COO,E D+ESCR!PTl O_
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CI+EM,.GRP _ _e t aIs, :by
NI(::F _etels_ by ICP
M|CPD N,eteLs+ by ICP, dissolved
'NIA N,ot Recat ,etf
OItOTH orb,eP orGmrH'Cll
OTHIER Ot:h,er, definecl: in comme_s ftel¢l
PP'CB Pest _c i des/PoLych lor t_a t _ B|ph.lily ls
Rk_S R.e_ltoch,emtc.el_mstysis
Rk_SC) Rsdfocth_emi.cetaP_lysts, dissolved
SV(_k Sem_voLlit t la _rg,tmtCS
TC:_T ' T_xlcit'y c:h+e,rl_cte+ril,tic kee¢,h|l_ll - metals
TCP'EST T('JXlC+ty chsre,cter+stfc Le&cth|_l. peGt+c+d_,s
TCSVL Tox_cfty charI)Cte.r_Sl:iC t e,li,chinl_ - sem_Yol.nt i t.e_s
V()A Volmt_le O+r:_,sn_c:s

CONSTI_T COM C_rete
FB,G ,Ftber'91e,s ""
FG,C Ffberg| I_teteel coml_,s| te
.KNtR KyT_o,r
I_PF Polypropylene
PIJA POl_r'et'h,l_+ne
PVC Potp+nyl chior'+(_e
_TL Steel
TIFE YefLon
TYL Tile .+
_T _Ir_ht _r_

CON,S._ T BENT Bent on]te ,.
BRI_K Br|c,k
C:E!OqT Cement
COI+C' C.o_crete
GRV'L Gravel
OTIH_R Oth,er
ROCK Rock c_r Storve
SA_ S._ncl
_tI_N l_r_krx)_n

COMS.I_ETHO_ /i_ A] r-Illota_ry,+ I_1 Rotary
AR Al,r-Rotary
S Be,redo,r k,_e+r'eed,
C C,sbl,e- T_ol

t_ Co,rLr+g
C,$ Chill e_t S;_,ot

O D_ll
D,N D,ment'h,e Mole Hemmer
I_A _,lmdAt._;I,e+red
t_:_; M,ol low Stem A,+g,e,,•
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FI ELD COOKE DESCRlPT|ON
... _.._..o........... ,be....._vo .....,.....................,,,.................................................,....

CONSMEYI_OD J Jat ted
NR Direct Circulation Rotary, Mud
:NA N,o__pptfcsbI e
OTKR Other
P Atr-Percussion

RM ReverseC_rcuIotion Rotary,Mud

Rb/ Reverse Ctr.cuLmtlonRotmry, .Water
SS Sol |d St smAu_a,r
T Trerthtng CBeckhoe, atc.)
V Driven
W Dr tve mhd_e,sh

Diract Circutatfon Rotary, b/eter

CONTAIKER AI_L Amber grams
6LASS Gl_ss
OT_ER Other
PLA,STIC Piestic

PLSTBAG Plastic b_g
SSS Stsfnless steel sleeve
TUBE Tube

DATA_AL A Cherecterizatton,scre_i_, monlto.ri__lltotive field_te.

i Evelu_|ti_,design, _Ito.rlng _mntmtatlve fleld deta.
C Assessment, eveluatton, de_tQn, mc_|to,rtr_il CLP-lab clara.
O Aseesment, ev_tustion, _k_stgn le_mtty-defer_tbte ClP-lab _te.

E A_se_i_t, tvsl_ltion, design CLP-lsb data of unconventional llmtrtces.
H Not valld4mtL_<l.

R V_lidatedmnd repor't_d to reQulato.ry mgerm'y,

DEPIHCODE 1 B.eto__etl screen
A 0 to 2 Feet
B _ to 4 Feet
C _ to 6 Feet
D 6 to 8 Feet
E 8 to 10 Feet
F 10 to 12 Feet "

G 12 to 14 Feet
H 14 to 16 Feet

! 16 to 1B Feet

J 18 to EO Feet
K 0 to I Feet

L 1 to 2 Feet
N 2 to 3 Feet
N _ _o _ Feet
0 4 to 5 Feet
P 0 to 5 Feet

11.1-3
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Version 1.1, July, 1992
F%ELD COOE DESCR!PT!ON
._.................. .....,m--_. -.....--..-.--.-----.----.----.--------.....-.----------.,-----------------------

DEV.METI_OD C Co_ti_s FLight Auger
H HotLowStem AL_er
HA Hand Auger
½B Hand BucketAuger

NA Not Appl icmble
kiG NGWiretine Rock Coring/kSTH-D2113
NX NX Rock CoHng/ASTN-D2113
TS Thief SampLerend/or Thief TYT>eSampLer
U Tube SampLer- 3 inch/ASTH-D3550
VS Van Dorn Supter
W Swab Or tal

WF Wellhead Faucet (Grab Sample From)

ENVCATG DD DecontmninatlonlDecomissionin_
EN Envir,onmentat Monitoring/Compliance
ER Environmental Restoration
OT Other

RO Research, DeveLopment, ond Demonstration
MN Waste Management

FACIL_N 01 Oak ,Ridge National Laboreotry
02 Y12 Plant
03 K-25 PLant
04 PeWiucshGaseousDiffusion PLant
05 Portsmouth GaseousDiffusion PLant

06 Oak Ridge Reservation

PLTR_HAT GRVL Gravel
SAgO Sand
SGRV Sand and grmvet

GEOUN[T ? Unknown
A Aquifer
C Loweror ConfinedAquifer
L Cot,fining Layer or kqutcLude
S Surface Aquifer
U _nseturated Zone
ta Water Table Aquifer or Surface Aquifer

GRHDDESC ASPH Asphal
CON Concrete
OTHR Other
FLOCK Rock
SOIL Sol L

S.1"4



Version 1.1, JuLy, 1992
FIELD COOE DESCRIPTION

LI THTYPE ASPT Aspha Lt
BNTN Bentontte
BREC Brecc| a

CHER Chert, bedded
Ct_LK ChaLk

CLAY CLay
CLSN CLeystone
COAL Coal

COBL CobbLe or BouLder

CONG CongLomerate
DOLO DoLomi te
DREF DriLL Bit Refusal

FILL Fi LL or" other M_rl-Made Deposits
GBBR Gabbvo

GLDR GLaciaL Drift or Undifferentiated GLaciaL Deposits
GLTL GLaciaL TiLt

GI_SS Gne i ss
GRHS Greenstone
GRNT Grani te

GVCL Gravel and Ctmy
GVL Gravel

GVLB GraveL, predominantly cobbLe or bouLder-sized

GVLG GraveL, predomir_ntLy granuLe-sized
GVLP GraveL, predomtr_ntLy pobbte-slzed
GVST Gravel and Si Lt

GYPS Gypsum

HRDP Hardpan
IGNS _gr_ous (Undifferentiated)
LGNT L i gnlte
LOAN Lcmm
tOES Loess

LS L i mes_one

LSCH Ltmestor_, cherty
LSCL Limestone, clayey
LSDL Limestone and Dolomite, interbedded

LSSO Limestone, sandy
LSSH Limestone and ShaLe, interbedded

LSSL Limestone, silty
LSSS Limestone and Sandstone, tnterbeckfed
MARL Marl

NOaH Mudstone

META Metemorphtc (Undt fferent i areal)
NRBL MarbLe

_I)PS 14odescription provided, problems tn smpttr_
NDL_i No description provided, reasons unknown

OTHR Other, defined |n comment field
PflFR Per_mfrost

PTHM Peat, Humus, and other Orgentc Material
GRTZ Ouartz ite

RYLT Rhyot tte
SALT S_tt

SCHS Sch t s t

B_1-5
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F! ELD CODE DESCRIPT|ON

LI THTYPE SD Sand
SDCL Sand & CLay
SDCR Sand, coarse
SDFN Sand, fine
SDGR Sand & Gravel
SDHI) Sand, mediLn
SDSL Sand & Si Lt

SDVC Sand, very coarse
SDVF Sand, very .fine
SEDU Sedimentary (Un<lifferent tated)
SHLE SheLe
SILT Si Lt
SLAT State

SLCA Si Ltstone, calcareous
SLCL Si ttstone, clayey
SLCR Si ttstone, carbonaceous
SLSH Si ttstone _nd Shale, interbedded
SLSS Si ttstone, sandy
%ST St t tstone
SS Sandstorm

SSCA Sandstorm, calcareous
SSCL SandStone, clayey
SSCR Sandstone, carbonaceous
SSSH Sandstone and Shale, interbedded
SSSL Sandstone and Si Ltstone, interbedded
SSST Sandstone, si try
STCL SiLt & CLay
UNCS Sedimentary deposits, not specified
VLAS VoLcanic Ash

VLBA BasaLt, Lava
VLCU VoLcanic Rock, Undifferentiated
VLTF VoLcanic Tuff

VLUN VoLcanic Deposits, Undifferentiated
VOID Void or cavity
XLN Crystal Line Igneous or Hetamorphic, (Undifferentia

HATRIX SOIL Sot l
MATER Water

RAT_DESC F Ft t tared
UF Unff ttered

B.1-6
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Version 1.1, July, 1992

FIELD CODE DESCRIPTION
..................°. .......... ,,...............................................--...---..--------.-------------

NED_TYPE AA Ambient Air
AG Soil Gas

AQ Air Quality Control Hatrix
DC Drill Cuttings

LD Drilling Fluid

LE Liquid Emulsion
LF Floating/Free Product on GroLw_Jwater Table

LO Oil, Ali Types (Transfomen, Waste, Notor, Nineral

LV Liquid From Vadose Zone
SB Bentoni te
SC Cement

SE Sediment (associated with surface water)

SF F i t tar Sandpeck
SL SLudge
SO Soi t

SO Soil/Solid Quality Control Natrix
SS Scrapings

SW Swab or Wipe
TA Animal Tissue
TP PLant Tissue

TO Tissue Quality Control Natrix

tJO Well Development Water
WE Estuary
WG GroundWater

WH Equipment Wash Water, i.e. Water used for Washing
WL Leachate
WO Ocean Water

WP Drinking Water

WQ gater Oumlity Control Natrix
WS Surface Water

k_/ Water From Vadose Zone
Waste Water

WZ Special Water Quality Control Natrix

ORIENT H Horizontal
V Vertical

PAD_TYPE BENT Bentonite ....
BRCK Brick

CENT Cement

CONC Cormrete
GRVL Gravel

OTHR Other

ROCK Rock or Stone

SAND Sand
UNKN Unknown

B.1-7



Version 1.1, July, 1992
FIELD COOE DESCRIPTION
.................... ....,...... .................,........................ ..... .................................

PAST_CONTENTS DIESEL Diesel Fuel
FOIL Fuel Oil

GAS Gasoline/Gasohol

WATER Wastewater/water
W()IL Waste Oil

PC_NAT ABS Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS)
BRK Brick

CBS Carbon Steel
CNC Concrete

COP Copper
COS Coated Steel

FDG Fiberglass
GLS Galvanized Steel

LCS Low Carbon Steel

LSS Low Carbon Steel UlCer/Stainless Lower
OTHN Other Metal
OTHR Other

OTHP Other Plastic

PLY Polypropylene
PVC Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
PVS PVC Upper/Stainless Steel t.ower
RST Rock or Stone

SLS Stainless Steel
STL Steel
TFL Teflon

TIL Tile

WO Wood

IJRI Wrought Iron

PLUG PAT BENT BentoniteM

BRCK Brick
CEMT Cement

CONC Concrete
GRVL Gravel

OTHR Other
ROCK Rock or Stone

SAND Sand
UHKN Unknown

PRES_CONTENTS DIESEL Diesel Fuel
FOIL Fuel Oil

GAS Gasoline/Gasohol
WATER Wastewater/waten

WO1L Waste Oil

6.1-8



Version 1.1, July, 1992
FI ELD CODE DESCRIPT ION
.................... .......... ..............,.....................................,,........................,..

PURGE_RETH AP Air Lift Pump
BP Gas Operated BLadder Pump
CP Centni fugal Pump
El Electrical Submersible Pump(Pre-1982)
E2 Electrical Submersible Pump(1982+)
GI) Electrical Submersible Pump(6ear-Driven)
GP Gas-operated, double acting Piston Pump
HR Electrical Subnersibte Pump(Helical Rotor)
NA Net Appt icable
PI P|ston Pump
PP Peristaltic Pump
SL Suction Lift Pump
SP Submersible Pump
ST Submersible Turbine Pump

RSLTQUAL * Duplicate analysis not within control Limits.
+ Corretat_ion coef. for NSA< 0.995
< Mot detected
> Beyond instrument scale
A Suspected at=lot-condensation product
B (}RG: Found in blank and sample
B IHORG:Less then specified, > detection Limit
C Pesticide confimed by GC/NS
D Identified at secondary dilution
E Estimated, matrix interferences
J Estimated, TIC or < specified detection limit
M Duplicate injection precision not met
N Spike recovery not within control Limits
O No analytical result
R Rejected by OC
S Deter,rained by Method of Standard Additions
U Mot detected

W Post-digestion spike for AA out of control Limit
X FLag defined in comments

SCRNHAT kBS kcrylonitrite Butadiene Styrene (ABS)m

BRK Brick
CBS Carbon Steel
CNC Concrete

COP Copper
COS Coated Steel
FBG Fiberglass
GLS Galvanized Steel
LCS LowCarbon Steel

LSS LowCarbon Steel Upper/Stainless Lower
OTHN Other Hetal
OTHR Other
OTHP Other PLastic
PLY Polypropylene
PVC Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
PVS PVCUpper/Stainless Steel Lower

B.1-9



Version 1.1, JuLy, 1992
FIELD CODE DESCRIPTION
....b............. .... .. .... .. ................................................................................

SCRN_MAT (LST Rock or Stone
SLS Stainless Steel
STL Steel
TFL Teflon
TIL Tile

Wood
WR! Wrought %ton

SC_MAT ABS Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS)
BRK Brick

CBS Carbon Steel
CNC Concrete

COP Copper
COS Coated Steel

FBG Fiberglass
GLS Galvanized Steel
LCS Low Carbon Steel

LSS Low Carbon Steel Upper/Stainless Lower
OTHN Other Metal
OTHR Other
OTHP Other Plastic

PLY Polypropylene
PVC Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
PVS PVCUpper/Stainless Steel Lower
RST Rock or Stone
SLS Stainless Steel
STL Steel
TFL Teflon
TIL Tile
_) Wood

SC_NAT WR! Wrought Iron

SEAL.,ffi_T BENT Bentonite
BRCK Brick
CENT Cement
CONC Concrete
GRVL Gravel
OTHR Other
ROCK Rock or Stone
SAND Sand
UNKH Unknown

SEX F Female
N NaLe
U Unknown

B.I-I0



Version 1.1, July, 1992
F!ELD CODE DESCR%PTION
.................... .......... ................................................................................

SMP_METHOD AC Ai r Canister
AL Air-Lift Sampler
AP Air Lift Pump
B Bal ter

BP Gas Operated Bladder Pump
CP (:entri fugal Pump
E1 ELectrical Subaersibte Pump(Pre-1982)
E2 Electrical Submersible Pump(1982+)
GD Electrical Submersible Pump(Gear-Driven)
GP Gas-operated, double acting Piston Pump
HR Electrical Subnersible Pump(Helical Rotor)
KS KemmererSampler
Pl Piston Pump
PP Peristaltic PLop
SL Suction Lift Pump
SP Subnersibte Pump
ST Submersible Turbine Pump
SY Syringe
T Shelby Tube/kSTM-D1587
TS Thief Sampler and/or Thief Type Sampler
U Tube Sampler - _ inch/ASTM-D3550
VS Van Dorn Sampler
;IF Wellhead Faucet (Grab Sample From)

SMP_TYPE FB Field Blank :"
FR Field Duplicate (Code used for Field Duplicate)
GR Grab
LCSF Laboratory control sample - amount found
LCST Laboratory control sample - true emount _n reagent
HB Nethod btank
HB2 Method blank 2
NS Matrix spike
HS2 Matrix spike, secondary analysis
NSD Matrix spike duplicate
MSD2 Matrix spike duplicate, secondary analysis
OTHR Other

PB Prep blank
PRBL Preservative blank

REG Regular
REG2 Regular sample, secondary analysis
REP Replicate
REP1 Replicate 1
REP2 Replicate 2
REP3 Replicate 3
REP4 RepLicate 6
RI OCEquipment Rinsate/Decon
SC Spatial Composite
SPLT Split
TB Trip Blank
TC Teeq_oratComposite
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FIELD COOE DESCRIPTION

STATUS 0 Destructed well
1 Active well

STATYPE BH Borehole
BR Non-Fixed Locations Recepticat Including Barrels &
CH Channel/Ditch

CP Coegx)site From Several Locations

FW Faucet/Tap
HP Holding Pond/Lagoon
LH Leachate From Landfill
LK Lake/Pond

OC Outcrop
PZ Piezometer

RV River/Stream

SE Seep
SL Surface Location

SP Spring
SS Surface Survey
SW Storm Water

TK Fix Loc Recepticat Including Tanks,Containers and
TP Test Pit
WL Well

W Waste Water

SURF_STR SLD Building
FEN Fence
OTHR Other
UTL Utilities

TABLE_SPACE S System tabtespace
U User tabLespace

TAB_TYPE F Field data table
L Laboratory data

UNITS CFS cubic feet per second
CN centimeters
COL/IOOHL coliform/lO0 ml

DEG degrees

DEGC degrees celsius
FT feet

G grains
GAL gallons
iN inches

JTU jackson turbidity units
L t_ters
N meters
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Version 1.1, July, 1992
FIELD COOE DESCRIPTION
.................... .......... ..........................,......... .... .........................................

UHITS MG/KG milligrams per kitogrmn
MG/L milligrams per' Liter

HGD millions gallons per day
I#4 millimeter

NS/CH millisienwns per centimeter
NTU nepthelometric turbidity units

PC]/KG picacuries per kiLogre, n
PC%/L picocuries per Liter
STD UNITS standard pH units

UG/L micrograms per Liter
UHHOS/CH micro mhos per centimeter

UR/HR micro rad per hour

US/OH micro sienmns per centimeter
WT_ weight

WCI_T ABS kcrylonitri le Butadiene Styrene (ABS)
BRK Br i ck

CBS Carbon Steel

CNO Concrete

COP Copper
COS Coated Steel

FBG Fiberglass
GLS GaLvani zed Steel

LOS Low Carbon Steel

LSS Low Carbon Steel Upper/Stainless Lower
OTHH Other Metal

OTHR Other

OTHP Other Plastic

PLY Pot ypnopy tene
PVC Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)

PVS PVC Upper/Stainless Steel Lower
RST P,ock or Stone

SLS Stainless Steel

STL Steel

TFI. Teflon

TIL Tile

_0 Wood

WRI Wrought Iron

WELL_TYPE ABN Abandoned Well
EXW Extraction Well

LJW Lnjection Well
IRR IrrigationWetL

LYS Lysfmeter
NEW Honitoring Well
OBS Observation Well
OTH Other

PRG Purge Well
PRW Proo_Jction Well (Public Water Supply)
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F1ELD CODE DESCR!PTI ON
.................... ........-. ..........................................................-.....-.....---...----

WELL_TYPE PZ Pi ezo_t er
TST Test Wet L

VAP Val_r Welt
MPT Wel I Points

WSW Water Supply Wel I (Private Water Supply)

MELL_USE ! Ir_lustriat Mater supply
M Monitoring WeLL

0 Other, define in co_t field
P Public water supply

YN N No
Y Yes

YNNA N No

NA Hot applicable
Y Yes
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Vers|_ 1,1, July, I_2

r,AS M_lld_er PAR_TR D_c r|pt|

1005-68-I 1005681 (3"_thyL_tyl)- eyetof_qmtmr_e

297.97-2 29;'_72 O,O-dlet.hyL 0-2-1_rmz_ny't ph¢_
321-60-8 321606 I,1"biphenyl, 2-ft_ro
1165"14"6 1165146 I,I':2',I""tep41e_1,3_-_J_nyl-

_0-20-6 6_02_ I,I,1,2-letr_chlor_tha_
71-55-6 71556 I, _, 1- t rtch lo.roetharve
_-_-S 79345 1,1,2,2- tetr6ch toroethene
-00-5 79005 I,_,2- tr_ehkoroethe_

13049-35- 9 1_049359 1,1 - bt ph_t, 2,2- dt ethyl -
51_-88-2 51_ I,I-d_ cht oro- 2.pr_
2'0a- 35- 9 20_59 1,1 - di'eh lorocyc t opropene
?5"34"3 _3 1, I - ¢Hch_oroothlne
75-_5+4 7!5354 1, I -+:ltCh[oro_thene
$63-58-6 $63_1_G I,I-d_cht or opropene
Z6/_6- 35. $ 26_6355 1,2,3-pr op¢_t r tot ,Bonolcet ate
87-61-6 87616 1, ;_.3- t r t ch[ orober_zer_
96-18- t, 961_ 1, Z.3- t r ichtoropropsrv_
95-9_,-3 9'._9_3 1,2,4,5- tet rach Lo?ob_zene
120-82-I IZ0_I I,2,4-trichlor_nzer_e
95-6.t-6 95636 I_2,4-tr |_thy_benzer_
4376-20-9 4376_09 1,2-ben_er_Icar'boxy_ic _ctd
17851-53-5 17_1535 1,2-ben_ervedicarboxyL lc _c|d,b
363-52-0 363520 1,2- benzer_dt ol, 3-ft_ro-
272-16-2 27"2162 I, 2- benzi sothi izo I e
95-69-8 95/.98 I,2- chLorotol u_e
96-12-8 9,5128 1,2- dibrmmo-3-¢htoropr_
106-93-4 106934 I, 2- d_brc_methu_e
54.0-49-8 5&.OA_ 1,2 -d/bro_0_t her_
563-54-2 _,63542 1,2- d|chtoro- 1-prope_
_-50- I 95501 1,2- dl ch lo.r'obenz,_r_e
107-06.2 107062 1,2-dtch [oroeth_ne
_0-59-0 5.40590 1,2-dtchtoro_ther_ (total)
73-87.5 7_8T_ I,2-dich loroprop_r_e
_76-_3-9 6_7623.9 t, 2- dim_thyL,:yc|ohex_r_e
122-66- 7 122667 I,2-dtp_er_y_hydraz h_.
95-47-6 g5,47'6 I,_-xytene
544-_5-2 5,_52 1,3.5- cyc_oheptst r | e_e
122._-9 1Z2_9 1,3,5- tr iu lr_e-2, _-d_lmin_,
1_-67"8 I056M_ 1,3,5- tr (mmthytbenzerve
I630_o65-9 163,0_59 1,3,blmze_e, dtccrboxylfc _cJ_
_4.2.7_*.6 5427_6 t, 3- dich l o,ro-I- prope_
$/11-_-1 541T_1 I_ 3-d_ chtorob_zer_
142-_8-9 14Z289 1,3- dt chl oro_ropac_e
&_6-06- 0 6&60_0 1,3 +d_oxoL_r_
2916-31_6 291_16 1,3"d| O+XOLLIm_, 2,2 "dtm_ethYl"
I0_-_-3 I_ 1,3-xylene
_24-69- I P'2/,_ 1 I, z,+benzer_ltol, 2,5.d|c:h[oro-
I_-43-4 _064.t4 1, _,,chLor,oleoI ue_ne
10_-t_6-? 106467 1, _-dlch lo?oben.z_
624-2_-3 6_?,42_P3 I,&-dtlthy lcyc I oh,exe_e
100_25-_ I O0,Z_4 1,4-dlnl t robl_r_Zl_lll
17j-91-1 IZ3911 t,_-dt+mm_
55T24-03-3 55T2_,033 1,4-dioxsspfro[4.5]decane, B-c



Version 1.1, JuLy, 1992
rAS Number PARANTR Description
._........- i..,. _-.,---- -- ---------...-....-..--........

130-15-4 150154 1,4-r_phthoqut rmne
106-42-3 106423 1.4-xyLene
611- 16-5 611143 1-ethyl -Z- methyL-benzene
622-96-8 622968 1- ethy[ -4- methyt -benzene
77B_-03-7 77899037 1-henefcosyL formate
10042-59-6 10042598 1-heptsnot, 2-prowt-
98-83-9 98839 1-methyl ethenyt benzene
13_.32-7 13_327 1-naphthy[Mfne
126-2B-7 124287 1-octsdecanMt he,n, n-dimethy[ -
629- 76-5 629765 I -pentadecsnot
71 -2.3- 8 7123B 1-pr openoL
106-62- 7 106627 1-propanol ,2- (2- hydroxypropoxy
13588-2B-8 13588288 1-propenot, 2- (2- methoxypropoxy
115-07-1 115071 1-propene
107-19-7 107197 1-propyn- 1-oi

[- 125-129 125+129 t ocf;ne

2471-83-2 2471832 lh- tndene, 1-ethyl tdene-
6682-71-9 6682719 lh" indene, 2,3-dthydro-4,7-dfm
767-58-8 767588 lh- indene, 2,3-di hydr- 1-methyl -
496-11-7 496117 lh- indene, 2,3- dt hydro-
542L32-83.6 548.32836 lh- triders, octabydro- 2,2,4,4 #3
20019-64-1 200196/,1 2(5h)- fursnone, 5,5-dimethyl -
594-20-7 594207 2,2-dtch ioropropane
564-0_-5 56/.045 2,2- dimethyl -3- pentarmne
58-90-2 58902 2,3,4,6- tel rachtorophonot
1746-01-6 1746016 2,3,7o8- tel recht orodtbenzo-p-d
78-88-6 78886 2,3-dtchtoro-1 - propene
27133-93- 3 27133933 2,3-dihydro- 1-methyl indene
79-29-8 792'98 2,3-dtmethyLbutsne
584-94-1 5849/,1 2,3-dtmethyLhexene
565-59-3 565593 2,3-dtmethyipentane
107-39-1 107391 2,4,4- t r tmethyf_- 1- pentshe
93-76-5 93765 2,4,5-t
93-T2-1 93721 2,4,5-tp (si tvex)
95-95-4 95954 2,4,5-tr_chtoropher_t
25376-38-9 25376389 2,4,6-tr| bromophenot
88-06-2 88062 2,4,6- t r _chtorophenot
94"75"7 94757 2,4-d
120-EL_-2 120832 2,4-dich torophenot
2213-23-2 2213232 2, ",-dimethyiheptane
10_-08-7 108087 2,4-dimethyLpentsne
105-67-9 105679 2,4-dimethyiphenot
51-28-5 51285 2,4-dt ntt ropher_ t
121-14-2 121142 2,4-dint trototuene
123-54-6 123546 2,4- pontsnedione
20324-34-9 20324349 2,5,8,11- tct raoxatet rm;iecsne
719-22-2 719222 2,5-cycto_ex_Hone- 1,4-dione,2
110-13-4 110134 2,5-hexsnedione
87-65-0 87650 2,6-dtch iorophenoL
173,0_.-23-4 17301234 2,6-dimethytundecane
606-20-2 606202 2,6-dint trotoluene
53- 96-3 539&3 2-acetyl Mi nof Luorene
73- 92 - 2 78922 2-but ,=noI
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Version 1.1, July, 1992
CASHunter PARN_TR Description
..m,....,,.--- ------,------ ------------------------------

5_3- 96-4 5343964 2-butanol, 3-methyl, - _cetate
78-93.3 78933 2-butsnone

109-09-1 109091 2-chtoro pyridine
126-99-8 126998 2- chloro- 1,3-but_Kl| erie
110-75-8 110758 2-eh toroethytvinyl ether
91-58.7 91587 2-ch t oronaphthalene
95-57-8 95578 2-cht orophenot
75- 29-6 75296 2- chIoropropane
1193-18-6 1193186 2-cyctohexen- 1-one, 3-mthyt-
104-76-7 104767 2-ethyl- 1..hexane[
403-19-0 403190 2- f tuoro-4-nt trophonot
367-12-4 367124 2_f tuorophenot
763-20-2 763202 2-heptanethiot, 2-mthyt -
5921-82-4 592182.4 2-heptenol acetate
110-45-0 110630 2- heptanone
6137-06-0 6137060 2- heptanone, 4-mthyt-
928-68-7 928687 2-heptanone, 6-methyl-
73583-56-9 73583569 2-hepten-4- one,2,6- dimthyt-6-
62338-17-4 62338174 2-hexane, 4-hydroxy-3-propyt -
626-93- 7 626937 2-hexlno t
59I -78-6 591786 2-hexanone
105-42-0 105420 2-hexanone, 4-mthyt-(ec19c)
6305-26-4 4305264 2-hexanone, 6- (scetytoxy)
497-26-7 697267 2-mthyt-t ,3-dtoxoLene
75-85-4 75856 2-mthyt -2-butlmot
594- 70-7 594707 2-1thyt -2-ni t r o-propane
591-76-4 591764 2-methyl hexane
91-57-6 91576 2-methytr_phthslone
95-48-7 95687 2-mthylphonol
75- 28- 5 75285 2- mat hytpropane
91-59-8 91598 2-naphthytmine
88-74-4 88744 2-ni troani t the

88-75-5 88755 2-ni trophenot
625-06-9 625069 2-pontanot, 2,4-dimethyl-
123-62-2 121622 2-pentanone, 4-hydroxy-6-tthy
_.661.,48-7 64,61487 2-penter_, 4-mthyt-
691"38-3 6913,83 2-pentone, 6-methyl-, (z)-
511-15-9 511159 2-pherumthrenol, 4b,5,6,7,8,
109-06-8 109068 2-picoltne
67- 63 -0 67630 2-propar_ot
20324-32-7 20324327 2-propenot, I- (2-methoxy- 1..met
127-00-4 127004 2-propanol, l-chloro-
1569-02-4 1569024 2-propsnot, 1-ethoxy-
116-09-6 116096 2..propanone, 1-hydroxy-
918-00-3 9180C3 2- proi:_none,1,1, t - tri chtoro
1885-_8-7 1885387 2-propeceni trt t e, 3-phr_yl-, (e)
3390-13-4 3390134 2-prowl - 1,3-di oxotene
872-50-4 872504 2-pyrrot tdfnone, 1-methyl-
88- 85-7 88857 2- sec-butyt -4,6-d|nf t rophenol
3290-57-1 3290571 2h-wrsn-2-one, let rshydro-3
91-94-1 91941 5,5' -d_chtorobonztd| ne
119_90-4 119904 3,3'-d|mthoxyl:_z tdine
1t9-93-7 119937 3 _3' -dlmthytbonzfdi ne



Version 1.1, JuLy, 1992
CASNumber PARANTR Description

13427-43-5 13427435 3,3,5- trimethyt- 1-hexane
7385-78-6 7385786 3,4-dimethyl - 1-pentane
1786-94-3 1786943 3 _6,7,12,15- pentaoxanonadecan-
17301-28-9 17301289 3 +6-di methylurclecane
598-32-3 598323 3-butene-2-ot

107-05-1 107051 3-cb t oropropene
54.2-76-7 542767 3- chtoropropi oni tri Le
10482-56-1 10482561 3- cyc tohexene-1-methanol,aLpha
609-26-7 609267 3-ethyL-2-mthyt-pentane
106-35-4 106354 3-heptanone
18641-71-9 18641719 3- heptanone,2,4- dimethyl -
597-96-6 597966 3-hexanot, 3-methyL-
598-75-4 598754 3-mthyt-2-butanot
56- 49- 5 56495 3- methytchotanthrene
2216-33-3 2216333 3-methyl octane
96-14-0 96140 3-methytpentane
108-39-4 108.394 3-methytphenot
108-99-6 108996 3-methytpyridine
99- 09-2 99092 3-ni t re.ni t tna

616-24-0 616240 3-pentanamine
141-79-7 141797 3-penten- 2-c_e, 4=methyL-
72-54-8 72548 4,4' -ddd
72"55"9 72559 4,4' -dde
50- 29- 3 50293 4,4 ' - ddt
101-14-4 101144 4,4' -methytenebi aC2- chtoroani t
534-52-1 534521 4,6-di ni t ro- Z-methyLphenol
92- 67-1 92671 4- ,mi nobfphenyl
101-55-3 101553 4- bromophenyt - phenytet her
59- 50- 7 59507 4- chtoro- 3- methyt phenot
106-47-8 106478 4-ch toroani i tna

108-10- I 108101 4-methyl - 2-pentano_e
106-44-5 106445 4-methytphenot
100-01-6 100016 4-nitro,ni t ine

100-02-7 100027 4-ni t rophenoi
29943-42-8 29943428 4h-pyran-4-one, Let rahydro-
3146-66-5 3146665 5-at tyt-5-1xltytbarbituric acid
109-49-9 109499 5-hexen-Z-one

3240-09-3 3240093 5-hexen-2-one, 5-methyt -
110-12-3 110123 5-methyl -2..hexanone
99-55-8 99558 5-rti tro-o-totuidine

57-97-6 57976 7,12-dimethytbenz [ai anthracene
18479-58-8 18479588 7-octen-2-ot, 2,6-dimethyl-
6929-20- 9 6929209 7005-72-3 4- cht orophenyt -I_|eny
2091-29-4 2091294 9- hexrv:lecenoic acid

7206-25-9 7206259 9- oct,decane, (e)-
789-24-2 789242 9h- f tuorene, 9-phonyi-
122-09-8 122098 A, m-dimethytphenethytmfne
83-32-9 83329 Acenaphthene
208-96-8 208968 Acenaphthylerie
75-07- 0 75070 Aceta t dehyde
64-19-7 64197 Acetic acid

1068-57-1 1068571 Acetic acid hydrazide
123-86-4 123864 Acetic acid, butyl ester

R.2-&
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CASNumber PARAJ4TR Description
............ ...,......... .....,........................

67-64-1 67641 Acetone
75-05-8 75058 Acetonttri Le
353-82-2 353622 Acetonitrt Le, dtchtorodiftuor-
98-86-2 98862 Acetophenone
107-02-8 107028 AcroLein

107-13-1 107131 Acryt oni tri Le
309-00-2 309002 ALdrin

ALK ALkaLinity
C03 ALkoLinl ty- co3
HC03 ALkaLini ty- hco3

107-18-6 107106 ALLyl alcohol
12587-46-1 12587461 ALpha activity
319-84-6 319846 Atpha-bhc
5103-71-9 5103719 ALpha-chlordane
7429-90-5 7429905 Atumir_m
14596-10-2 14596102 Americium-241

NH3 Ammoniani trogen
55-80-1 55801 Anal i ne
62-53-3 62533 Ani t i ne
84-65 - 1 84651 Anthraced i one
120-12-7 120127 Anthracene
7440- 36- 0 7440360 Antimany
140-57-8 140578 Aramite
12674-11-2 12674112 Ar_tor-1016

11104-28-2 11106282 Aroctor-1221
11141-16-5 11141165 Aroctor-1232
53469-21-9 53469219 Aroctor- 1242
12672- 29- 6 12672296 Aroct or - 1248
11097-69-I 11097691 Aroctor- 1254
11096-82-5 1109_5_E_25 Arcotor-1260
7440-38-2 7440382 Arsenic

55429-29-3 55429293 Arsenous acid, tris ester
1912-24-9 1912249 Atrazine
529-05-5 529055 Azulene, 7-ethyl-1,4-dimethyl-
7440-39- 3 7440393 Bari tim
621-59-0 621590 Benzat dehyde,3- hydroxy-4-metho
121-33-5 121335 BenzaI dehyde,5- hydroxy- 3-metho
134-62-3 134623 Benzamide, n,n-diethyt-3-met
1575-95-7 1575957 Benzamide, n-acetyl-
71-43-2 71432 Benzene

BENZENE-DER Benzene derivative
100-39-0 100390 Benzene, (bromomethyt)-
588-67-0 588670 Benzene, (butoxymethyl)-
634-66-2 634662 Benzene, 1,2,3,4-tetrachtoro-
634-99-2 634902 Benzene, 1,2,3,5-tetrachtoro-
526-73-8 526738 Benzene, t,2,3-trimethyl-
135-01-3 135013 Benzene, 1,2-diethyl-
108-70-3 108703 Benzene, 1,3,5-trichLoro-
535-77-3 535773 Benzene, l-methyl-3- ( 1-methyte
1074-43-7 1074437 Benzene, l-methyt-3-propyl-
36563-47-0 36563470 Benzene, bromophenoxy-
527-53- 7 527537 Benzene,1,2,3,5- tel rmethyt -
1074-17-5 1074175 Benzene,1-mthyl - 2-propyI -
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CASNumber PARA.RTR Description

1074-55-1 1074551 Benzene,1-methyl -4-propyl -
6830-82-6 6830826 Benzeneacet==nide, n-methyl-
701-70-2 701702 Benzeneethanot, alpha,ethyl -
501-52-0 501520 Benzeneprol_noic acid
70-55-3 70553 BenzenesuLfonamide, 6-methyl-
108-98-5 108985 Benzenethtot
92- 87- 5 92875 Benzid i ne
56-55-3 56553 Benzo(a)anthracene

50-32-8 50328 Benzols)pyrene
205-99-2 205992 Benzo(b) f Luoranthene
95-15-8 95158 Benzo(b) th i ophene
192-97-2 192972 Benzo(e)pyrene
191-26-2 191242 Benzo(g,h, i )perylene
207-08-9 207089 Benzo(k) f[uoranthene
271-89-6 271896 Benzofuran
65-85-0 65850 Benzoic acid
131-69-1 131691 Benzoic acid, 2-([(4- [acetytam
119-61-9 119619 Benzophenone
95-16-9 95169 BenzothiazoLe
100-51-6 100516 Benzyl alcohol
7640-61-7 7440417 Beryl t ium
12587-67-2 12587672 Beta activi ty
319-85-7 319857 Beta-bhc
128-37-0 128370 Bht
285-58-5 285585 Bic4cto (3.1.0) hexane
464-17-5 464175 Bicycto [2.2.1] hept-2-ene, 1,7,7
121-46-0 121460 Btcycto [2.2.1] hepte-2,5-diene
80-56-8 80568 Bicycto [3.1.1] hept-2-ene, 2,6,
5074-71-5 5074715 Bis phenyl-phosphine
111-91 - 1 111911 Bi s( 2- chLoroet hoxy)methane
111-64-6 111444 Bi s(2-ch t oroet hyt )ether
39638-32-9 39638329 Bis(2-ch lorot sopropyt )ether
117-81-7 117817 Bi s(2- ethylhexyl )phthatate
117-82-8 117828 Bis(2-methoxyethyt )ester
7440-69-9 7440699 Bismuth
24389-64- 8 24389648 Bori de
7440-42-8 7440428 Boron
314-40-9 316409 Bromacit
108-86-1 108861 Bto.benzene
74-97- 5 74975 BroemchLoromethsne
16536-57-5 16536575 Broe_cyctohexanoL
75- 27-4 75274 Bromodichtoromethane
662-06-6 462066 Bromoftuorobenzene
75-25-2 75252 Bromofom
74- B3-9 74839 Bromomethane
106-97-8 106978 Butane
112-73-2 112732 Butane, 1- [oxybis(2,1 -ethenedi
78-7$-4 78784 Butane, 2-methyt-
638-11-9 638119 Butanic acid, 1-methytethyLest
29006-02-8 29006028 Butanoic acid, 4-methoxy-
52089-54-0 52089540 Butanoic ecid,2-hydroxy-et est
112-34-5 112365 Butyl carbttot
111-76-2 111762 Butyl cet tosotve
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CASNumber PARANTR Description
..w.....---. ------------ ------------------------------

928-45-0 928450 Butyt nitrate
85-68-7 85687 Butylbenzylphthatate
7440-43-9 7440439 Cadmt_
7440-70-2 7440702 Calcium
86-74-8 86748 Carbazote
75-15-0 75150 Carbondisulfide
463-58-1 463581 Carbon oxide sulfide
56- 23- 5 56235 Carbon tet rech tor ide
7440-45-1 7440451 Cerium
7440-46-2 7440/32 Cesium

10045-97-3 10045973 Cesium-137
16887-00-6 16887006 Chloride
16887-00-6 16887006 Chloride ic
10049-04-4 10049044 Chlorine oxide
108-90-7 108907 Chtorobenzene
510-15-6 510156 Chtorobenzi late

2441-97-6 2441976 Chtorocyctohexane
29538-77-0 29538770 Chlorocyctohexanot
75-45 -6 75456 Chtorodi f t uoromethane
75- 00- 3 75003 Ch[oroethane
67 -66- 3 67663 Chtorof orm
74-87-3 74873 Chl.oromethane
79-38- 9 79389 Chtorot r i f t uoroethene
2921-88-2 2921882 Chtorpyrifos
7440-47-3 7440473 Chro_fum

218-01-9 218019 Chrysene
470-82-6 470826 Cineote
10061-01-5 10061015 Cis- 1,3-di chtoropropene
7440-48-4 7440484 Cobalt
10198-40-0 10198400 Cobalt-60

COND Conductivity, umhos/cm
7440-50-8 7440508 Copper
17493-86-6 17493866 Cu 1+
15158-11-9 15158119 Cu 2+
15510-73-3 15510733 Curium-242
13981-15-2 13981152 Curium-244

506-77-4 506774 Cyanogenchloride
287-23-0 287230 Cyctobutane
294-62- 2 294622 Cyctododecane
4291-80-9 4291809 Cyctoheane, 1-methyt-3-propyt-
295-65 -8 295658 Cyclohexadecane
110-82-7 110827 Cyctohexane
1839-63-0 1839630 Cyclohexane, 103,5-trimethyt-
26637-68-3 26637683 Cyct ohexi=ne,decaf turobis(t
3073-66-3 3073663 Cyclohexane, 1,1,3- trimethyl
54965-05-3 54965058 Cyclohexane, 1,1,3- t r imethyt -
5292-21-7 5292217 Cyclohexaneacet ic acid
_'_08-93.,0 108930 Cyclohexanol
'1_i_,_'94- 1 108941 Cyctohexanone
540-97-6 540976 Cyctohe,xasitoxane, dodecamet
110-83-8 110838 Cyctohexene
2228-98-0 2228980 Cyctohexene, 4-(1,1-dimethytet
930-68- 7 930687 Cyct ohexenone
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CASN_nber PARANTR Description

120-92- 3 12092] Cyctopentanone
1120-72-5 1120725 Cyctopentanone, 2-methyl- (8)
1757-62-2 1757622 Cyclopentanone, 3-methyt-
561-02-6 541026 Cyclopentasi toxane, decameth
930-18-7 930187 Cycl opropane, 1,2-dimethyt..
295-17-0 295170 Cyctotet radecane
1678-92-8 1678928 Cylohexane, propyl-
5989-27-5 5989275 D- t imor_ne
124-18-5 124185 Decane

62108-25-2 62108252 Decane, 2,6,7-trimethyt-
62108-26-3 62108263 Decane,2,6,8- t r imethyt-
2432-89-5 2432895 Decanedioic acid, didecytester
319-86-8 319868 Detta-bhc

84-74-2 84762 Di -n-butytphthatate
117-84-0 117840 Di-n-octytphthatate
53- 70- 3 53703 Di benzla, h)anthracene
192-65-4 192654 Dibenzo la, e]pyrene
189-64-0 189640 Dibenzo [a,h] pyrene
189-55-9 189559 Dibenzo [a, i] pyrene
132-64-9 132649 Dtbenzofuran

132-65-0 132650 Dibenzothi ophene
124-48-1 124481 Dibr omocht oroeethane
74-95 -3 74953 Dibroraoraet hane

1770-80-5 1770805 Dibutytchtorendate
26952-23-8 26952238 Dich l oro- I -propene
24955-63-3 24955633 Di chtorocyct ohexane
75- 71-8 75718 Di chtorod i f I uoromethane
25323-30- 2 25323302 Dich t oroethene
75-43 -4 75436 Di chtorof tuoromethane
60-57-1 60571 Dieldrin
60-29-7 60297 Diethyl ether
84-66-2 84662 Di ethytphtha t ate
108-20-3 108203 Di isopropyl ether
617-96-7 617947 D|methyt benzyt alcohol
624-92-0 624920 Dimethyl disulfide
75-98-9 75989 Dimethyl propanoic acid
]658-80-8 3658808 Dimethyl trtsulfide
131-11-3 131113 Di_ethylphthatate
67-68-5 67685 Di_thyt surfoxide
122-39-4 122396 Diphenytamine

TDS Dissolved sol ids
298-04-4 298044 Disut ,colon
629-97- 0 629970 Docosane
142-78-9 142789 Dodecanamide, n- (2-hydroxyethy
112-60-3 112603 Dodecane
4292-19-7 4292197 Dodec=ne, I-iodo-
143-07-7 143077 Dodecanoic acid

7429-91-6 7429916 Dysprosium
959-98-8 959988 Endosutfan t
33213-65-9 33213659 Endosulfan i i
1031-07-8 1031078 Endosutfan sulfate
72 -20- 8 72208 Endri n
7421-93-4 7421934 Endrin at dehyde
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CASNumber PARANTR Description
............ ............ ..............................

53494-70-5 53494705 Endrin ketone
7640-52-0 7440520 Erbium
76-14-2 76142 Ethane, 1,2-di chtoro-1,1,2,2- te
2050-60-4 2050604 Ethanedioic acid, dibutytester
64-17-5 64175 Ethanot
542-58-5 542585 Ethanol, 2-chloro, acetate
I15-96-8 115968 Ethanol, 2-chtoro-,phosphate-
110-49-6 110496 Ethanol, 2-methoxy-, acetate-
4401-11-0 4401110 Ethanone, 1-oxiranyt-
598-16-3 59816.3 Ethene, tr ibromo-
32357-83-8 32357838 Ether, hexyl pentyl
141-78-6 141786 Ethyl acetate
100-41-4 100414 Ethyl benezene
107-12-0 107120 Ethyl cyanide
97-63-2 97632 Ethyl methacrylate
106-88-7 106887 Ethyl oxi rane
100-41-4 100414 Ethytbenzene
4806-61-5 4806615 Ethylcyc tobutane
1191-96-4 1191964 Et hytcyctopropane
75-21-8 75218 Ethylene oxide
620-17-7 620177 Ethytpher_ot
7440-53-1 7440531 Europium
52 -85- 7 52857 Faq_hur

FCOLI Fecal coliform
206-44-0 206440 FLuoranthene
86-73-7 86737 Ftuorene
16984-68-8 16984488 Ftuoride
7782-41-4 7782414 Fluorine

123-39-7 123397 Forn_ide, n-mthyt
76-13-1 76131 Freon 113
354-23-4 354234 Freon 123

59242-27-2 59242272 Furan, 2,5..di hydro-2,5-dimethyt
7440-55-3 7440553 Gatt fum
58-89-9 58899 Gem.- bhc( tindane)
5103-74-2 5103742 Gemma-chtordane
7440-56-4 7440564 Germanium
7440-57-5 7640575 Gold
14127-62-9 14127629 Gross alpha
12587-47-2 12587472 Gross beta
7440-58-6 7440586 Hafnium

76-44- 8 76448 Hept==chtor
1024-57-3 1024573 Heptachtor epoxide
629+78- 7 629787 Hept_lecane
7225-64-1 7225641 Heptaclecane, 9-octyl-
54833-48-6 54833486 Heptaclecane,2,6+ 10,15- tet ramot
54105-67-8 56105678 Heptadecane,2,6- dimethyl
I072-05-5 1072055 Heptane, 2,6-dimetiWt-
3074-71-3 3074713 Heptane,2,3-dimethyt - (8c19)
926-82-9 926829 Heptane,3,5-dimethyl -
52896-87-4 52896874 Heptane,4- (methyl ethyl )
111-14-8 111148 tleptanoi c acid
118-74- 1 118741 Hexacht orobenzene
87-68- 3 8768] Hexacht orobutadi erie
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CASNumber PARANTR Description
............ ...... ...... ....................... ....... .

77-47-4 77474 Hexachtorocyctopentadiene
67-72-1 67721 Hexachloroethane

70-30-4 70304 Hexachlorophene
1888-71-7 1888717 Hexachloropropene
544-76-3 544763 Hexadecane
57-10-3 57103 Hexadecanoic acid

541-05-9 541059 Hexamthytcyctotrisiloxane
110_54-3 110543 Hexane

54658-01-4 54658014 Hexane, 3-methoxy-
921-47-1 921471 Hexane,2,3,4-trimethyL-
849-99-0 849990 Hexanedioic acid, dicyctohexyt
123-79-5 123795 He_anedioic acid, d_octytester
149-57-5 149575 Hexanic acid, 2_ethyt _
2051-49-2 2051492 Hexanoic acid, anhydride,
107-41-5 107415 Hexytene gtycot
7440-60-0 7440600 HotmiL_

4986-50-9 4986509 Hydrazine, 1,1-dipropyl-
193-39-5 193395 Indeno(I,2,3-cd)pyreno
7440- 74-6 7440746 Ind i um
14158-31-7 14158317 Iodine-125
10043-66-0 10043660 iodine-131
74-88-4 74884 lodomethane
7439-89-6 7439896 Iron
78-83-1 78831 lsobutyt atcohot
465-7_-6 465736 lsodrin

78-59-1 78591 Isophorone
98-82-8 98828 Isopropytbenzene
119-65-3 119653 Isoquinotine
120-58-1 120581 Isosafrote

143-50-0 143500 Kepone
TKN Kjeldahl nitrogen

7439-91-0 7439910 Lanthanum
7439-92-1 7439921 Lead
14255-04-0 14255040 I,ead-210
7439-93-2 7439932 Lithium
7439-94-3 7439943 Lutetium

17714-84-0 17714840 M-terphenyl-d14
7439-95-4 7439954 Magnesium
109-77-3 109773 Matononitrite
7439-96-5 7439965 Manganese
7439-97-6 7439976 Mercury
126-98-7 126987 Methacrytonitrite
109-87-5 109875 Methane, dimethoxy-
593-75-9 593759 Methane, iaocyano-(9cl)
75-69-4 75694 Methane,trichloroftuoro-9.22
74-93-1 74931 Methanethiot
67-56-1 67561 Methanot

91-80-5 91805 Methapyritene
72-43-5 72435 Methoxychtor
79-20-9 79209 Methyt acetate
623-42-7 623427 Methyt ester butanoic acid
80-62-6 80626 Methyl methacrytate
66-27-3 66273 Methyl methanesulfonate
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CASNumber PARAMTR Description

598-58-3 598583 Methyl ni trate
298-00-0 298000 Methyl parathion
598-61-8 598618 Nethytcyctobut_ne
108-87-2 108872 Methytcyctohexane
96-37- 7 96377 Methyt cyct opentane
75-09-2 75092 Methylene chtr,ride
7439-98-7 7439987 Molybdenum
887-54"7 887547 Monomethytacid, 2,3,5,6-tetra
544-63-8 544638 Myristic acid
71-36-3 71363 N-butanol
104-51-8 104518 N-butytbenzene
924-16-3 924163 N-ni t roso-di _n-butyt amine
621-64-7 621647 N-nitroso-di -n-propytamine
55-18-5 55185 N-ni t rosodi ethyl=ni ne
62- 75- 9 62759 N- ni t rosodi methytamine
86-30-6 86306 N-ni t rosodiphenylamine
10595-95-6 10595956 N-ni t rosomethylethyl amine
59- 89- 2 59892 N- nit rosomorphot i ne
100-75-4 100754 N-nitrosopiperidine
930-55-2 930552 N-ni t rosopyro I idine
103-65-1 103651 N-propytbenzene
91 -20-3 91203 NaphthaIene
2131-42-2 2131422 Naphthalene. 1.4.6-trimethyt-
90-12-0 90120 Naphthalene. 1-,_thyt-
7440-00-8 7440008 Neodymium
7439-99-8 7439998 NeptunitJn
13_4-20-2 13994202 Neptuni um-237
7440-02-0 7440020 Nickel
7440- 03-1 7440031 Niobium
14797-55-8 14797558 Nitrate nitrogen

NO3N Ni trate-ni t rogen
T/24-14-1 7723140 Nitrite nitrogen
98- 95 -3 98953 Ni t r obenzene
20810-28-0 20810280 Nt trobenzene-d5
624-91-9 624919 Nitrous acid
111-84-2 111842 Nonane

871-8]-0 8718:30 Nonane, 2-methyl-
17302-32-8 17302328 Nonane, 3,7-dimthyt-
5911-04-6 5911046 Nonane. 3-methyt-
112-05-0 112050 Nonanoic acid

55282-13-8 55282138 Octadecane, 5,14-dibutyl-
646-13-9 646139 Octadecanoic acid. 2-methytp
556-67-2 556672 Oct_nethyt cyctotetrasi toxane
111-65-9 111659 Octane
62016-28-8 62016288 Octane, 2,2,6-trimethyt-
3221-61-2 3221612 Octane, 2-methyl-
2216-34-4 2216344 Octane, 4-methyl
62016-34-6 62016346 Octane.2.3.7- t rimethyl-
124-07-2 124072 Octanoic acid

OP04 Orthophosphorus
7440-04-2 7440042 Osmium
106-51-4 106514 P-benzoquinor_
60-11 - 7 60117 P-di n_thy Laminoazobenzene
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CASNumber PARAMTR Description
............ ............ ..............................

99-87-6 99876 P- i sopropyt toluene
1718-51-0 1718510 P- terphenyl-di4
7440-05-3 7440053 Pat radium
56-38-2 56382 Parath i on
608- 93- 5 608935 Pentachtorobenzene
76- 01 -7 76017 Pent achtoroet hane
82- 68- 8 82688 Pentachtoroni t robenzene

87- 86- 5 87865 Pentachtorophenot
1002-84-2 1002842 Pentadecanoic acid
109-66- 0 109660 Pentane
565-75-3 565753 Pentane, 2,3,4-trimethyt-
560-21-4 560214 Pentane, 2,3,3- t r imethyt
624-24-8 624248 Pentanoic acid, methyl ester

PH Ph
62- 44- 2 62442 Phenaceti n
85- 01-8 85018 Phenanthrene
108-95-2 108952 Phenol
96-76-4 96764 Phenol, 2,4-bi sl1,1-dimethytet
128-39-2 128392 Phenol, 2,6-bis(I, 1-dimethytet
84-16-2 84162 Phenol,4,4'-(I,2-diethyl_1,2-

140-66-9 140669 Phenol,4-(I,1,3,3-tetrmethyt
99-89-8 99898 Phenol, 4-(1-methytethyt)-

120-32-I 120321 Phenol,4-chtoro-2-(phenytme
119-33-5 119335 Phenol, 4-methyt-2-ni tro-
25154-52-3 25154523 Phenol, nonyl=
25013-16-5 25013165 Phenol, (1,1-dimethytethyt)-4-m
13127-88-3 13127883 Phenol-d6

PHENOLS-TOT Phenol iea, total recoverable
298-02- 2 298022 Phorate
19047-85-9 19047859 Phosphonic acid, dioctyt-
1241-94-7 1241947 Phosphoric acid, 2-ethythexy
78-40-0 78400 Phosphoric acid, triethytester
7723-14-0 7723140 Phosphorus
85- 44- 9 85449 Phthe t i c anhydr ide
7440-06-4 7440064 PLatinum
13981-16-3 13981163 P[utonium-238

15117-48-3 15117483 Ptutonium-239
14119-33-6 14119336 P;utonium-240
7_0-09-7 7440097 Potassium
13966-00-2 13966002 Potassium-40
7440-I0-0 7440100 Praseodymium
583-58-4 583584 Pridine,3,4-dimethyt-
23950-58-5 23950585 Pronamide
123-38-6 123386 Propenal
563-83-7 563837 Propenamide, 2-methyl-
627-08-7 627087 Propene, 1- (1-methytethoxy)-
15268-49-2 15268492 Propane, 2-methyl- 1-propoxy-
14290-92-7 14290927 Propene, 2- (ethyl thlO)- 2-meth
79-09-4 79094 Propenoic acid
554-12-1 554121 Propanoic acid methyl ester
74381-40-1 74381/,01 Pr_r_ic acid, 2-methyl-,1-(1
637-78-5 637785 Propanoic acid, methyl ester
74367-33-2 74367332 Propenoic acid,2-methyt-,2,2-m
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Version 1.1, Jury, 1992
CASNun_r PARANTR Description

74367-34-3 74367343 Propanolc acid,2-methyt-,3-hyd
627-13-4 627134 Prow[ nitrate
2415-72-7 2415727 Prowlcyclopropane
13981-14-1 13981141 Protactinium

129-O0-0 129000 Pyrene
110-86-1 110861 Pyridine
7440-14-4 7440144 Radium
13233-32-4 13233324 Radium-224
13982-63-3 13982633 Radium-226
15262-20-1 15262201 Radi um-228
108-46-3 10846_ Resorcinot
7440-15-5 7440155 Rhenium
7440-16-6 7660166 Rhodium
7440-18-8 7440188 Ruthenium
94- 59- 7 96597 Safro [ •
7440-19-9 7440199 Samarium
7440-20- 2 7440202 Scandi urn
135-98-8 135988 Sec-butytbenzene
7782-49-2 7782492 Selenium

SVOL-HOIST Semivotatites X moisture

55683-16-4 55683164 Si ticic acid, dibutytdipropyt
7440-21-3 7440213 Si [ icon
7440-22-4 7440224 Si [ver
7440-Z3-5 7440235 Sodium
7440-24-6 7440246 Strontium
10098-97- 2 10098972 St r ont iun-90

100-42-5 100425 Styrene
18496-25-8 18496258 Sutfide

67- 71- 0 67710 Sutfony [ bi sinethane
7704-34-9 7704349 sur fur
10544-50-0 10544500 Sutfur ts8)

TSS Suspendedsot ids
75-65-0 75650 T-butanot

98-54-4 98544 T-butyt phenol
7_0-25-7 7440257 Tantatum
7440-26- 8 7440268 Technet iurn
14133-76-7 14133767 Technetium-99
57-74-9 57749 Technicat ch[ordane
8017-34-3 8017343 Technicat chtorophenathane

TEHP Temperature
7440- 27- 9 7440279 Terbium

5142-67-6 5142676 Terphenyt.,d14
98- 06- 6 98066 Tert- bury[benzene
127-18-4 127184 Tetrach [oroethene
7683-64-9 7683649 Tet racosahexaene
629=59-4 629596 Tet r_lecane
3234-85-3 3234853 Tetradecaneic acid, tetradecy[
3689-24-5 3689245 Tctraethyldi thi opyrophosphate
109-99-9 109999 Tetrahydrofuran
50876-33-0 50876330 Tet ramethytcyc topentane
1186-53-4 1186534 Tet ramethy[ pentane
7440-28- 0 7440280 That t ium
75-18-3 75183 Thiobiantethane
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Version 1.1, July, 1992

CASNumber PARANTR Description
.........._. ...........- ..............................

1003-09-4 1003094 Thiophene, 2- br_,o-
7440-29-1 7440291 Thorium
14274-82-9 14274829 Thorium-228
14269-63-7 14269637 Thorium-230
15065-10-8 15065108 Thorium-234
15065-10-8 15065108 Thorium-234
7440-30-4 7440304 "rhutium

7440-31-5 7440315 Tin
7440-32-6 7440326 Titanium
108-88-3 108885 Toluene
2037-26-5 2037265 Toluene-d8

37871-00-4 37871004 Total hpcdd
38998-75-3 38998753 Total hpcdf
34465-46-8 34465468 Total hxcdd
55684-94-1 55684941 Tots[ hxcdf

TKN Total kjeldahl nitrogen
3268-87-9 3268879 Total ocdd
39001-02-0 39001020 Total ocdf

TOC Total organic carbon (TOC)
TOX Total organic halides (TOX)

36088-22-9 36088229 Total pecdd
30402-15-4 30402154 Total pecdf
10098-97-2 10098972 Total radioactive SR
7440-14-4 7440144 Total radium
41903-57-5 41903575 Total tcdd
30402-14-3 30402143 Total [cdf

8001-35-2 8001352 Toxaphene
156-60-5 156605 Trans- 1,2-di chtoroethene
10061-02-6 10061026 Trans- 1,3-di ch[oropropene
110-57-6 110576 Trans- 1,4-di chl oro- 2-1_Jtene
126-73-8 126738 Tributylphosphate
79-01-6 79016 Trichloroethene
75-69-4 75694 Trichlorof Iuoromethane
75- 70- 7 75707 Tr i ch[ oromethanethi ol
629-50-5 629505 Tridecane
35599-77-0 35599770 Tridecane, 1- iodo-
55045-11-9 55045119 Tridecane, 5-propyl-
1582-09-8 1582098 Trifluralin (acn)
1066-40-6 1066406 Trimethytsi tanol
115-86-6 115866 Tr iphenyl phosphate
126-72-7 126727 Tr i s(2,3-di bromopropyl)phospha
10028-17-8 10028178 Tritium
7440-33-7 7440337 Tunosten

TURB Turbidi ty
1120-21-4 1120214 Undecane
17301-32-5 17301325 Undecane,4,7-di cethyl -

UNKNOgN Unknown
UNKNOt- H Unknownhydrocarbon

7440- 61- 1 7440611 Urani um
13966-29-5 13966295 Uranium-234
15117-96-1 15117961 Uranium-235
13982-70-2 13982702 Urani urn-236
7440-61 - 1 7440611 Urani urn-238
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Version 1.1, Juty, 1992
CASNuwl_r _J_UkIqTR Descr|ptton

I09-52-4 10_26 Vatertc scud
7U.O-62- 2 7_0_.2 v_ad! Lm
1I_-05+4 108054 Vinyl scetste
75-01-.6 ?'5014 VfLnyt chtortr_

FLOW Umtl,r ftou (mocl)
1350-21:)-7 133+0207 Xyker_ {totaL)
?_O-g-4 74406dF,A Ytterbium
7/J.0-_-5 7tJ,0655 Yttriu8
7_0-b6.6 F640666 Zinc
7dJ_0-67-7 7U,0677 Ztrcc_{u_
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Interchange File Format
for

Electronic Data Reports

This document establishes, for EPA Region IV, the required
format for electronic reporting of monitoring data.

Data will be transported as a set of four ASCII files:

STATION.DAT - contains basic information about monitoring station
location and type.

WELL.DAT - contains detailed information about construction and

characteristics of groundwater monitoring stations.

SAMPLE.DAT - contains basic information about the collection and

characteristics of samples.

PARM.DAT - contains measured values and reporting units for

specific parameters.

The first line of EACH of the four files MUST contain the following text
starting in position ones 19901001

These files are to be transmitted in ASCII format using 5.25 inch flexible disk,
nine-track magnetic tape (1600 or 6250 bpi) or, in the future, via communications
channels yet to be defined. Hardcopy reporting requirements will continue as
currently required until further notice. Additional files may be defined in the
future for non-groundwater station types should the need arise.

Several of these files will contain data that is usually static in nature. For
example, the basic information contained in STATION.DAT will not normally change
for any 8ingle station, therefore once the data has been submitted for a
particular station, it will not be required to resubmit that information. If,
however, the station record is updated or corrected the record would have to be
resubmitted. After the initial report then, STATION.DAT would be submitted only
when new stations are created, or when an old station record is modified, and

need only contain the new or modified records. The same is true of file
WELL.DAT. SAMPLE.DAT would, of course, be submitted each time one or more new

samples were to be reported, or any sample record required updating. Again, the
file need only contain the new or updated records. PARM.DAT is expected to be
submitted at each required reporting interval, since it will contain the
analytical results needed to determine compliance. It must contain all new
results for the reporting interval, and may contain corrections and updates to
older records. As may be observed_ the format allows for asynchronous reporting,
provided that no sample may be reported before the station with which it is
associated, and no parametric record before its sample record.

For each file described in the appendices, all fields must be reported.
The null , or "no data", value for all fields is the pound sign (#), and must

appear in the first column position of its field. Field values may be listed one
per line in the export file, or multiple values may be reported on a single line,
provided that field values are reported in the specified order, and each value
i_ terminated by a comma (,). Lines containing multiple values may not exceed
80 characters in length, including the delimiters. Since the comma is used as
a delimiter for data values, the values themselves may not contain any comma,

even though the value may be a text stream.



Datafile STATION.DAT

field field field

no. name Description

1 STATION KEY * Unique station identifier. Consists of aD

twenty-seven character alphanumeric field, left
justified, containing:

column: description:
1-12 Unique site identifier as assigned by

EPA. Must be alphanumeric.

13-17 Unique solid waste management unit
designator. Must be alphanumeric.

18 Media status indicator. Must contain

one of the following_

C - compliance monitoring station
B - baseline monitoring station
A - other ambient monitoring station.

19 - 27 Unique station identifier. Must be
alphanumeric. If tl_is data is to be
used with the Region IV Query menu,
the naming convention recomended for
stations is as follows. Monitoring
wells should contain 'MW',test pits

'TP',boreholes 'BH', surface soil
'SS'.

2 TYPE _ Type of monitoring station. Consists of a four
character alphanumeric field, left justified,
containing one of the following: AIR, SWTR, GWTR,
SOIL, SED, and SLDG. The meanings of these
abbreviations are as follows:

AIR - Air sampling station
SWTR - Surface water sampling station
GWTR - ground water sampling station
SOIL - soil sampling station
SED - Stream bed sediment

SLDG - process sludge sampling

3 LATITUDE * Geographic position of the station in degrees
north of the equator. Must be in the format
DDMMSS.xxxx, where DD represents degrees, MM

represents minutes, and SS.xxxx represents
seconds, with available precision to four decimal

places.

4 LONGITUDE * Geographic position of the station in degrees
west of the Prime Meridian. Must be in the
fo_at DDDMMSS.xxxxv where DDD represents

degrees, MM represents minutes, and SS.xxxx

represents seconds, with available precision to
four decimal places.

5 LSDAT * Elevation in feet (MSL) of land surface at the
location of the monitoring station. Must be a
DECIMAL NUMERIC field with a maximum of twelve

characters (including the decimal point) and may
have up to two digits after the decimal point.

Z



6 RFDAT * Elevation in feet (MSL) of the point from which
height above ground, water level and sampling
depth measurements are taken. DECIMAL NUMERIC
field with a maximum of twelve characters

(including the decimal point) and may have up to
two digits after the decimal point.

7 CONDT Date construction of the station was completed.
Eight character integer field consisting of:

columns content

1-4 year including century, e.g.
1989

5-6 numeric month

7-8 numeric day of month

Column numbers are relative to the beginning of
the CONDT Field. Each subfield described above

must be right justified, and may contain leading
zeros.

8 ACCUR * Estimated accuracy for the reported latitude and
longitude, in meters. DECIMAL NUMERIC field with a
maximum of six characters (including the decimal

point) and may have up to two digits after the
decimal point.

9 LLMETH * One character alphanumeric field which indicates
the method used to determine the latitude and

longitude. Contains one of the following:

C - Calculated from map
D - Digitized from a map
G - Global Positioning System
L - Loran-C
U - Unknown

O - other method not listed above

I i0 OMETH Any method for which there is no code. This
field consists of 32 character ALPHANUMERIC

I! field,left justified. This field is REQUIRED if"O" is entered in the method field above.

ii COMMENT Any additional information the user feels
i! necessary, which may not be accomodated in a
[I defined field. Must be ALPANUMERIC consisting of

i up to 40 characters.
%

f .
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Datafile WELL.DAT

field field field

no. name Description

1 STATION KEY * Unique station identifier. Consists of a
twenty-seven character alphanumeric field, left
justified, containing:

column: description:

1-12 Unique site identifier as
assigned by EPA. Must be
alphanumeric.

13-17 Unique solid waste management unit
designator. Must be alphanumeric.

18 Media status indicator. Must contain

one of the following:

C - compliance monitoring station
B - baseline monitoring station
A - other ambient monitoring station.

19 - 27 Unique station identifier. Must be
alphanumeric.

2 AQNAM * USGS Aquifer Code for aquifer from which samples

are obtained. Alphanumeric field with up to
eight characters.

3 TOTDP Total depth to which the hole was drilled, bored
or dug in feet below land surface datum. DECIMAL
NUMERIC field with a maximum of twelve characters

(including the decimal point) and may have up to
two digits after the decimal point°

4 DRMTH Method by which well was constructed. Must be
ALPHANUMERIC, consisting of a single character.
The character must be one of the following:

H - hollow stem auger S - solid stem auger
C - cable too] R - rotary

V - reverse rotary D - dug
J - water jet A - air percussion

O - other

5 DRFLD Fluid used to lubricate cutting tool and/or
remove materials from hole. Must be ALPHANUMERIC,

consisting of a single character. The character
must be one of the following:

A - air M - other mud
B - bentonite N - none
W - water O - other fluid

6 DVMTH Method by which well was developed. Must be
ALPHANUMERIC, consisting of a single character.
The character must be one of the following:



A - air lift pump B - bailed
C - compressed air J - jetted
P - other pump S - surged
Z - other method N - none

7 DVHRS Time in hours during which well was developed.
Must be INTEGER NUMERIC, consisting of up to 5
digits.

8 SPLTRT Any special treatment that was applied during the
well development process. Must be ALPHANUMERIC,
consisting of a single character, which must be
one of the following:

C - chemicals D - dry ice
E - explosives F - deflocculant

H - hydrofracturing M - mechanical
Z - other N - none

9 LIFT Type of lift indicator. Must be Alphanumeric,
consisting of a single character. The character
must be one of the following:

A - air lift R - rotary pump
B - bucket S - submersible pump

C - centrifugal pump T - turbine
J - jet pump U - unknown
P - Piston pump Z - other

i0 NOSEG Number of bore hole sections. A bore hole

section is defined as a length of bore hole of
constant diameter. Bore hole sections are

designated numerically from top to bottom of bore
hole. INTEGER NUMERIC field containing a value
of one two, or three.

ii SGDIAI Diameter of first bore hole section, in inches.

12 SGDIA2 Diameter of second bore hole section, in inches.

13 SGDIA3 Diameter of third bore bole section, in inches.

Each of the SGDIAx fields is DECIMAL NUMERIC,

containing up to twelve characters (including the
decimal point), and may have up to two digits
following the decimal point.

14 STELVI The depth to the top of the first bore hole
section .

15 STELV2 The depth to the top of the second bore hole
section .

16 STELV3 The depth to the top of the third bore hole
section .

Each of the STELVx fields is DECIMAL NUMERIC

with a maximum of twelve characters (including
the decimal point) and may have up to two digits
after the decimal point. These depths are
measured relative to land surface datum.

17 SBELVl The depth to the bottom of the first bore hole
section.



18 SBELV2 The depth to the bottom of the second bore hole
section.

19 SBELV3 The depth to the bottom of the third bore hole
section.

Each of the SBELVx fields is DECIMAL NUMERIC with

a maximum of twelve characters (including the
decimal point) and may have up to two digits
after the decimal point° These depths are
measured relative to land surface datum.

20 NOCAS Number of casing sec 9ns. A casing section is
defined as a length o.. casing of constant
diameter and uniform material. Casing sections are
designated numerically from top to bottom of
well. INTEGER NUMERIC field containing a value
of one, two, or three.

21 TCELV1 The depth to the top of the first section of
casing(in feet).

22 TCELV2 The depth to the top of the second section of
casing(in feet).

23 TCELV3 The depth to the top of the third section of
casing(in feet).

The TCELVx fields are DECIMAL NUMERIC, each with

a maximum of twelve characters (including the
decimal point) and may have up to two digits
after the decimal point. These depths _
measured relative to land surface datum.

24 BCELVI The depth to the bottom of the first section of
casing, in feet.

25 BCELV2 The depth to the bottom of the second section of
casing,in feet.

26 BCELV3 The depth to the bottom of the third section of
casing, in feet.

The BCELVx fields are DECIMAL NUMERIC,each with a

maximum of twelve characters (including the

decimal point) and may have up to two digits
after the decimal point. These depths are
measured relative to land surface datum.

27 CIDIAI Inside diameter of the first section of casing,in
inches.

28 CIDIA2 Inside diameter of the second section of

casing, in inches.

29 CIDIA3 Inside diameter of the third section of casing,in
inches.

The CIDIAx fields are DECIMAL NUMERIC,each with a

maximum of twelve characters (including the

decimal point) and may have up to two digits
after the decimal point.



30 CODIAI Outside diameter of the first section of casing,
in inches.

31 CODIA2 Outside diameter of the second section of casing,
in inches.

32 CODIA3 Outside diameter of the third section of casing,
in inches.

The CODIAx fields are DECIMAL NUMERIC,each with a

maximum of twelve characters (including the
decimal point) and may have up to two digits
after the decimal point.

33 CMATRI Description or name of casing material from which
the first section of casing is made.

34 CMATR2 Description or name of casing material from which
the second section of casing is made.

35 CMATR3 Description or name of casing material from which
the third section of casing is made.

The CMATRx fields are ALPHANUMERIC, each with a

maximum of eight characters.

OPEN INTERVAL - any portion of the well in which
the interior of the well is not isolated from the

surrounding soil and rock by unbreached casing.

36 OPTYP Indicator of the type of opening in the open
interval. The field is ALPHANUMERIC, consisting

of a single character. The character must be one
of the following:

O - open end P - perforated or slotted
S - screened T - sand point
W - walled X - open hole

Z - other

37 TOELV The depth to the top of the open interval. The
TOELV field is DECIMAL NUMERIC with a maximum of

twelve characters (including the decimal point)

and may have up to two digits after the decimal
point. Measured relative to land surface.

38 BOELV The depth to the bottom of the open interval.
The BOELV field is DECIMAL NUMERIC with a maximum

of twelve characters (including the decimal

point) and may have up to two digits after the
decimal point. Measured relative to land
surface_

39 OMATR Description or name of material used to screen
the open interval. The OMATR field is
ALPHANUMERIC with a maximum of eight characters.

40 OWIDT Width or short dimension of slot or mesh of
screen material for the open interval, in inches.
The OWIDT field is DECIMAL NUMERIC with up to
twelve characters (including the decimal), and

may have up to 3 digits following the decimal
point.



41 OLENG Length or long dimension of slot or mesh of
screen material for the open interval, in inches.
The OLENG field is DECIMAL NUMERIC with up to
twelve characters (including the decimal), and
may have up to 3 digits following the decimal
point.

FILTER PACK - material placed in the annulus of
the well between the borehole wall and the well

screen to prevent formation material from
entering through the well screen.

42 FPMTH Indicator for method of filter' pack placement.

Must be ALPHANUMERIC consisting of a single
character. The character must be one of the

following:

A - dropping material down the hole and tamping
B - dropping material down hollow-stem auger
T - tremie pipe
O - other

43 FPMAT Description or name of the material which forms
the filter pack. Must be ALPHANUMERIC,
consisting of up to eight (8) characters.

44 FPGRN Grain size of the material which forms the filter

pack, in mesh guage. Must be INTEGER NUMERIC,
with up to four characters.

45 TFELV The depth to the top of the filter pack. The
TFELV field is DECIMAL NUMERIC with a maximum of

twelve characters (including the decimal point)
and may have up to two digits after the decimal
point. Measured relative to land surface.

46 BFELV The depth to the bottom of the filter pack. The
BFELV field is DECIMAL NUMERIC with a maximum of

twelve characters (including the decimal point)

and may have up to two digits after the decimal
point. Measured relative to land surface.

ANNULAR SEALANT - material used to seal the space
between the borehole and the casing of the well.
The annular sealant is placed directly above the

filter pack to prevent the migration of
contaminants to the sampling zone from the
surface or intermediate zones and prevent cross
contamination between strata.

47 SLMTH Indicator for method of sealant placement. Must

be ALPHANUMERIC consisting of a single character.
ThE character must be one of the following:

A - dropping material down the hole and tamping
B - dropping material down hollow-stem auger
T - tremie pipe
O - other



48 SLMATR Description or name of the material which forms
the seal above the filter pack against entry of
surface water. Must be ALPHANUMERIC, consisting
of a single character. The character must be one
of the following:

B - bentonite C - other clay
G - cement Z - other

N -none

49 TSLELV The depth to the top of the annular seal. The
TSLELV field is DECIMAL NUMERIC with a maximum of

twelve characters (including the decimal point)
and may have up to two digits after the decimal
point. Measured relative to land surface.

50 BSLELV The depth to the bottom of the annular seal. The
BSLELV field is DECIMAL NUMERIC with a maximum of

twelve characters (including the decimal point)
and may have up to two digits after the decimal
point. Measured relative to land surface.

51 SRFSL Surface seal Indicator. Indicates whether or not

the upper portion of the borehole is sealed to
prevent inflow of surface water. Single
character ALPHANUMERIC, containing "Y" if well ks
sealed. Otherwise contains "N".

52 DNGRAD Downgradient indicator. Indicates whether or not,
the well has been installed hydraulically
downgradient of the source of potential
groundwater pollution, and is capable of
detecting the migration of contaminants. Single
character ALPHANUMERIC, containing "Y" if well is
downgradient from waste disposal site. Otherwise
contains "N".

53 DRLOG Drillers log indicator. Indicates availability of
drillers log. Single character ALPHANUMERIC,
containing "Y" if log is available. Otherwise
contains "N".

54 LTHLG Lithologic log indicator. Lithologic log shows
distribution of lithology with depth in the bore
hole. Single character ALPHANUMERIC, containing
"Y" if log is available. Otherwise contains "N".

55 WLUSE * Well use indicator. Must be ALPHANUMERIC,

consisting of a single character. The character
must be one of the following:

D - domestic (private) water supply
I - industrial water supply
M - monitoring well
P - public water supply
O - other

56 COMMENT Supplemental information as needed. May contain
up to 80 alphanumeric characters.



Datafile SAMPLE.DAT

field field field

no. name Description

1 SAMPLE_KEY * Unique sample identifier. Consists of a
forty-two character field, left justified,
containing:

column: description:
1-12 Unique site identifier as

assigned by EPA. Must be
alphanumeric.

13-17 Unique solid waste management unit

designator. Must be alphanumeric.

18 Media status indicator. Must contain

one of the following:

C - compliance monitoring station
B - baseline monitoring station
A - other ambient monitoring station.

19 - 27 Unique station identifier. Must be
alphanumeric.

28 - 42 Unique sample identifier. Must be
alphanumeric.

2 DELTH _ Vertical displacement of sample from the
reference elevation (in feet) of the sampling
station. For surface water, soils, and
groundwater stations this would be the depth of
the sample and for air monitoring stations, the
height above ground. Must be DECIMAL NUMERIC
consisting of a maximum of six characters
(including the decimal) and may have up to two
digits after the decimal point.

3 DATE * Date of sample collection. Eight character
integer field consisting of:

columns content

1-4 year including century,
e.g. 1989.

5-6 numeric month.

7-8 numeric day of month.

Column numbers are relative to the beginning of
the DATE Field. Each subfield described above

must be right justified, and may contain leading
zeros.

4 TIME * Time (in military format) of sample collection.
INTEGER NUMERIC consisting of four characters.

5 SSTAT * Station status or condition. Used primarily for
groundwater monitoring stations. ALPHANUMERIC
consisting of one character. The character must
be one of the following:



D - Dry F - Flowing

O - obstructed P - Pumping
W - Destroyed X - Surficial inflow

Z - other

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

6 TEMP Sample temperature in degrees Celsius. DECIMAL

NUMERIC consisting of six characters (including
the decimal) and may have up to two digits after
the decimal point°

7 PH Sample pH in standard units. DECIMAL NUMERIC

consisting of four characters (including the
decimal) and may have one digit after the decimal
point.

8 COND Specific Conductance in uMhos. INTEGER NUMERIC
consisting of a maximum of six characters.

9 TURB Turbidity. INTEGER NUMERIC consisting of a
maximum of eight characters. May be reported in
JTU or NTU, as required by program.

I0 WLEVEL Well water level, _r stream gage height, in feet.
Measured relative to the reference datum. Item is

DECIMAL NUMERIC consisting of a maximum of six

characters (including the decimal) and may have
up to two digits following the decimal point.

Ii WINDSP Wind speed in km/h. DECIMAL NUMERIC consisting of
a maximum of six characters (including the
decimal), and may have up to two digits after the
decimal point.

12 WINDIR Wind direction in degrees. INTEGER NUMERIC
consisting of a maximum of four characters.

13 SAMMETH Method used to collect sample. ALPHANUMERIC
field, left justified, consisting of up to 20
characters.

14 SAMPLER Name of Agency of Organization that collected the
sample. Must be ALPHANUMERIC consisting of up to
20 characters.

15 COMMENT Any additional information the user feels
necessary, which may not be accomodated in a
defined field. Must be ALPANUMERIC consisting of
up to 40 characters.



Datafile PARM.DAT

field field field

no. name Description

1 PARAM_KEY • Unique data record identifier. Consists of a
fifty-four character field, left justified,
containing:

column: description:
1-12 Unique site identifier as

assigned by EPA. Must be
alphanumeric.

13-17 Unique solid waste management unit
designator. Must be alphanumeric.

18 Media status indicator. Must contain

one of the following:

C - compliance monitoring station
B - baseline monitoring station
A - o_her ambient monitoring station.

19 - 27 Unique station identifier. Must be
alphanumeric.

28 - 42 Unique sample identifier. Must be
alphanumeric.

43 - 54 Parameter identifier. For chemical
constituents for which CAS numbers

exist, the CAS number will be the
identifier. For other constituents,
the identifier will be determined on

an as-needed basis.

55 - 58 Replicate number. Identifies the
value as one of two or more

analyitical results for the same
parameter on the same sample.
INTEGER NUMERIC, right justified, up
to four characters. Not used unless

replicate results are reported.

2 QUALF Qualifier field. ALPHANUMERIC, may contain up to

four STORET qualifier codes.

3 VALUE * The reported analytical result for the chemical.
Must be DECIMAL NUMERIC, consisting of up to
twelve character (including the decimal), and

may have up to four digits after the decimal
point.

4 UNITS * The units of measurement in which analytical
results are reported. ALPHANUMERIC, consisting of

up to six characters.

5 METHOD The name or code of the analytical method or

technique used to obtain the reported value.
ALPHANUMERIC, containing up to fourteen
characters.



6 DATE * Date of analysis. Eight character integer field
consisting of:

columns content

i-4 year including
century, e.g.,
1989.

5-6 numeric month

7-8 numeric day of
month

Column numbers are relative to the b_ginning of
the DATE Field. Each subfield described above

must be right justified, and may contain leading
zeros.

7 DETLIM Detection limit. Must be in same units as the

reported value. Mu_t be DECIMAL NUMERIC,
consisting of up to twelve characters (including
the decimal), and may have up to four digits
after the decimal point.

8 LAB Name of Lab that performed the analysis.
ALPHANUMERIC field containinq up to 28
characters.

9 COMMENT Any additional information the user feels
necessary, _hich may not be accomodated in a
defined field. Must be ALPANUMERIC consisting of
up to 40 characters.
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